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ABSTRACT 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF LEGISLATIVE ASPECTS 

ON THE FORMATION OF URBAN INTERFACE 

 

 

Arslan, Seda 

M.Sc., Department of City and Regional Planning in Urban Design 

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Adnan Barlas 

 

January 2016, 192 pages 

 

 

This research aims to explore the role of legislative process in the formation of 

architecture-urban interfaces. Urban interfaces are the interspaces forming a shared 

boundary between an urban space and an architectural structure. Considering the 

interactive process of architecture and city planning, urban interfaces as the spatial 

intersection, are the keys of relations of these disciplines. Spatial integration of urban 

form and architecture affect urban environment in terms of urban spatial interaction.  

 

Architectural and urban design with legislative process is the determinative of the 

formation, definition and production of that spatial integration, urban interfaces. 

However, those two designating factors differ in terms being objective and subjective 

issues. During design process of urban composition, legal (objective) regulations are 

guides for designed (subjective) urban or architectural elements to make them work 

as parts of a whole. Therefore design guidance in the legislative process, become a 

crucial part of the development control systems in terms of physical, social, 

functional and visual qualities of urban environment. As a result it is necessary to 

include interfaces in development control system, as the spatial keys of architectural 

structure and urban space. 

 

This study will cover the interfaces as the boundary and the setting under the titles 

of built form and building site. Accordingly, the study will discuss the role of 

legislative processes and regulations as a design guidance system in the formation of 
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urban interfaces in terms of physical, social functional and visual effects on urban 

environment. Finally the definition and formation of interfaces within legislation, 

regulations and spatial planning process as a design guidance, will be evaluated in 

terms of effectiveness, adequacy and sufficiency. 

 

 

Keywords: Urban Interface, Architectural Form, Urban Space, Development 

Legislation, Development Planning, Design Control 
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ÖZ 

 

 

KENTSEL ARAYÜZ OLUŞUMUNDA  

HUKUKİ YÖNLERİN ROLLERİNİN ANLAŞILMASI 

 
 

Arslan, Seda 

Yüksek Lisans, Şehir ve Bölge Planlama Bölümü, Kentsel Tasarım 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Adnan Barlas 

 

Ocak 2016, 192 sayfa 

 

 

 

Bu araştırmanın amacı, yasal sürecin kentsel arayüz oluşumundaki rolünü 

incelemektir. Kentsel arayüzler, kentsel mekan ve mimari yapının paylaşılan 

sınırlarını oluşturan arakesitler/ ara mekanlardır.  Mekânsal kesişimler olarak kentsel 

arayüzler;  mimarlık ve şehir planlama etkileşimli süreci göz önüne alındığında, bu 

disiplinlerin mekânsal ilişkilerinin anahtarıdır. Mimari ve kentsel formun mekânsal 

bütünleşmesi ise kentsel ortamı, kentsel mekân etkileşimi açısından etkilemektedir. 

 

Mimari ve kentsel tasarım ile yasal süreç; bu mekânsal bütünleşmenin-kentsel 

arayüzlerin, oluşumunun, tanımının ve üretiminin belirleyicisidirler. Ancak bu iki 

belirleyici faktör öznel ve nesnel olmaları açısından farklılaşmaktadır. Kent 

kompozisyonun tasarım sürecinde, tasarlanmış(öznel) kentsel ya da mimari öğeler 

bir bütünün parçaları olarak işlemesi için yasal(nesnel) düzenlemeler kılavuz 

olmaktadır. Dolayısıyla yasal süreçte tasarım rehberliği,  kent ortamının fiziksel, 

sosyal, fonksiyonel ve estetik nitelikleri açısından, imar kontrol sisteminin önemli bir 

parçası durumundadır. Sonuç olarak kentsel mekan ve mimari yapının mekansal 

ilişkilerinin anahtarı olarak; arayüzlerin imar kontrol sistemi içinde ele alınması kent 

mekanının bütünlüğünü sağlamak için gereklidir. 

 

Bu çalışmada arayüzler çeper ve mahal olarak yapı formu ve yapı alanı başlıkları ile 

ele alınacaktır. Bu doğrultuda kentsel arayüzlerin oluşum sürecinde ki yasal 

düzenlemeler ve süreç fiziksel, sosyal, fonksiyonel ve estetik nitelikler açısından 
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incelenecektir. Son olarak, arayüzlerin tanımı ve oluşumu; tasarım kılavuzu/rehberi 

olan mevzuat, düzenleme ve mekânsal planlama süreci içindeki verim/etki, yeterlilik, 

uygunluk açısından değerlendirilecektir. 

 

 

Anahtar kelimeler: Kentsel Arayüz. Mimari Yapı, Kentsel Mekân, İmar Mevzuatı, 

İmar Planlaması, Tasarım Kontrolü 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

City is a composition rather than being a single unit. There are several elements of 

that composition with a variety of characteristics; physical, spatial, social, economic 

etc. In a composition design field emphasizes the relations among the elements of a 

whole as a key contribution. However built and un-built environment of the today’s 

cities are lack of designed spatial relations. Afterwards industrial revolution, 

architectural field suffer from loss of coherence in urban scale. The bond between 

format of architectural practice and urban formation became loose. The loss of 

conventions and values of architectural field in urban scale affects the urban space in 

terms of coherence and variety. During 1960s as a critique to prevailing situations of 

cities, variety of theories, concepts and programs were emerged. These approaches 

have been shaped during last fifty years and were integrated with building 

legislations as being the objective determiner of the built environment. 

 

However today, cities in Turkey are still lack of designed transition and interaction 

between urban space and architectural structure (Alkan Bala, 2006). It is a fact that in 

today’s cities location, environmental relations, scale, form and aesthetic values of 

architectural structure are considered independently. In today’s independent, multi-

vocal, undetermined and individually interpreted environment of architecture and 

urban design, legislative regulations and process are the objective determinative 

factors of formations, organization and production of urban space. Therefore as being 

the tool of design control, development legislation and planning are responsible for 

physical, social, functional and visual quality of urban space. 

 

http://www.tureng.com/search/determinative
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1.1. Problem Definition 

Today’s social and spatial conditions of cities are under the influence of changes and 

its impacts of the 19th century. Production, transportation and communication 

technologies brought out structural transformations in cities. As a countermeasure to 

negative impacts caused by industrial developments, efforts to overcome loss of 

urban physical quality, to heal the improper living conditions and to transform urban 

space into a more livable environment began during 1900s with designs and theories 

of urban models that evaluated urban planning as an art-based discipline. However, 

lack of efficient solutions to all these conditions and search for regulative outcomes 

transformed planning understanding from an artistic point of view to a scientific and 

legal perspective. 

 

Önür (1992) evaluates planning system in terms of ‘built form’ and urban space’. He 

mentions that due to functionalist approach as a priority that is the improvement of 

building conditions due to better sitting; provide sunlight and wider views with 

exterior spaces, interaction of planning with built environment was focused mainly 

on the physical aspect of the space resulted as positioning buildings in voids. He adds 

that urban space left its place to transportation system in planning system where 

streets turned to movement channels and lost their public character. 

 

On the other hand, the new period that architecture has entered with emerging 

building programs, construction technologies and innovations in materials globally 

accessible, caused buildings to became more similar and disconnect from local 

context, lose local character (Karakurt, 2006). This also caused architectural product 

became dominant and individual, which results lack of place-bound building and 

defined environment. Ergüney (2004) mentions that modern architecture left cultural 

and social values and principles and sets a new order with its own inner rules; 

aesthetic order, rules of human nature are interpreted individually, and universal 

conventions are disregarded in independent and multi-stakeholder environment. 

Although architectural structures are enthusing and distinctive individually, 
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cumulative effect is disappointing. Built forms become freestanding objects that lack 

dialogue with urban space and the image they present is disengaged (Ergüney, 2004). 

 

Curran (1983; p.52) describes the situation as follows; 

 

The form of buildings is often dealt with independently by architects so that 

the coordination required to produce public spaces is lacking. The result is 

collection of abstract forms surrounded with meaningless spaces, often-

useless no-man's zones. Similar limitations can be seen with regard to the 

treatment of public spaces, which are often left as afterthoughts and with 

which the landscape architect is expected to perform minor miracles.  

 

Trancik (1986; p.52) states that 

 

The usual process of urban development treats buildings as isolated objects 

sited in the landscape, not as part of larger fabric of streets, squares and viable 

open spaces. Decisions about growth patterns are made from two dimensional 

land use plans, without considering the three dimensional relationship 

between buildings and spaces and without a real understanding of human 

behavior. In this all too common process, urban space is seldom even thought 

of as an exterior volume with properties of shape and scale and with 

connections to other spaces. Therefore, what emerges in most environmental 

settings today is unshaped antispace. The approach falls between; “the site 

specific buildings and that of the urban land-use plan.  

 

 

 Subjective approach of architectural concerns and interest of planning on design-free 

control and improvement of settlements, urban space became left over. In conclusion 

dual approach of man-made environment related fields-architecture and urban 

planning- resulted in lack of coherence in urban scale. Where urban planning drift 

apart form (architectural-spatial) design, architecture set an individual context. Under 

these circumstances search for a new interphase began. 

 

In 1960s urban planning and architecture disciplines, which are responsible for man-

made environment, were in search of a solution for problems occurred with 

industrialization. Related disciplines tried to find set of systems that is proper to 

requirements and expectations of essence of time. Viewpoints and interaction of 
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different disciplines results with an outcome. Urban design was on the screen both as 

an answer for the field of design and for practical field containing application and 

legal framework. 

 

Although there had been diverse approaches on urban design in terms of its field of 

process and scale of products, the aim was to provide solutions and generate an 

alternative to existing city planning system. Therefore, urban design was accepted by 

local administrations as a new field to control especially the physical environment 

besides zoning ordinances and land use plans. According to Jonathan Barnett (as 

cited in Lang, 2005) “land use planning would clearly be improved if it involved 

someone who understands three-dimensional design. On the other hand, someone is 

needed to design the city, not just the buildings." Curran approaches the subject 

similarly and mentions that “the use of public spaces cannot be described as a design 

problem alone, nor, conversely, can land-use choices occur without the support of a 

physical context” (Curran, 1983). 

 

As mentioned above, urban design has been integrated as a tool of development 

legislative process. It is accepted as a design control mechanism to offer reliable 

recipe to challenges. Although urban design is interpreted as large scaled 

architectural projects in practice, in professional field it is considered as a must tool 

for design process of the whole city space. This design field which concerns different 

methods and accordingly different products of cities, towns, suburbs, precincts of 

cities and suburbs, urban renewal, and urban squares and streets, rather than 

addressing these spaces in pieces, is regarded as an efficient technique to be included 

in the planning process.  

 

In conclusion, organization of urban space with the tools of development plan cannot 

totally provide the requirements of today’s emerging living environments, conditions 

and potentials. In other words, Turkey as well as all developed countries accepts 

insufficiency of providing better qualities for urban space and human with 

development planning system. In this regard, urban design is emerged as a new tool 

to achieve quality of urban life and urban space. 

http://www.tureng.com/search/development+plan
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Urban design concept emerged in sixties to fill the gap between built and un-built 

form of the urban space (Günay, 1999). Since then its scope broadened in a way that 

to control the products of disciplines related to urban space, particularly urban 

planning, architecture and landscape design, as a whole. Urban design took its place 

in the building legislative process as an extension of urban planning considering as 

an effective solution addressing urban space. However, since then, despite various 

revisions of planning and development legislation, urban design has not been 

included in and integrated to the system in Turkey. 

 

1.2. Existing Approach to Urban Space in Turkey 

In today’s Turkey, the bond among architecture and urban space is broken and 

undefined. In terms of residential areas urban space is composed of either individual 

buildings stacked in the small-scale plots or group of masses gated in a block scale 

plots. In most of the cases, no visual or physical attachment or interaction among 

buildings of distinct properties or no differentiation of neighborhood, district, locality 

or functions exists. On the other hand commercial areas now generally generated as 

large-scale buildings that includes urban activities inside the building and have no 

connection to street, adjacent buildings or spaces. Streets are almost under the 

dominance of the vehicles. There are now secondary and arterial roads but no 

features of streets. Additionally small-scale or neighborhood commercial arteries are 

under the dominance of vehicle roads rather than pedestrian activity. Open spaces are 

not integrated part of urban fabric but they exists as unbuilt areas of plots or a left out 

plot in a block.  

 

Lack of coherence at urban interface is the result of existing conditions and applied 

solutions. In other words, lack of interaction and loss of district, neighborhood and 

street notions in the subunits of city are results of individual architecture and design-

free urban space. Therefore, in order to achieve interaction among architecture and 

urban space, it is essential to understand under which conditions and factors they are 

proceed and formed. 
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Built form, which is under the control of laws and public authority in terms of 

technical organization (quantitative issues) and by investors, private domain (capital) 

in terms of visual quality (prestige, aesthetic, iconic,) does not have the potential to 

interact with urban space. Although there are many possible causes for the difficulty 

in achieving some degree of design coherence, within the framework of this study 

role of two main determiner mentioned above as public authority and private 

stakeholders will be evaluated.  

 

1.2.1. Public Authority 

The way public authority affects the built environment is highly in level of control 

and decision process, as it refers to national or local governmental institutions. 

Planning and legislation process constitutes the formal framework of built 

environment. However, in Turkey, the planning and building legislation focus on 

technical and regulative solutions and exclude contextual framework. The way urban 

design introduced to practical field is limited to few special areas and insufficient 

applications. Exclusion of urban design process from planning process and 

development legislation results in lack of control over context of built form.  

 

According to Uzel (2006) few limited projects of urban design included in urban 

development legacy as a prestige tool of local governments, are examined as a 

product of a site plan work. He states that this approach tends to use involved parties 

as a tool of rejecting urban planning out of context, decrease the effects of different 

professions and cause the debates of effectiveness and majority. Subject is 

encountered to ‘design’ and stuck in a vicious cycle. Some generated products based 

upon development plans, give the impression of ‘prototype of unqualified’ (Uzel, 

2006). Also Firidin (2004) points out the position of urban design projects as a 

“prestige race” of local governments and recommends that urban design projects 

should be redefined in a larger framework; as an “implementation tool” of planning 

practice. 
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These efforts of urban design projects have no tendency about interaction of urban 

space and built form. Lang (2005) mentions that “concern of urban design projects 

often reduced to how to express in geometrical forms and material as a currently 

fashionable idea - the focus is on abstract intellectual aesthetic theories rather than 

life as it is lived”. Therefore, their results of built forms are still not integrated to 

urban scale as a whole. Existing process of development plans and legislation are 

still dominant.  

 

As Günay (2006) mentioned, in Turkey relationship between the parts of a whole is 

forgotten in the context of planning concept. Even in this situation, mechanic-

planning concept is dominant on upper structure of cities. Planning that features land 

use and property rights is far from design considerations. Urban environments are the 

products of that mechanic process. Consequently, planning process is said to be the 

construction of city, upper structure should go beyond the numerical values and 

definitions written in legislation, and aim the different future identity fields of cities 

(Günay, 2006). 

  

Urban planning concentrates on land use plans and property adjustments in plots 

where building legislation is reduced to numerical determinations. Both control 

systems of built form and urban space are insufficient to achieve social, functional 

and visual qualities. In terms of spatial organization, planning process particularly 

include designating movement network, private property division, general land-use 

decisions-density and order of building. However, these organization factors dealt 

with economic and functional roles of built form and urban space, rather than social, 

functional and visual qualities. Günay (2006) formulates this procedure of  planning 

with two and three dimensional formation phases in defining form of public and 

private spaces of urban spaces where two dimensional production proceeds 

according to property ownership notion and three dimensional phase identifies 

property rights. He also emphasizes negligence of the “design” process in two 

phases. 
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Property adjustment deals with dividing the land according to ratios of 

cadastral area rather than considering the outcome as a tool of physical 

arrangement of built form according to design principles. Building legislation 

controls structure individually and just according to technical issues. The 

result is loss of identity in place and homogeneity of cityscapes. Neither two 

of the adjacent building has similar effects nor do they have distinct 

characteristics. 

 

Neither planning organization nor architectural decisions offer urban spatial 

characteristics, they are not urban form depended but property and building rights 

oriented. Planning tend to control urban space through regularization of property and 

rights, where architectural practice tend to make use of maximum right. When it is an 

obligatory to create architectural structure in relation to urban space, just a few 

choose to do in which case they provide profit. 

 

Ekinci (2002) defines the approach of city planning particularly afterwards 1980s as 

“architecture free planning” which causes the 21st century cities as out of architecture 

but planned cities.  

 

Günay (2006) emphasizes that the way to reach good urbanism is to translate correct 

planning decisions to correct form. In our country, primary concern of planning is to 

calculate property and grant ownership rights. The way to succeed in urbanism is to 

use urban design as an implementation within planning decisions (Günay, 2006). 

 

However, planning system in Turkey is a legal-based system rather than a form 

based process. Therefore, outcomes are standard prismatic apartment blocks that 

cover maximum area in the given limits, or disorganized freestanding buildings on a 

super-block. The way planning system comprehend architecture due to urban space 

interaction is narrow and imperceptible in site/block level where it become usual and 

restrictive in plot level. 

In brief, legislative base of planning is quantitative which causes qualitative and 

context based issues to be determined by planners or even by non-technical or 

unrelated individuals (cartographers, contractors). Furthermore, public participation 

is demoted to objection during pending period of development plans. 

http://www.tureng.com/search/grant+ownership+rights
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Besides these facts, mediums of planning system are immature and 

primitive/obsolete. Plans are two-dimensional drawings and plan notes are not 

commensurate to render the requirements of complex urban environments. New 

techniques and tools such as coding, sketches, 3-D visuals, graphic aids, and 

statistical outcomes are still not introduced to system. 

 

1.2.2. Private Sector Stakeholders 

The way private sector forms the built environment is in building level, where 

designers are architects with ‘the decision maker’ clients and products are 

architectural projects represented in plot boundaries. Therefore, main concern is the 

private interest rather than concerning public good. Individual needs, prefers and 

tastes become predominant in the result. 

 

Hedman and Andrew (1984) assume that in urban design, relations or contribution of 

individual buildings to its context is a fundamental issue. According to him “almost 

all developers and their architects want their buildings to be foreground buildings 

and resent any guidelines or other design controls that they see as limiting their 

imaginative power” (Hedman and Andrew, 1984). Each day countless architectural 

decisions are made. Hedman and Andrew (1984) believe that “in this day and age, 

when architecture comes in so many shapes and flavors, this is a high-risk 

undertaking, and our towns and cities are not better for it.” Everywhere cities, towns, 

and suburbs find it difficult to secure, coherent and satisfying patterns of 

development. There is no sum of parts adding up to a greater whole. Strong 

organizing patterns are missing. Exterior spaces around buildings are weak, 

uneventful, and without clear form or character. 

 

As Lang (2005) mentions that “many of the recent buildings of architectural 

luminaries have not consider urban space they are creating or how the buildings help 

make good streets.” He states that architects and their clients “do not relate their 

buildings to their surroundings” other than to “use their contexts as a backdrop for a 
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display” (Lang,2005). Consequently, in today’s cities, what comes out is the 

architecture versus the city literature. According to him “focus is evaluating building 

as a work of art and many architects tend to make their works as an object in space to 

be admired for the purpose of advertisement” (Lang, 2005). 

 

Besides affords of using a building as a display of an architect's talents it also creates 

the figure of power of property developer (Vanlı, 2003). Therefore as Hasol (2003) 

states good architects are not sufficient for good architecture. One of the most 

important obstacles of architectural field in Turkey is client (property owner or 

developer/contractor) attitudes. In private sector, outlines of architectural approach 

are shaped due to client attitudes, which cannot go beyond duplication, repetition or 

show figure of their income (Hasol, 2003). 

 

In addition to iconization of architecture, due to increase in population density rapid 

and cost effective building stock is demanded. In Turkey this situation often results 

in cheaper and unqualified buildings produced in a hurry. In this situation, aim is 

producing an urban shelter regardless its consequences. Primary concern of architects 

is design of buildings for specific clients. Consequently, as Lang (2005) expresses 

“they become strong advocates for their clients' interests and for their own rights as 

artists”. He adds that 

 

 

The buildings serve many purposes but, possibly, the primary purpose is to 

create a return on capital. Property developers have learnt that having a 

famous architect to design their buildings enhances their investment. The 

public interest is not of concern to them or their architects unless it enhances 

profitability or if it is encoded in building regulations (Lang, 2005). 

 

Architectural design on horizontal plane is determined by preference and desire of 

client/user and choice and skill of architect. Effects of decisions on horizontal plane 

and design of vertical plane and third dimension is also determined by client/user and 

architect. Where design of private domain in terms of horizontal or vertical planes 

and third dimension is the object of client/user, its effects on public domain is the 
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object of city and public. Where architectural structure is considered in the design 

process, private domain user is the only object as it is the source of finance to the 

project. 

 

As Batuman (2006) mentions today planning action that is affected negatively with 

the public interest notion and architectural practice are seemed to be turned to a 

business that is focused on making profit. Improvement of legitimacy of these 

disciplines by cooperation with consciousness of public benefit cannot be neglected 

neither for planners nor for architects (Batuman, 2006). 

 

In conclusion, lack of spatial order and quality in urban built environment is 

criticized by most of the people including urban residents, politicians, developers, 

landowners, architects, planners. On the other hand, each different factor as spatial, 

economic, social, political that cause the problem is a result of individual demands of 

these stakeholders as providing larger square meters, show-off structures, profitable 

lands etc. Stakeholders tend to suppose their individual needs and request more 

crucial and essential then problems we face in the urban built environment or cannot 

make a fair comparison among them. Therefore, regulations are disregarded or 

interpreted as restrictions and obstacles in terms of utilizing opportunities and 

interpreting as guides to provide spatial order and quality. 

 

At this situation, the question of what should be the independence of user/client and 

designer with varying levels of experience, knowledge and manner, when the subject 

is the formation of urban interface where interaction with public occurs should be 

examined. As Lang (2005) states, in this process where “architectural structure has 

impacts on designing new cities and other human settlements or redesigning existing 

ones and/or their precincts in response to the needs of their inhabitants”, “should be 

best coordinated in the form of an abstract descriptive and explanatory theory of 

urban form and the forces that shape it”. 
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1.3. Aim and Objectives of the Study 

Planning Policy Guidance of UK defines urban design as: 

 

urban design should be taken to mean the relationship between different 

buildings; the relationship between buildings and the streets, squares parks 

and the waterways and the other spaces which make up the public domain; 

the nature and quality of the public domain itself; the relationship of one part 

of a village town or city and activity which are thereby established: in short, 

the complex relationships between all the elements of built and unbuilt spaces 

(The Value of Urban Design, 2002). 

 

Due to above definition; urban space, spatial element of the city, is composed of the 

natural and built/unbuilt man made environment. Although it is rather a complex 

composition consists of architectural and landscape structures, network and natural 

environment; architectural built form as a binding agent of urban space, creates the 

structure in which un-built form exists. Thus, interaction between architecture and 

urban space become prominent in urban spatial configuration. Therefore, it is 

essential to explore the spatial interaction of urban and architectural structure to 

reach more qualified urban environment in terms of physical, social, functional and 

visual aspects.  

 

Urban design in theory and practice deals with design and relations among natural 

and built/un-built man made environment and urban space and aims to strength 

the bond between architecture-urban interfaces, which suffer from coherence since 

19th century.  

 

Urban design has been a key for physical structure of the city and its social 

consequences, especially a focus on physical character of urban space. Besides, it 

deals with interaction among public and private space and its impacts on urban 

form. Cullen describes urban design as the existence of different area of study and 

practice dealing with urban place, which he called “art of relationship”. He 

developed a more visual and place bound point of view, discussing the art of 

bringing buildings together as a different entity than architecture (Cullen, 1961). 
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Later similar notion appears in Kevin Lynch’s Image of the City 1960, as art of 

shaping cities and systemization of urban image. Here he emphasizes the 

significance of interaction among perception of man and space (Lynch, 1990).  

 

Besides physical issues, urban design has been a solution for relations of activities 

and perception of human and places. Alexander developed many works and theories 

on design and building at any scale for wellbeing of humankind. On his works, the 

main search is the principals of man-oriented living structures. He states that to 

pattern of forms that provide qualified environment they have to support “the 

activity patterns and correlation between scales” (Alexander 1977).  

 

As Krieger (2008) mentions urban design translates objectives of plans into more 

physical strategies to guide projects. Urban design in terms of scale of its spatial 

product can be considered as an inter-phase between plans and projects (Krieger, 

2008). Also Gehl (1987) emphasizes that “life between buildings” where social 

interaction and perception, urban recreation, and the sensory experience of city life 

take place is a dimension of incorporation of design and planning that deserves 

more careful treatment to create social interaction (Gehl, 1987). 

 

In this regard, it is essential to study interaction of the architectural structure among 

urban context as it determines and identifies the urban space with its scale, form and 

boundaries. The scope of interaction will cover the interface under the title of 

boundary and setting. Urban interface is not an often term since it took its place in 

the literature with urban design concept that is “emerged in the sixties to fill the gap 

between planning decisions and the architecture of the cities, as an outcome of the 

prevailing critique of the urban environment” (Günay, 1999). Interface is the 

defining spatial intersection where interaction among urban space and architectural 

structure take place. Therefore in practice and theory it is in the scope of urban 

design which deals with design of the relations among natural and built/unbuilt man 

made environment and urban space that is “the space between the thresholds of 

buildings including their public surface which determines it”(Ergüney,2006). 

‘Thresholds of buildings including their public surface’ will be studied under the title 

of urban interface where architectural structure generates an interaction with urban 

file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/alıntılar.doc
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/alıntılar.doc
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space in terms of composition and function. Urban interface is essential in terms of 

being under the domain of urban design and the spatial intersection of architecture 

and urban planning disciplines. Consequently, it is required to build up spatial 

criterion for interactive design decision principals.  

 

This research will discuss the spatial relations among the urban space and the 

architectural structure in the composition of the physical structure of the city. 

According to its determinative role, urban interaction is a primary concern in the 

problematic of urban space, which is evaluated in the scope of urban design. Within 

this framework, design control mechanism, which is still missing in Turkish legal 

context, will be evaluated within the scope of this study according to its position and 

definition. This study intends to clarify the effects of development legislation on 

formation of urban interfaces. The aim is to examine the definition and formation of 

interface in Turkish planning legal context.  

 

The study searches for if existing legislation refers or includes principles and tools of 

organization factors for urban interface. In this context, efficiency and adequacy of 

the design control in the development legislation in Turkey will be studied in terms 

of urban interface. The key contribution of the thesis is providing to act and think on 

development-building legislation from the perspective of spatial interaction-

intersection that is referred as ‘urban interface’ within the study.  

 

1.4. Outline of the Study 

The study begins with problem definition and setting the existing context in Turkey 

in which approach of public authority to urban space in terms of development 

legislation, regulations and development plans, and private stakeholders that refer to 

the architect and client are examined. 

 

Afterwards in Chapter 2, to find out a framework for evaluation of legislation, 

interface is analyzed in terms of meaning, spatial definitions, its effects and 
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principles. Correspondingly, organizational factors of urban interface will be 

determined to build up the framework of formation and control process. 

 

Then in Chapter 3, concepts of urban space control mechanism in relation to 

architectural structure are examined to build a background for existing condition of 

their interaction. Reasons and origins of the urban interface problems will be 

examined, and accordingly principles and control mechanisms of spatial planning 

and design will be introduced. Examples of urban design field that emerged and 

formed as a solution for problems, expectations and reactions of urban interface will 

be studied. Afterwards basis and evaluation of spatial planning and legislation in 

Turkey will be examined. As a result, this chapter sets forth the process and subjects 

of spatial planning background. 

 

Thesis continues with the study of legislative tools and planning framework in 

Turkey due to design and production process of urban space in Chapter 4. Effective, 

inadequate and absent parts will be analyzed. The established framework is used to 

evaluate how issues of definition and formation of interface in Turkish legal planning 

context can represent framework for qualified urban space. Final Chapter will 

include a general evaluation of the study, an outline of future research directions, and 

some concluding remarks. 

 

Study depends on documentary research model of qualitative methodology. 

Documentary model where “development legislation is the document” to be studied, 

is held in two categories; problem focused and source focused. In other words, 

method aims both to explore legislative documents related to problem and the 

documents as the source of the problem. Although development legislation includes 

numerous laws, bylaws and plans with major or superficial effects, this study covers 

the Development Law, Standard Development Bylaw and Preparation of Spatial 

Plans Bylaw with Implementation Plans since they are primary and direct legislation 

due to the scope of this study. Content of the above mentioned legislations and tools 

of development plans are reviewed and examined in relation to interface organization 

principles to examine if they have common objectives. 
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Briefly, study consists of Chapter 1 of introduction that covers problem definition, 

aim, purpose and method of the study; Chapter 2 of literature review that constitutes 

the conceptual framework of interface; Chapter 3 of background examination of 

legislation and planning; Chapter 4 of analysis that reviews the data of legislation in 

accordance with interface and finally Chapter 5 of conclusion that summarizes and 

evaluates the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK OF URBAN INTERFACE 

 

 

 

“…in fact there is an art of relationship 

just as there is an art of architecture” 

G. Cullen 

 

Interface refers to the common boundary of two bodies, spaces, phases and 

interaction. In context of built environment, architecture-urban interface represents 

the common physical boundary and spatial interconnection between them, 

furthermore social communication and interaction occurs by means of interface. 

Previous chapter defined the main problems and stated the conditions under which 

architectural structure and urban space are shaped. According to Glazer and Lilla 

(1987), architecture by its very nature, is a public matter where its aesthetic, moral, 

economical dimensions should be treated in public terms. Therefore, its public face 

that is the architecture-urban interface, is the key of spatial and social relations of 

architecture and urban space. 

 

As it is specified in the previous chapter formation of the built environment depends 

on technical control and quantitative regulations of planning and legislation with 

individual expectations, subjective demands of private sector which cause lack of 

interaction among city and architecture. Therefore defining architectural structures 

according to relations among urban context is essential, as it determines and 

identifies the urban space. This Chapter aims to find out definitions of built form 

according to urban space. Following paragraphs will examine the vocabulary and 

criterions of interfaces to draw a framework for its content in development 

legislation. 
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Firstly, the spatial interaction of architectural and urban structure that draws an 

analytical framework will be examined. Later on design vocabulary and context of 

interfaces including multifarious content will be explored. It is essential to 

understand meaning, form, function and organization of urban interface of 

architectural structure to comprehend the necessity of including its design control 

within the development legislation. 

2.1. Architectural structure within urban space 

“The basic ingredient of architectural design consists of two elements,  

mass and space. The essence of design is 

 in the interrelation between these two.” 

E. Bacon 

 

Built form as a binding agent, creates the structure which un-built form exists. 

Where the un-built form is perceived as the ground on which built form exists as the 

figure. However, the question of which came first the architectural structure or the 

urban space is a main debate. Whether architectural structure forms the urban space 

or is it the urban space that should be considered as the determinative. Major fact is 

kept in interaction among them. 

 

Ergüney (2004, p.57) mentions, “architecture which is defined as the art of both 

interior and exterior by Meiss, is inevitable for anyone”. According to that statement 

architecture of interior addresses individuals which offer chance of selection 

however architecture of exterior address public which is perceived as a part of urban 

context.  

 

According to Curran (1983) within the urban context, the expressive qualities of 

buildings extend beyond individual structures. Here one must consider not only the 

form of a building relative to other buildings, but also the role it plays in defining 

public spaces. Like built forms, the spatial forms of public spaces also convey 

essential information (Curran, 1983). 
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The essence of existence architectural structure and urban space relative to each 

other can be described with Rasmussen’s vase example (Figure 2.1). We perceive 

the solid part as the positive issue, and voids as the negative issue. Positive issue 

come to foreground as figure and negative issue go back to background as ground. 

The way we perceive the vase or the two face profile changes according to way we 

look at the image (Rasmussen, 1994). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Figure & Background example showing “Vase and Profile” (Rasmussen, 1994) 

 

 

A figure-ground plan showing built and un-built spaces demonstrates architectural 

structures and open space, which can also be perceived as urban space at the ground 

level. Figures represent built form where ground represents the urban space. 

Consequently, when figures as architectural structures exist then the form of the 

ground as urban space became legible. However in today’s cities, when figures are 

put on ground, leftover spaces are known as urban space whether it is supported by 

figures or not.  

 

Alexander (1987) states that to make design a whole, it is absolutely essential that 

the space created by the buildings have a positive character. In essence, urban 

outdoor space, which is the pedestrian space, gardens, streets, and parking spaces, 

are formed by the buildings, not vice-versa (Alexander, 1987). He comments about 

the figure background relationship he depicted in Figure 2.2 as; 
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If you look at the plan of an environment where outdoor spaces are negative, 

you see the buildings as figure and the outdoor space as ground. There is no 

reversal. It is impossible to see the outdoor space as figure and the buildings 

as ground. If you look at the plan of an environment where outdoor spaces 

are positive, you may see the buildings as figure and outdoor spaces as 

ground—and, you may also see the outdoor spaces as figure against the 

ground of the buildings. The plans have figure-ground reversal. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Reversal Figure & Background relationship showing positive and negative outdoor space (Alexander, 

1979) 

 

 

Alexander (1979) defines the relationship of urban space and architectural structure 

in terms of defining “positive and negative outdoor spaces”. He mentions, “outdoor 

spaces, which are merely ‘left over’ between buildings, will in general, not be used”. 

Furthermore, he explains that  

outdoor space is negative when it is shapeless, the residue left behind when 

buildings, which are generally viewed as positive—are placed on the land. 

An outdoor space is positive when it has a distinct and definite shape, as 

definite as the shape of a room, and when its shape is as important as the 

shapes of the buildings, which surround it. These two kinds of space have 

entirely different plan geometries, which may be most easily distinguished by 

their figure-ground reversal. 

 

Same analogy is formulated in a different way by Curran (1983). He mentions that in 

the dual role of accommodating access and supporting other functions and activities, 
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the public domain of the city has consisted of the two basic categories of linear and 

cluster spatial forms as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (Curran, 1983).  

 

Curran (1983) mentions that in experience of the public domain, the first and most 

important elements are the buildings. He states that “forms of buildings, determined 

by their shapes and sizes, can be highly expressive and a vital source of information” 

in human perception and use of the city. When buildings are placed together, the 

relationships they have in terms of the shapes and sizes of their forms as well as the 

patterns they produce in space are also sources of information (Curran, 1983). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Figure Ground Plan of Strasbourg, France 

Showing clusters of buildings and linear spaces of urban form (Curran, 1983) 
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Trancik (1986) mentions that “the history of city design shows that exterior urban 

space, if conceived of as figural volume rather than structureless void, can reverse 

the unworkable "figure-ground" relationships between buildings and open spaces of 

the modern city” (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5). He adds that “people's image of and 

reaction to a space is largely determined by the way it is enclosed”. He shows 

traditional, preindustrial, cities as an example where exterior space is defined with 

architecture as “the walls of the outdoor room”. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Figural Volume of Traditional City and 

Structureless Void of Modern City (Trancik,1986) 

Figure 2.5 Ariel Photograph and Diagram of the 

Washington D.C. showing lack of relationship 

among urban fabric and built-form (Trancik, 1986) 

 

 

2.2. Meaning of Urban Interface  

In literature there exists variety of classifications to distinguish intersection space 

between urban and architecture structure. Rather a surface or a zone it is the 

intersection where interaction takes place and definition of space and activity are 

possible with the existence of interfaces.  
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As Eldem (1991) states form and dimensions of the space are formed and perceived 

by existence of intersections surrounds it. Space form becomes clear with 

intersections when image of infinite deepness is limited (Figure 2.6). Living 

environment as a sponge like structure consisting of attached large and small natural 

and manmade spaces is constructed by the existence of spatial intersection from 

room to street, square to stadiums, interurban spaces. (Eldem, 1991) 

 

Figure 2.6 Image of infinite deepness (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 

 

 

The boundary line that divides interior and exterior in architecture is vital, for it 

determines not only the external character of a building but the townscape about it as 

well (Ashihara, 1983). As Krier (1979) states it is possible to perceive external space 

as urban space by “clear legibility of geometrical characteristics and aesthetic 

qualities” of elements that bounds it.  

 

Ellis (1978) indicates that urban space can be described in two ways. One is “a 

structure of spaces” that represents the space as given form within contiguous 

building pattern. And the other is “a structure of solid” that represents the buildings 

as generated elements, introduced objects sitting on a plane. (Ellis, 1978; 115) 

 

More than defining each other due to spatial terms architectural and urban structure 

affects each other in terms of urban life quality. Gehl (1987) describes the territory 

between buildings as public space, where it stresses out the incorporation of design 

http://www.tureng.com/search/intersection
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and planning. Gehl (1987) emphasizes, “life between buildings is a dimension of 

architecture that deserves more careful treatment. It is where social interaction and 

perception, urban recreation, and the sensory experience of city life take place”  

Alexander (1979) mentions the building should be thought as “something oriented 

toward outside”. Otherwise, the space around the building will be “useless and 

blank” and building will be “socially isolated” (Alexander, 1979). As Cullen (1961, 

p.7) states;  

 One building standing alone in the countryside is experienced as a work of 

architecture, but bring a half dozen buildings together and an art other than 

architecture is made possible. Several things begin to happen in the group, 

which would be impossible for the isolated building.  

 

Therefore, a single standing building that does not contribute to its built and unbuilt 

environment could not contribute to architecture. 

 

Ashihara (1970) states “the key explanation for the great diversity in basic 

perceptions of space lies in the nature of the boundary that distinguishes internal and 

external and in the nature of territorial space”. Perception of urban space depends on 

the character of interfaces that is the edge of the built form and transitional space 

(Ashihara, 1970). This component concerns how buildings, as defining surfaces for 

the public spaces of the city, provide additional information about the uses of 

individual buildings. Also importance is how the interior domain that building 

surfaces contain (private, semiprivate, etc.) and the exterior public domain that they 

create interrelate (Curran, 1983). 

 

“As mediating devices between different domains, building surfaces play an 

important role in providing both expressive and supportive qualities in the urban 

experience” (Curran, 1983; p.125)  Like the walls of rooms inside buildings, the 

surfaces that define the spaces of the public domain strongly affect the character and 

quality of these spaces. “Not only does the surface treatment provide various 

expressive qualities (through materials, textures, colors, styles, etc.), but the 
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openings within the surfaces extend and expand the interior spaces contained and 

exterior spaces defined, creating both visual and functional overlap and linkage” 

(Curran, 1983; p.125) . 

 

The treatment of the building surface that faces the public domain provides not only 

character to the space but also a wealth of information about the interior functions of 

the building, while also confirming the multiple role of the street it defines. (Curran, 

1983) 

 

As Ashihara (1970) mentions, the whole building plot is considered as a work of 

architecture, portions with a roof being considered indoor space and portions without 

a roof, outdoor space. In addition, design of exterior space begins with considering 

the whole plot as a work of architecture; not only the space occupied by buildings 

but also the space not occupied by buildings or reverse space. He refers exterior 

space as architectural space that should be integrated with interior space (Ashihara, 

1970). 

 

2.2.1. Studies on ‘Interface’ 

Interface is a common term used in many fields such as computer sciences, 

geography, metallurgy and chemistry, transportation, law, urban and architectural 

studies. In fields of city planning, urban design and architecture although interface is 

used as a single term it is also defined in varied ‘genitives’ as ‘public’, ‘public-

private’, ‘spatial’, ‘urban’, ‘building-space’ etc. Although interface is not a frequent 

subject of studies in urban design and architecture literature there are scholars that 

directly refer “interface” concept. An example of a preliminary study on subject is 

‘The Interface between Public and Private Territories in Residential Areas’ in 1977, 

which is studied under the supervision of ‘Jan Gehl’ by University of Melbourne 

architecture students. Subject of the study is “the comparison and analysis of soft and 

hard interfaces between public and private space across a variety of Melbourne's 
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suburbs, and the importance of these on social interaction.” (East Melbourne 

Historical Society). A list of further studies by scholars from Turkey and abroad is 

given in Table 2. 1 and in Table 2. 2 with its author, and year, title, subject of the 

study. Although there exists some articles and research reports on the subject scope 

is limited to theses and dissertations. Additionally there exist studies in the city 

planning, urban design and architecture fields including ‘interface’ term related to 

different areas such as informatics (referring interface as a digital façade), 

transportation (referring train network as interface between districts), ecology 

(interface as waterfornts) etc., which are also not included in this part.  

 

As mentioned above studies that subjects the interface deal with different 

approaches. Özaydın Kılıçreis (1993) has studied the design of interfaces in historic 

urban fabrics. Özyörük (1995) has examined the interface as architectonic at 

transitional zone. Özsel (2009) has explored the effects of interfaces on pedestrian 

use. Serdar Köknar (2001) has studied interface in terms of social interaction in 

urban public voids. Özbilen (2012) evaluates the qualification of interface in urban 

public space on Berlin- Alexanderplatz case. Alkan Bala (2003) has analyzed the 

arrangement of interfaces in residential areas due to legislation and plans where in 

another study of Alkan Bala with Üstüntaş (2014), system of interface measures and 

evaluation with sixteen parameters are applied to UI. Songülen (2012) has examined 

the organization of urban blocks regarding the interfaces among public, common and 

private spaces.  

 

Within these studies interface is defined with different spatial concepts as ‘façade’, 

‘transitional space’, ‘open public space’ , ‘ vertical and horizontal components’ etc. 

where ‘interaction’ and ‘territoriality’ are essential phenomena in each study. 

Therefore, within the light of contributions of previous studies, physical-visual 

interaction and public-private territory are considered in terms of generating the 

framework of interface. 

 

 

 

http://emhs.org.au/
http://emhs.org.au/
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Table 2. 1 List of the interface studies in Turkey showing the author, year, title and subject of the study 

Author Year Title of the Study Subject of the Study 

Gülşen Özaydin 

Kılıçreis 

1993 Kentsel Tasarım Kapsamında 

Tarihi Kentsel Mekânlarda 

Arayüzlerin Düzenlenmesine 

Sistemli Bir Yaklaşım 

This study aims to evaluate harmonious unity of 

interface (facade) between the old and the new. 

İstiklal Street at Beyoğlu, in İstanbul is studied 

as an example case.  

İnci Özyörük 1995 The Interface of Architectural 

Built Form and Urban 

Outdoor Space 

This study aims to examine the transitional zone 

of built form and urban outdoor space as 

interface. Contemporary architectural examples 

and building code is evaluated. 

Ayşe Burcu Serdar 

Köknar 

2001 An Analysis of Integration of 

Spatial Interfaces with City 

and Life 

The aim of this thesis is to search the spaces in 

the cityscape where human life continuum 

transforms it and transformed by it, and find out 

how these spaces exists and understand how they 

join the city life. Interface is evaluated as urban 

niches-voids within open-close, interior-exterior 

context. 

Havva Alkan Bala 2003 The Effects of Building 

Codes on the Formation of 

the Immediate Exterior Space 

Around Residential 

Buildings  

This study aims to evaluate how the building 

coding in regulation affects the immediate 

exterior space that surrounds residential 

buildings in terms of architectural spatial quality. 

3194 Development Act, Type Building 

Regulation with the Development Plan of Konya 

are subjects of the evaluation. 

Seran Burcu Özsel 2009 The Effect of Building-Urban 

Space Interface Features on 

Urban Pedestrian Spaces 

This study aims to point to the role of 

architectural features in urban spaces allocated to 

pedestrians. Concept of interface is defined as 

interaction surface of building with pedestrian 

space. Effect of form and use features in this 

interface on the use and quality of the urban 

pedestrian spaces is tried to be determined. Two 

different pedestrian districts in İstanbul is 

evaluated as an example case.  

Ahmet Özbilen 2012 A Case Study of Public 

Interfaces Formed by Public 

Spaces According to Their 

Physical and Conceptual 

Qualities in Berlin - 

Alexanderplatz 

This study aims to define the effects of public 

interface on user by identifying the perceptual, 

physical and contextual features of interface and 

user requirements of interface. Interface is 

examined as the spaces/voids. Alexanderplatz in 

Berlin - Mitte 3 district is evaluated as an 

example case. 

Nazlı Songülen 2012 Space Organisation 

in Urban Block: Interfaces 

Among Public, Common and 

Private Spaces Based on 

Conzen Method in 

Bahçelievler, 

This study suggests that a new understanding of 

space organisation in urban blocks regarding the 

interfaces among public, common and private 

spaces as counterparts of street, plot and 

buildings arises as a significant issue that needs 

to be reconsidered by urban designers, planners, 

architects and public authorities while defining 

the design and planning process. 

Havva Alkan Bala, 

Tolga Üstüntaş 

2014 Modelling the Urban 

Interface by Using Fuzzy 

Logic 

This article studies on a software system for 

evaluating architectural elements in the context 

of UI with designated parameters. Urban 

interface is defined as  the phenomenon that 

plays a role in the interaction and transition 

between architecture-urban planning, building-

city, interior-exterior and private-public. 
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Table 2. 2 List of the interface studies in abroad showing the author, year, title and subject of the study1 

Paula Jean 

Krugmeier 

1980 The Public/Private Interface: 

Inhabitants Take Part 

This study examines the contribution of 

building's interface design to the aliveness of 

the public domain. 

Ginn-Shian Hua 1981 The Interface Between Public 

and Private Space A Case 

Study In East Boston 

This study focus on investigation of everyday 

life on a residential street of East Boston by 

examining the characteristics of the physical 

environment in both the public and the private 

territories which characterize the street and the 

ways in which residents actually use that 

environment. 

Anne Elizabeth 

Hritzay 

1985 Designing at the Edge : 

Exploring the Interface 

between the Built and 

Natural Environment 

This thesis explores design as an integration of 

built and natural form. Interface is studied as 

contextual coherency between built form and 

natural setting. A design proposal for a retreat 

center in Hingham, Massachusetts is studied as 

an example case  

William Jared. 

Brookes 

2011 Interface: Urban Gathering 

Spaces and the Plus 15 

This study looks at the design of public spaces 

in the context of the winter city. In particular, 

it focuses on the Calgary Plus 15 network. 

Study examines core elements for the creation 

of successful public spaces , the inter-relation 

between public and private spaces. 

Martina Karner 2015 From Interspace to Interface: 

Shaping Public Life 

This thesis looks at the question of how spatial 

interventions can enhance the quality and 

increase public life of public spaces. Multi-

cultural neighborhood, Oude Noorden in 

Rotterdam is studied as an example case. 

Particularly design of the intermediate zone 

between public and private spaces, named as 

interface.  

 

2.3. Organizing Factors 

Interfaces are examined as boundary and setting between (urban) space and 

(architectural built) form. To set its organization methods it is necessary to explore 

its context, components, variables with impacts and interaction in design vocabulary. 

Building surfaces as boundary and territorial zones as setting can be evaluated with 

physical characteristics and functional features. Where physical characteristics cover 

dimensions, scale, form, shape, layout criterion, functional features refer use, 

meaning, organization issues. 

                                                 
1 Studies of scholars from other countries are retrieved from ‘ProQuest Databases’ and  ‘Open 

Access Theses and Dissertations’ databases 

http://0-search.proquest.com.library.metu.edu.tr/pqdtglobal/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Brookes,+William+Jared/$N?accountid=13014
http://repository.tudelft.nl/search/ir/?q=title%3A%22From%20Interspace%20To%20Interface%3A%20Shaping%20Public%20Life%22
http://repository.tudelft.nl/search/ir/?q=title%3A%22From%20Interspace%20To%20Interface%3A%20Shaping%20Public%20Life%22
https://oatd.org/
https://oatd.org/
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2.3.1. Tools of Organization 

2.3.1.1. Boundary 

Boundaries of any geometrical form constitute a line or a plane limiting it. In a three 

dimensional structure boundaries are surfaces and boundaries of surfaces are edges. 

In a more complex form containing subtractions or additions, we can talk about 

projections or recessions.  

 

Those limits define the form in the space. In Figure 2.7 we can see line and surface 

as a boundary that divides space into two parts. 

 

 

 

  Edge of a square    Surface of a cube 

 (Line)      (Plane) 

 

Figure 2.7 Limits of a form in space (Personal drawing) 

 

 

Boundaries in architectural structure are surfaces and limiting edges as they are in 

any geometrical form. In terms of architectural form, boundaries define structure and 

space. Boundaries of an architectural structure are crucial in terms of urban space 

since they are also boundaries of urban space as defining its limits. 

 

Curran (1983) mentions the significance of “building surfaces” as a “mediating 

element” due to their strong effect on character and quality of spaces of public 

domain. Similarly, Giritoğlu mentions the importance of physical features of limiting 

building (as color, height, form etc.) on perception of street space (Giritlioğlu, 1991 

as cited in Öksüz, 2004) 
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Ashiara (1979) talks about three basic elements defining architectural structure; 

walls, ceiling and floor as shown in Figure 2.8. As well, these elements influence the 

perception of urban space, where edges of the ground level floor shape the surface 

level, walls shape the three dimensional effect and ceiling shape the edge of the 

urban space height. Öksüz (2004) applied the same typology to exterior space; 

having floor walls and ceiling as shown in Figure 2.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Elements of architectural space  

(Ashihara, 1979) 

 

Figure 2.9 Elements limiting urban space (Öksüz, 

2004)

 

 

Krier (1979) designates urban space as the space between buildings that is bounded 

by elevations, which specify geometrical characteristics, aesthetic values, legibility 

and perception. Floor surface determines the building sitting and ground line of the 

architectural structure. Roof surface determines the texture of top cover and top line. 

Consequently, boundary as an interface represents ground line, wall and top line. In 

architectural design, vocabulary ground corresponds ground floor, wall corresponds 

to façade and mass and topline to roof (Table 2. 3). 

Table 2. 3 Typology, Vocabulary and Form of Boundary as an Interface 

 Typology Architectural 

Vocabulary 

Physical Form 

B
O

U
N

D
A

R
Y

 

V
is

u
a

l 


 

p
h

y
si

ca
l 

in
te

ra
ct

io
n

  

Ground Ground Floor 
Building Sitting; ground 

line and section 

Walls  Facade 
Building massing 

Top Roof Top Line 
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2.3.1.2. Setting  

Setting of an object refers its surrounding environment, the place where it is 

positioned including circumstances. Setting is essential in terms of creating mental 

figure of a “place”. Absence of surrounding environment would make architectural 

abstract forms in voids (Figure 2.10) 

 

   

   

Figure 2.10 Abstract form in void- Form in Surrounding Environment -Forms in setting (Personal Drawing)) 

 

 

As Özyörük (1995) states architectural structures possess a territory around itself 

which has an essential impact on geometry, use and quality of urban environment. 

There are distinct symbolic values of architectural structure and urban space. They 

are counter part of each other. Where a building is private domain, urban space 

considered as the public domain, or building is a symbol of interior or closure, urban 

space is thought as exterior or open. Therefore setting as an urban interface 

represents a buffer zone among architectural form and urban space. These 

transitional territories between them defined with ‘semi’ as semi public/semi private, 

semi open, semi interior etc. 

 

Alexander (1979) states the transitions “as an actual physical place, between the 

outside and the inside, and that the view, and sounds, and light, and surface that you 
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walk on change as you pass through this place”. He defines that physical change as a 

psychological transition in mind (Alexander, 1979). 

 

Curran (1983) refers to interim spaces as zone of transition" and define it as linkage 

among two domains which express the nature of interrelation between them. He 

states that they suggest and provide a buffer between the two domains, which is 

consistent with uses as well as the character and role of streets. The choice and 

quality of treatment of the ground level of buildings, including the zone of transition 

if inappropriate and consistent with the role of the street or cluster space faced, can 

add immeasurably to the expressive and supportive quality of these spaces (Figure 

2.11 and Figure 2.12) (Curran, 1983). 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.11 Zone of transition in section (Curran, 

1983) 

            

Figure 2.12 Zone of Transition in plan (Personal 

drawing)

 

 

Besides being a zone interim spaces could be integration of two domains, or in 

Ashihara’s words permeation of exterior order to the interior space as shown in 

Figure 2.13 (Ashihara, 1970). An urban scaled niche of a building, or a passage 

building connecting urban spaces, collect exterior activity and features to its 

contexture. 

 

Consequently setting as an interface represents a zone of territorial transition from 

built structure to open space. Porteous (1977) formulates the territorial organization 
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as micro-space (individual-based), meso-space (unit-based), macro-space (group-

based). He defines micro space as personal space that a bubble surrounds the person, 

meso-space as a home base that is housing (building) and neighborhood unit, and 

macro-space as home-range that is the city as shown in Table 2. 4. Similarly 

Newman represents ‘the bubbles’ in a similar way where private is the unit of 

plot/building, semi-private is the shared space of plots (in the block), semi-public is 

the cluster of blocks and the public is link all connected as shown in Figure 2.14 and 

Table 2. 5.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 The space enclosed by walls looks like interior space, but it is space permeated by the exterior order 

(Ashihara, 1970) 

 

Table 2. 4 Territorial Organization (adopted from Porteus, 1977) 

TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION 

Micro-Space Meso-Space Macro-Space 

Individual-Based Unit-Based Cluster-Based 

Personal Private/Semi Private Semi Public/Public 

 

 

Barlas (2006) codifies this territorial hierarchy in the context of design language as 

public space for street, semipublic for sidewalk, semiprivate for yards, entrance, 

staircase etc. and private for building as illustrated in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.14 Territorial Hierarchy (Newman, 1972) 

 

 

Table 2. 5 Territory- Level of Privacy and Spatial Form (Adopted from Newman, 1972) 

Spatial Form  Building Plot Block Street 

Level of Privacy Private Semi-Private Semi-Public Public 

Territory of Form Micro-Space Meso-Space Macro-Space 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.15 Hierarchy of territories in the context 

of a single-family detached dwelling (Barlas, 2006) 

 

Figure 2.16 Schematic Plan of Hierarchy of 

Territories in the Context of a Multi-level Dwelling 

Unit (Barlas, 2006) 

 

 

Table 2. 6 Typology, Vocabulary and Form of Setting as an Interface 

 Typology Architectural 

Vocabulary 

Physical Form 

S
E

T
T

IN
G

 

P
u

b
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c 


 p
ri

v
a

te
 

te
r
ri
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 Semi Private Plot Unit Base 

Semi Public Block Cluster 

Public Street Neighborhood 
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2.3.2. Principles of organization:  

Interfaces are explored with their meanings and design vocabulary. Type and level of 

interaction occurs among urban space and architectural structure differ related to its 

organization. Therefore, it is required to set out organizational principles of 

interfaces, which provide a desirable urban environment. 

 

As it is stated, interface formation depends on site and building levels, which refers 

to site; street, commons, yards, and to building; ground floor, building envelope, and 

roof. Boundary as an interface stands for visual and physical interaction, where 

buffer zone represents the territorial relations. As it is stated in the previous section, 

boundary is the limiting surface and buffer zone is the transitional space. However it 

is essential to describe the correspondence of interfaces in design language in order 

to explore its legislative formation process. 

 

Main framework of the organizational principles is drawn by spatial design 

principles, which aim to provide unity, order and quality of space, form and surface 

for human activity, needs and perception, by organization of materialistic qualities, 

dimensions, shape and layout. Accordingly, Gestalt principles, universal acceptance 

of design field, create an outline of the interface organization. Following study 

process, the subjects of interface by the elements of organization it sets within the 

framework of design principles system. 

 

Curran (1983) states that interpretation of space is directly related to use where the 

overall use messages concern shape. He adds that where use of space is primary 

concern then the overall scale relative to the size of our bodies and our ability to 

move is the only basis that provides us an objective standard for assessing 

dimensions of environment (Curran, 1983). Consequently interfaces as the subject of 

spatial organization, are proceed by form and layout with dimensions as the elements 

of design.  
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As it is mentioned by Curran (1983) also Ashihara (1970) discuss on identifying the 

uses an important key to determining the exterior space with form, dimensions, 

texture. Besides function that takes place, action is also an essential factor on uses. 

 

In conclusion, principles are constituted of physical and functional organization as 

categorized in Table 2. 7.  Physical organization is stated as shape and dimension. 

Shape represents both how the space is formed and positioned. Moreover, dimension 

corresponds quantitative measure as a ratio, scale, degree, proportion or simply 

dimensions. Additionally functional features represent the action that took place and 

message it provides.  

 

 

Table 2. 7 Criterion for Principles of Interface Organization 

Physical Functional 

Form-Layout Measure Use Meaning 

Geometry 

Shape 

Dimension 

Scale 

Action 
Message 

Context 

 

2.3.2.1. Boundary as Built Form: Ground Floor/ Façade / Roof 

Boundary where urban space and built form intersect is the building envelope, which 

refers to ground floor, façade and roof. Ground floor refers layout as sitting line and 

form as section.  

Ground Floor 

Ground-level treatment determines the nature of the interaction between the interior 

and exterior domains. Importance is how the area immediately in front of facades 

affects the transition between the two domains (Curran, 1983). Ground level of a 

building has direct relation with street where direct human activity take place. 

Primary visual and physical relations of human and the built form in urban scale 
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occur in ground level. Therefore, its physical and visual qualities become significant 

in terms of urban space quality. Impact of transition is under the influence of activity 

housed in ground level (Özyörük, 1995). 

 

Open and closed spaces refer degree of enclosure on the top or on some or all sides 

of space. However degree of openness or closure should be evaluated relatively. For 

instance street space refers to open space where it is free of any boundaries, it also 

can be evaluated as a semi open space which limited by buildings. Therefore 

considering open and close spaces due to inner or outer of built form rather than 

enclosure, is more accurate in urban space evaluation. In this case open space refers 

exterior, closed space refers interior, where semi open and vice a versa semi closed 

space is an interior space as a part of an exterior space. Building passages, atriums, 

courtyards, canopies and arcades are examples of semi open or semi closed spaces 

where exterior permeates interior. Additionally due to public and private domain 

ground floor organization as an interface provides linkage between them. Clusters, 

arcade, public space stairs, entrance portal, public frontage and passages are 

examples of this type. (Fig.2.18, Fig.2.19, Fig.2.20, Fig.2.21, Fig.2.22) 

 

 

Figure 2.17 At the ground level, openings provide a direct visual and spatial extension of the public domain and 

express public use.(Curran, 1983) 
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Figure 2.18 Arcades connect up the buildings to one another, so that a person can walk from place to place 

under the cover of the arcades. (Alexander,1979) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.19 Providing penetration of at least part of the pedestrian circulation inside the buildings by means of 

thoroughfares helps to generate building form according to urban space organization (Alexander, 1979) 

 

 

Figure 2.20 Street activity and street design Coquitlam Regional Town Centre (retrieved from Urban Design 

Compendium 
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Figure 2.21 Stairs or level change at the edge of the building in a public area provide inviting spots 

(Alexander,1979) 

 

Façade 

Venturi refers the façade as “the wall-the point of chance”, where inside and outside, 

open and close, public and private, common and individual changes (Venturi,1977 as 

cited in Özyörük, 1995). Besides its impact as a separation, it also serves for the 

linkage (Özyörük, 1995). Solid part of the wall and/or façade creates visual and 

physical limits where openings of it provide visual and physical permeability. Where 

barriers in architectural structure refer individuality and privacy, permeable spaces 

represent public, common and shared places. Therefore, façade treatment in terms of 

openings possesses influence of public activity.  

 

As Curran (1983) states treatment of facades in terms of use of openings have impact 

on the scale and character of public spaces. He mentions that windows and doors 

provide both “visual and functional linkage between the exterior public domain and 

the interior private domain” (Curran, 1983). 

 

Curran (1983) express that the expressive qualities of openings are of both functional 

and symbolic origin. As such, their meaning is complex and closely associated with 

climatic, cultural, and social conditions of particular places and times. For this 

reason, what openings suggest and express about the uses inside, and the way access 

and linkage occurs, varies almost as much as spoken languages. These "visual codes" 

must be studied in each locale in order to be fully understood (Curran, 1983). 
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In principle, we can describe a building facade as a surface which, through the use of 

openings, not only establishes visual and functional linkages between interior and 

exterior domains, but also, through their treatment, acknowledges and reinforces the 

special role of the public domain that they "face."  

 

As Krier (1979) illustrates the impacts of surface form and section, it is significant 

features which provide motion, alternation and distinctiveness. Functional difference 

of building form and its effects make people use urban space, and to be in it. He 

mentions on surface forms of buildings as space defining issues (Krier, 1979). He 

illustrated their typologies and impacts in Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26. Also Curran 

(1983) mentions the significance of “building surfaces” as a visual and functional 

linkage between public and private domain. 

 

The more horizontal surfaces are vertically broken the less rapidly the spanning 

movement of the eye will "extend" down the space as illustrated in, Figure 2.22, 

Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24. As Cullen (1961) has suggested, because of this, 

interest remains close to the viewer, and the "here" is as important as the "there”. 

Clearly, the most important source for this additional visual information is provided 

by the openings in the defining surfaces: windows and doors. With regard to the 

basic definition of space, however, visual breaks can also be achieved within the 

organization of building surfaces. 

 

In principle, the organization of openings in building surfaces can have the effect of 

modulating the scale of public spaces. Like the vertical/horizontal organization of 

surfaces, the organization of openings can either accelerate or retard the directional 

movement of the eyes while providing corresponding use messages. (Curran, 1983) 

 

Besides geometric form concern about materialistic feature of the surface is a very 

dominant feature in urban fabric. Materialistic features are material type, color, 

texture, reflectivity, transparency and pattern. Besides providing design principles 

such as harmony, similarity and distinctiveness material selection can also contribute 

to physiological influence on human perception, functional impacts and symbolic 
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meanings. Mental influences of materials are attracting the attention by means of 

radical change in material in a building or in a group of buildings or conventional 

applications.

 

Figure 2.22 Example of a built-in unit of measure (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.23 No useful scale for measuring distance (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 

 

       

Figure 2.24 . Creating vertical breaking lines on a horizontally expanding plane (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 
a. A projection stops the upward 

slide of the eye. If made strong 

enough, the shadow line of a 
projection will register in the 

peripheral vision even if the 

viewer is focusing on pedestrian-
level activities. 

b. Indentations, incised channels, 

or grooves do not interrupt the 

geometric plane or stop the eye 
from sliding up the surface. 

Indentations appear little more 

than a surface pattern on the 
plane. 

c. This facade defines a geometric 

plane that extends from the 

sidewalk to the top of the building. 
Windows and arcades are cut into 

the facade, but nothing projects 

be-yond or intercepts the thrust of 
the vertical plane. 
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Figure 2.25 Treatment of Building Surface; Openings, Materials and Turns (Krier, 1979) 
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Figure 2.26 How Building Sections Affect Urban Space (Krier, 1979) 
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In today’s conditions there exist a wide-range of available materials and application 

techniques. Their characteristics, impacts and techniques are broad in scope and is a 

distinct research subject. However, it’s essential to consider materialistic impacts on 

urban-scale in functional and symbolic terms. It is a subject to be concerned in 

interface design, which has a direct influence on urban space. 

 

Roofs 

When considering roofs, it is determiner in terms of silhouette of urban space. As 

Stamps (2000) designates most of the variation in silhouette occurs at the top where 

buildings usually have straight bottoms and sides. However, in design process, roof 

treatment and organization is not a common concern as façade features, unless 

structure is a landmark. Since perception of roofs in street level is not possible, in 

today’s mid-rise and high-rise buildings, they are usually treated as covers. 

“Although roof itself is out of sight of vision, eave level is perceived with its form 

and dimension. It is perceived as where the wall finishes and brings about the 

perception of top closure” (Coquitlam Guidelines). However, in city-scale roof 

treatment became more dominant in terms of cityscape. Roof form and material 

qualities that is namely roofscape is deterministic in perception coherence. 

Therefore, they should be treated as the fifth façade of the buildings, which is 

perceived in city-scale. 

 

 

Additionally use of roofs rather than top cover of built form is another aspect. For 

example design guidelines of Coquitlam Regional Town Centre (Coquitlam 

Guidelines) suggests the green roofs as “a contribution to the ecology of the city” 

and where possible as “an amenity for occupants of the building”. DG also offers the 

design of lower flat roofs to accommodate forms of rooftop landscaping and outdoor 

activity as roof decks (Coquitlam Guidelines, nd). 
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Figure 2.27 Roof Profile as a determinative feature of silhouette (Stamps, 2000) 

 

In conclusion, at the threshold, interface represents;  

 Ground Floor Organization 

 Façade Treatment 

 Roof Profile  

 

2.3.2.2. Setting as Unbuilt Space; Plot, Block, Street  

In addition to features defining boundaries of an architectural structure there are 

characteristics of the setting in terms of interface criterion. Setting as a transitional 

zone provides the flow and continuity of space and prevents sharp transitions 

between public to private and open to close as an ‘in-between space’. In terms of 

urban land, public and private concepts are used due to both ownership and 

accessibility.  
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Due to accessibility, public space refers to an area that is accessible by everyone 

where Semi Public Space is accessible to anyone, but is understood to be used 

primarily by the surrounding residents. Both public and semipublic has accessibility 

by general public their mental definitions separate them. For instance, where street is 

a public space cul-de-sac becomes a semipublic space where it is open to all public 

but access for non-residents is not necessary. 

 

Private spaces are open or accessible to a particular person or a small group of 

persons and Semi Private Spaces has access controlled and accessible to residents 

and associated people only. That is to say where private space is architectural 

structure, semi private spaces are its commonly used areas such as entrances, stairs 

etc. 

 

Childs (2004) defined unbuilt form of urban space as commons, which represents 

yards, parks, streets etc. If we create a territorial area around built structure, it rings 

up from private to public. Immediate area around the built form is the private 

territory, secondary area is a shared are both by private and public use and the outer 

space is public space. The immediate are around the built form is the unbuilt part of 

the building plot (ownership), which usually represents yards. Secondary area 

defined and shared more than one built form become semi-private, which can be a 

courtyard, alcove, parking area etc. and the public space is a park, street, sidewalk.. 

 

As stated previously elements of urban form are parts of a composition. Without 

relation and interaction among them, they left as abstract elements in voids. 

Furthermore, their verbal definitions are mostly definite in tandem with other 

elements since their physical formation is complementary. 

Therefore, as well as their individual characteristics of geometry and function, their 

interdependent features will be examined concurrently within subheadings. 
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Plot 

Plot represents a piece of land with defined boundary and with legal ownership, 

which is legally documented. According to Ceylan Kızıltaş (2010; 60) “the 

individual parcel of land together with its building is form the ‘smallest cell of the 

city’”. “The characteristics of the cell define the urban form’s shape and density, as 

well as its actual and potential use over time” (Moudon, 1997, as cited in Ceylan 

Kızıltaş, 2010; 60).   

  

There are two reasons of this notion; firstly, plot is the land that is directly connected 

to building due to ownership, secondly plot characteristics with surrounding plots 

define the block as common space independently of ownership. Briefly, plot is 

directly conjoined to both built form (private) and unbuilt space (common or 

private). This mentioned conjoining affect physical and functional characteristics of 

plot both on built and unbuilt environment, in the meaning of both morphological 

design and also legal regulations. 

 

Previously we have discussed the mutual dependence of urban block and street 

network that is cited form Cohlmeyer (2006) as “complementary elements which 

both define each other”. Similar relationship of complementing each other exists in 

plot and block. According to Carmona (2003) “each urban block, or cadastral unit 

are typically subdivided or ‘platted’ into plots or lots” in varying forms (Carmona, 

2003 as cited in Songülen, 2012). As Songülen (2012; p.45) mentions; “the 

morphology and interrelations of plots define the space organization of blocks” 

where “inner block composition became paramount in order to define a common 

space in the urban block.” Therefore, plot characteristics are essential in terms of its 

mutual morphological dependence with urban block (Figure 2.28) 

 

Besides connection of plot-building has a significant role on interface formation, 

which constitutes “territoriality of building” (Schumacher, 1978; 139). Schumacher 

(1978) describes the idea that a building may possess a territory around or in front of 

itself that affects the use of public space. Disposition of building within plot defines 
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the characteristics of unbuilt areas of plot. Building footprint generates areas that 

surround the built form. Scale (as large or smaller, narrow or wider), positioning (as 

front, side, edge or back) and type (hardscape or softscape) of the areas may 

establish the characteristic of the territory if it is private, common or public zone as 

illustrated in Figure 2.29. 

 

 

Figure 2.28 Organization of Plots and Block Composition (Cohlmeyer, 2012) 

 

 

Figure 2.29 Conditions of building territoriality according to varying disposition of built form on the plot and 

scale of built form (Personal drawing) 

 

 

Not only the street edge of plot is consider as the front side as a public connection, 

but also as Schumacher (1978; 139) express “the frontal and non-frontal” character 

of building is generated due to relation of plot with street. Panerai et al. (2004 as 

cited in Songülen, 2012; 60) describes the differentiation of front and back of plot as 

external/front as more open and presentable and internal/back as more private and 

hidden (Table 2. 8) 
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Table 2. 8 External (front) and Internal (back) Differentiation (Panerai et al., 2004, as cited in Songülen, 2012) 

External  Internal  

façade on street  façade and garden  

continuous and special  fragmented and ordinary  

accessible  non accessible  

urban reference  reference to dwelling  

representation  private life  

exposed  hidden  

the architect’s input  the inhabitants’ input  

 

Block 

According to Cohlmeyer (2012) urban block is a set of private domains (or a private 

domain) surrounded and bounded by public network; street. He emphasizes block as 

“a convenient means of sub-dividing property” and “a territorial model for city 

building” with “geometric intricacy” (Cohlmeyer, 2012). In Figure 2.30 it seen that 

how block organization generated the model of the city. 

 

 

Urban block groups individual properties; plots which are composition of built form 

and unbuilt form. Block generates how each plot arranged and organized with their 

built/unbuilt parts, which mean public and private territories, and ownership notions 

have impacts on block formation process. Therefore, an essential issue for urban 

block as an interface is determining the arrangement of plots, individual properties, 

by the way solid-void pattern ( Figure 2.31, Figure 2.32, Figure 2.33). 

 

 
  

Figure 2.30 Organization of Plots and Block Composition (Cohlmeyer, 2012) 
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Linear Block Perimeter Block Superblock 

Figure 2.31 Types of urban block with different organizational patterns; perimeter block, superblock, tower 

block and linear blocks  (Biddulph as cited in Songülen, 2012) 
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Figure 2.32 Adapted from Newman’s classification based on building and block types (Newman, 1996, pp. 14-

23) 
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Figure 2.33 Urban Block Figure (Bentley, 2002, cited in Songülen, 2012; 38 ) 

 

As Samuels (2004) indicates block mediates between public and private and sets a 

hierarchical relation. Shared boundaries and common spaces of plots, and 

street/public fronts of plots (space or edge) are generated by the morphological and 

organizational features of the block. Accordingly, block sets a territorial relation 

among both individual plots as private space and street as public space (Figure 2.34). 

Urban blocks are shaped and defined based on the “correlations of its morphological 

elements; street-plot building. Role of territories and relatively of property relations 

are the determinative factors of the formation process of urban blocks” (Songülen, 

2012). 

 

Figure 2.34 Block Composition Providing Street Access for each Plot (Cohlmeyer, 2012) 
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Other word also used for block is ‘insulae5’ (ada) in terminology since it is referred 

as a land that is surrounded by streets or open spaces on sides. As it can be read from 

terminology, the block is referred in tandem with street framework since their 

physical formation is mutually dependent. Cohlmeyer (2012) indicates that two 

complementary elements of traditional urban structure which are “the territorially 

secure block” and “the integrated public network” have a symbiotic relationship; 

each providing to a considerable extent definition of the other.  

 

The block where definitions vary as urban block, city block, building block etc. is 

considered as the “basic module of urban patterns” and “basic determinant of urban 

form” with its geometry (Spreiregen, 1965 as cited in Songülen, 2012; p.1). 

Furthermore, Cohlmeyer (2012) defines the “islands” as the “tools of city building”. 

In brief, block as a module of urban pattern in a symbiotic relationship with street 

represents territorial relation and pattern of solid void as an urban interface. 

Alexander (1979) mentions that the building should be thought as “something 

oriented toward outside”. Otherwise, the space around the building will be “useless 

and blank” and building will be “socially isolated”. Ashihara (1970) formulated as 

“positive and negative space” according to how building oriented towards outside 

(Figure 2.36). Space is positive when the boundaries are legible and clear, and it 

becomes negative when it is not limited. 

 

Ashiara (1970) mentions that when a building stands in isolation, it tends to be 

sculptural and monumental. However, between two buildings, a force intervening 

between them begins to work (Figure 2.35). Moreover, two complex buildings 

defining a closure, exterior space tends to be positive (Ashiara, 1970) (Figure 2.36, 

Figure 2.38, Figure 2.39). In other words buildings define and delimit urban space 

according to degree and ratio enclosure, they form (Figure 2.37). 

 

                                                 
5 “There are a set of words used as synonyms of block such as ; ‘insulae’, ‘ilots’ referring to island 

which is the same metaphor used in the Turkish jargon (yapı adası); and ‘chequers’ –chess-board, 

referring to grid pattern (Kostof, 1991, p.147), as well as varying phrases as building block, city block 

and urban block”.(Songülen, 2012;50) 
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Figure 2.35  Type of enclosure (Alexander, 1979) 

 

   

Figure 2.36 Negative Space -- Positive Space Positive space (Ashihara, 1970) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.37 Ratio of perceiving enclosure (Öksüz, 2004)
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Figure 2.38 .” Positive and Negative Space” 

according to relations of buildings. (Ashihara, 

1970) 

 

Figure 2.39 Degree of enclosure according to 

disposition of surfaces (Ashihara, 1970) 

 

 

 

Cohlmeyer (2006) indicates that the key variables to define block typology should 

include “geometry, scale, density, the existence of open space within the block, the 

number of individual properties in a block, the intricacy and “open-ness” of the 

exterior face of the block, and the physical depth of the protective presentational 

boundary3”. 

 

                                                 
3 Cohlmeyer (2006) defines the street line as  the protective presentational boundary 
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Factors configuring the street-block layout which  provides variety in terms of space 

organization are the shape / form of urban block , the size of urban block, the plot 

characteristics , orientation and topography of the area, density (of mass), land use 

categorization (Walton et al, 2007 as cited in Songülen, 2012; p50; Eren, 1995, p.20-

21; Baş, 2010, p.20; Carmona, 2003, p.60-86).  

Street 

Basically, ‘street’ represents the movement channel whether it has different formal, 

functional, symbolic synonyms used colloquially (pedestrian way, road, alley, 

avenue, thoroughfare, boulevard, lane, drive, passage, path etc.). If we refer to 

dictionary meanings4 of street, there are two outstanding features distinct street from 

road or other mediums of movement; public interaction and built environment. 

Öksüz (2004: 387) mentions the street space as the primary public space, which is 

also the key element of the urban fabric/pattern. In addition, he draws attention that 

streets are devised as traffic arterial rather than urban elements integrated to social 

life due to excessive urban growth and increasing number of motor vehicles. 

 

As discussed above in urban block title, street framework is a network encincturing 

urban block and connecting urban spaces. Street is neither a road nor a pedestrian 

way. Its relations to motor vehicles are undeniable, however it is not acceptable to 

                                                 
4 Oxford Dictionary: (http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/) 

Road: A wide way leading from one place to another, especially one with a specially prepared 

surface which vehicles can use 

Street: A public road in a city, town, or village, typically with houses and buildings on one or both 

sides 

 

Merriam-webster: (http://www.merriam-webster.com/) 

Street: a thoroughfare especially in a city, town, or village that is wider than an alley or lane and that 

usually includes sidewalks 

Road: a hard flat surface for vehicles, people, and animals to travel on 

 

Cambridge: (http://dictionary.cambridge.org/) 

Street: a road in a city, town, or village that has buildings that are usually close together along one 

or both sides 

Road: a route for traveling between places by vehicle, esp. one that has been specially surfaced and 

made flat 
 

http://tureng.com/synonym/thoroughfare
http://tureng.com/synonym/boulevard
http://tureng.com/synonym/lane
http://tureng.com/synonym/drive
http://tureng.com/synonym/passage
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/road#road__3
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/town#town__3
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/village#village__3
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/house#house__3
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/building#building__3
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/road
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/city
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/town
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/village
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/building
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/close
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/side
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/route
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/travel
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/place
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/vehicle
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/specially
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/american-english/flat
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devise street as a road. In addition, we recognize street as a road portrayed 

(characterized) with built environment and public interaction. Therefore street is 

rather than movement surface is a three dimensional space defined with surrounding 

both physically and functionally. 

 

Cohlmeyer (2012) defines the ‘street’ as the public space that is defined by buildings 

and “‘fronts’ of the buildings line the street as the gateways between public and 

private realms”. He mentions the significance of this functional gateway as “a key 

boundary in the urban framework” and calls it the protective presentational 

boundary. Cohlmeyer (2012) indicates the three primary “duties of this functional 

gateway/boundary” in relation to space, ownership, and understanding of appropriate 

position as 1. presentation of the building/owner to the public domain; 2. protection 

of the building/owner from intrusion by the public domain; and 3. definition or 

clarification to those on both sides of the boundary where the public can move 

freely, and where the public is to come only by invitation. 

 

Krier (1979) states “street space can only function as a part of a system in which 

pedestrian access leads off the street”. Accordingly, urban space for human can be 

formulated as space for movement activity and space for non-movement activity 

Ashihara (1979). Rykwert (1978) defines streets as a social institution of movement. 

Anderson (1978) indicates the intermediate position of streets as intersecting 

medium of “public-private, individual-society, movement-place, built-unbuilt, 

architecture-planning”. Anderson (1978) defines the street as an integral part of 

movement and communication network.  

 

Rykwert (1978) indicates the physical attributes of streets as starting point, ending 

and delimiting surfaces. In addition, he defines three notions of street as its context, 

route and traffic. In terms of context of street, its physical constitution as “terrace, 

row, arcade, embarkment or gallery display” is defined (Rykwert, 1978). Notion of 

route for street defines the pedestrian dominant uses as “promenade, mall, path” 

where notion of traffic describes “highway, thoroughfare, main street”. 
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Ellis (1978) defines elements of streets as “roadway, pedestrian way and flanking 

buildings” where he emphasizes that buildings and streets define each other and are 

inseparable. He adds that this connection of streets and buildings with well-defined 

characteristics of felt volume, mix of elements and functions makes streets “exterior 

rooms” in the city. 

 

Alexander (1987) and Curran (1983) consider ‘linear spaces’ which provides 

‘continuity’ for movement and ‘cluster spaces’ which define ‘closure’ for non-

movement. Ellis (1978) states that streets “function as places as well as links”. 

 

Within the context of linear spaces, significance is continuity. As Curran (1983) 

points out the significance of this linear relationship of building forms provides 

information that goes beyond the meaning of the individual buildings. The relation-

ship of the forms, as it affects both visual and actual experience, is indicative of a 

larger order. It is indicative in that it expresses an intention about how the public 

domain is meant to be used. More specifically, it expresses how these individual 

buildings are linked and how we can gain access from one to another (Curran, 1983). 

In the following figures, effects of linear spaces and continuity, and emphasis of 

dimensions can be observed. (Figure 2.40, Figure 2.43Figure 2.42, Figure 2.45, 

Figure 2.46, Figure 2.44, Figure 2.41) 

 

 

Figure 2.40 Example of a residential pedestrian street defining partial closure that provide seats and galleries 

around the edges, and even sometimes roof the street with beams or trellis-work. (Alexander, 1979). 
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Figure 2.41 Creating transitional scaled steps in the larger building is one way of providing degree of relative 

enclosure (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 

 

 

 
1:4 Ratio 

 
1:2 Ratio 

 
1:1 Ratio 

 
2:1 Ratio 

 

Figure 2.42 Ratios of height and width in linear spaces (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 

 

 

Figure 2.43 The dotted lines define the volume wherein additional building mass would not be visible from the 

public right-of-way (Hedman and Andrew, 1984) 
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Figure 2.44 Perception of linear space according to limiting surface (Giritlioğlu, 1991 as cited in Öksüz, 2004) 
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Figure 2.45 Linearity, movement and continuity (Curran, 1983) 

 

 

Figure 2.46 Movement and continuity of curvilinear surfaces (Curran, 1983 

 

Buffer zone occurs between the built structure and un-built structure and other built 

structures. Therefore limits go beyond the building itself to the territory it sets which 

covers site to street and adjacent sites and even urban block. The way creating an 

arcade depends on relation among adjacent buildings, site and street. Similarly, a 

common courtyard or a cluster of buildings depends on their sites configuration and 

urban block treatment. 

In conclusion, in the setting, interface is constituted by; 

 Plot Organization 

 Block Pattern 

 Street Type
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2.4. Evaluation 

In context of built environment, architecture-urban interface represents the common 

physical boundary and spatial interconnection between them. In accordance with the 

relation of architectural structure and urban space and its meaning, interface is 

categorized into two titles boundary (of urban space) and setting (of architectural 

structure). Context of boundary is spatial perception where organization of 

setting depends on spatial territory. Boundary is divided into three parts where 

level of interaction and perception changes from physical to visual; and similarly in 

three parts of setting, level of territory changes from private to public. In spatial 

design vocabulary boundary is described in Ground Floor, Building Wall/Massing 

and Roof; setting is defined as Plot, Block and Street. Consequently principles of 

organization are determines as physical (form-layout and measure) and functional 

(use and meaning) features to set evaluation criterion. As a result of literature 

review considering design and legislative vocabulary, set of principles are deprived 

for interface design (Table 2. 9).  

 

Table 2. 9  Measures for organizational principles at the boundary and in the setting.  
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As a result of this chapter framework interface with its design tools and principles is 

constructed in order to check the existing conditions and approach of legal control 

mechanism and development plans. In the analysis of legislation, definitions and 

description of the given tools of interface will be searched if they exist and examined 

how and in which manner they are generated. In addition to that, in terms of guiding 

plans and projects, how legislation includes organizing principles of interface tools 

will be examined.  

 

In the previous chapter, background of development-building legislation in terms of 

different approaches as sanitary acts, functional zoning and urban design will be 

evaluated due to ways of implementing interface principles and tools. Afterwards in 

Chapter 4 Turkish development-building legislation with its related elements (laws, 

bylaws, plans, plan notes etc.) will be studied in a similar perspective. With physical 

and functional organization principles; boundary as ground floor, façade and mass, 

building top and setting as plot, block and street will be evaluated within the 

development system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

ISSUES OF URBAN SPACE AND ARCHITECTURAL FORM 

AND 

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL MECHANISM AS SOLUTION 

 

 

 

“This quality in buildings and in towns cannot be made, but only generated, 

indirectly, by the ordinary actions of the people, just as a flower cannot be made, but 

only generated from the seed.” 

Christopher Alexander 

 

 

This study researches the role of legal aspects on interface that is the shared space of 

architectural structure and urban space. At this point of the study, in order to express 

the role of urban interface in urban space design process two main points are 

explored; examination of issues of urban space and architectural form through  

historical background and analysis of evaluation of regulations (physical planning, 

design control, legislation etc.) which aims to develop solution for above mentioned 

issues. 

 

Architectural and building, city planning and development are interlocked with 

social, political and economic structure. Therefore in literature of architecture and 

urban space, periods of historical background of built environment observed in 

similar time spans due to defining main turning points of socio-economical scene not 

only in Turkey but also have global affects, although there exists slight differences 

due to interpretations of study. 

 

Today’s social and spatial conditions of cities are under the influence of changes and 

its impacts of the 19th century when inventions of variety of technologies and 

developments in science with modern movement lead the beginning of a new era. 

Although positive developments, there had been negative impacts of the emerging 

technologies on living environment such as overcrowded cities, industrial pollution, 

fire disasters, disordered buildings etc. Transportation, communication, and 
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technologies with exploration of new materials, structural techniques and mass 

production are dominant features on formation of new architecture and urban space, 

where modern movement became tool of the emerging form. 

 

Appearance and challenges of today’s cities began to be shaped afterwards the 19th 

century industrial revolution. Therefore, this study will cover the urban space 

concepts examination afterwards industrial period. Following paragraphs deal with 

influence of significant features on urban space and architecture. Afterwards domain 

of control mechanism, which is a reaction to these conditions, will be examined. 

 

Before elaborating on interfaces a study of general attempts to urban space spatial 

control mechanism will provide multifarious indications to emphasize the 

significance of interfaces and to set its methods. Although differentiated approaches 

will be analyzed, the limit of this study does not exceed intention of drawing a 

background to explore the role of interfaces within the conceptual, historical, 

political, social framework of spatial design control mechanism. 

 

This part of the study will focus on historical background with referencing this 

timeline and briefly analyzing the basic legislation acts and content with main urban 

spatial and architectural activities. 

 

3.1. Background 

3.1.1. 19th Century: Spatial Planning and Planning Code 

Following industrial revolution, in developing countries of western, innovations of 

production technologies including machines and techniques accelerated migration of 

labor force from farms to factories in cities that resulted with emerging slum areas of 

labors and unemployed in city centers. Living conditions became unhealthier in cities 

and the gap between social and physical structure of cities became deeper (Aydemir, 

2004). Besides production technologies, transportation and communication 

technologies brought out structural transformations in cities. Need and expectation 

for communication and transpiration services like inner city transportation, train 
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metro and private automobile lead emergence of new directions in field of planning 

(Aydemir, 2004).  

 

Basis of 19th century planning depends on search for solutions for these problems. 

Expanding city boundaries, increasing building stock with population, recently 

defined services, building with emerging functions and negative environmental 

impacts of industrialization on living conditions, directed planning to emerging 

purposes and methods different than it had been used up until then. With the need of 

regulations, to manage and organize cities and improve living conditions in the cities 

of rapidly changing new world as the centre of chaos chaotic and unhealthy 

environment of the urban living, (which is depicted in Figure 3. 1) resulted in a 

legislative perspective in city planning understanding. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 1 Depiction of labor class life - Gustave Doré (Bilgin; 2014) 

 

 

As a reaction of existing conditions, these regulations tend to control built/un-built 

elements of the urban space. Where some proposal for the solution remained 

conceptual approaches, some have global effects (Aydemir, 2004). He grouped the 

approaches into four categories, which are socialist utopians, sanitary approach, 
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militarist planning, and new town movements. Among these sanitary approach 

constitutes the basis of today’s development legislation of many countries with 

‘Public Health and Building Acts’ of England enacted in 1848 and improved until 

1877 (Figure 3. 2, Figure 3. 3). The act aims regulate street widths, building heights, 

setback distances (or yards), green and open areas in order to provide daylight and 

natural ventilation, fire protection for buildings and proper channels for vehicles 

(Aydemir, 2004; Serin, 2010). These regulations introduced the coding tools of 

control mechanism. Although its utilization was simpler than today’s evolved 

version, idea is similar.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. 2 19th century labor class housing and street façade (Bilgin; 2014) 
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In terms of interface which this study examine in two subtitles as site and built form; 

these earlier form of regulations aims to organize site (setting) as street and yard 

with dimensions and built form (boundary) with height.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. 3 London's Architectural Code: 400 years old drawn rules that constitutes development rules 

 (Bilgin; 2014) 

 

3.1.2. 20th Century - Zoning Regulations 

Following the constitution of urban planning as an organized profession, it has had a 

transformation of its organizational structure and approach to urban space. Although 

political bases of design control depends on 19th century principals, during the last 

century design control evolved according to changing and developing conditions of 

both urban environment and socio-political conditions.  
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The most important among all developments was Athens Charter as the result of the 

1933 ‘Congrès International d'Architecture Moderne’ (CIAM) published in 1942, 

which became the determiner of the modern urban planning principles for following 

30 years (Karakurt, 2006). Most significant principles of congress are ; searching  for 

universal solutions to eliminate locality, creating  infinite and undifferentiated 

spaces, perfection of technology, supporting mass-production, increasing the concern 

of public issues and dividing urban space into four functional zones (Dostoğlu, 

1996). As well as planning, a new architectural vocabulary had emerged which 

depends on functionality and affordable solutions rather than form and decoration 

(Günay, 2012). Unrealized project; Radiant City plan of the Le Corbusier as the 

leading designs of the Congress, which have high rise brutal block standing on large 

green areas and isolated functions of dwelling, work, transportation, recreation, had 

become the symbol of the movement (Figure 3. 4) This emerging approach of 

planning and architecture had become dominant worldwide for decades. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4 Plan of The Radiant City -La Ville radieuse-1930 and the aerial view of the model of Voisin 

(Çalışkan, 2004) 

 

 

Under the influence of Athens Charter, planning and design control is shaped with 

zoning principles. Following Athens Charter, new concept for urban space is 

emerged during 1960s that is urban design. Although previous works and efforts, the 

term urban design was introduced in ‘The Urban Design Conference’ held at Harvard 

in 1956 for the first time. Louis Sert organizer and preside of the conference defined 
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urban design “being wider than the scope of architecture, urban planning and 

landscape design” (Urban Design Futures, 2006). In the timeline of urban design, 

works and efforts emphasis on aesthetic quality of city’s public realms and 

determining a planning-scaled environment with tools of architectural scale have 

significant place. During these evolutions, focus is to produce solutions for spatial 

problems that effects ‘social wealth and public welfare’. 

 

3.1.3. 21st Century-Design Coding and Guidance 

Since then; focus of different theoretical and practical approaches on urban design 

are concentrated into three main subject; its field of profession with its scale and 

framework of practice. Despite the varying approaches about its field of profession 

with its scale and framework of practice, all have a common sense that is the aim of 

urban design is to provide qualified social interaction by means of built and un-built 

form of urban environment. 

 

Today urban design is used for all activities concerned with human settlements, in 

terms of discussed scale, scope and field, still there exist distinct results .However 

urban design is considered as a multidisciplinary/integrative field addressing 

overlapping concerns of related disciplines, particularly architecture, and urban 

planning and landscape design are dominant. It is a matter of debate that urban 

design is a part of which discipline. Nevertheless, as Bilsel (2001) states role of 

related discipline is primary importance than their authority. Significance in urban 

design field is cooperation and dialog among related discipline rather than their 

degree of dominance (Bilsel, 2001). 

 

Solutions and application of urban design offers macro scale suggestions due to 

urban morphology and public space images, in meso scale due to design principles of 

urban pattern and large development areas, and in micro scale due to public face of 

architecture and integrating architectural form and immediate surroundings with 

social and physical environment (street, courtyard etc.) (Hoşkara, 2004; Madanipour, 

1996; Türk, 2004).  
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Therefore, it is obvious that urban design efforts are not determined with urban 

planning in macro scale or architectural images in micro scale but it is 

comprehension of plans with design tools (principles, guides and policies) to reach 

coherence and continuity among scales. As Krieger mentions urban design 

“translates objectives of plans into more physical strategies to guide projects. Urban 

design in terms of scale of its spatial product can be considered as an inter-phase 

between plans and projects”  

 

Additionally, according to Lang’s typology (Lang, 2005) and Tan-Erşahin (2002) 

urban design is a process as well as a product. The way the process is developed has 

certain influences on the end product and its meaning in terms of the products it 

creates and the processes used in creating them. The point is that urban design is a 

reciprocal process in a larger context which should be addressed from micro scale to 

macro scale and vice a versa form macro scale to micro scale and a continues process 

from piece to whole. Area or plot based projects are far from being successful unless 

they are integrated with the design of rest of the city 

 

It is clear that urban design does not (should not) stand in an individual but unifying 

position in terms of space production scale and disciplinary working field. In 

addition to that, however its framework varies in details according to space 

production and working process, its objective is same in principle; to satisfy the 

exceptions of spatial quality in urban environment. Jonathan Barnett from the Urban 

Design Group of New York City further clarifies this point as to the “design of the 

city not just the buildings” (as cited in Günay, 1999). 

 

After 1960s with the introduction of urban design as a new discipline, it began to 

take its place in the legislative process related to urban space as an extension of 

planning system. With this approach of urban design, design guidance is introduced 

as a recent control mechanism. Since requirements of successful urban design is 

considered as understanding the conditions of development and decisions, 

encouragement to engage with planning system to provide good design in 

everywhere not just for conservation areas and other attractive places is seen as a 

fundamental issue (By Design, 2000). 
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Technical and organizational solutions of city planning were integrated with more 

human interaction focused design issues. As Punter (1999 as cited in Serin, 2010) 

states although different design, planning and legislative approaches of spatial 

control are utilized in different countries, these different systems and policies search 

for similar objectives since the problems in cities are similar. He determines these 

objectives as; 

 

“rules and regulations to allow clear and objective evaluation of projects”, 

“mandatory controls and guidance between generality and precision, 

flexibility and certainty”, “balance professional skill and lay perspectives to 

ensure appropriate review processes” and “fair treatment for applicants and 

third parties and efficient and effective, appropriately resourced and skilled 

control process” (Punter, 1999 as cited in Serin, 2010). 

 

 

Although framework of development notion, which is performed by development 

plans, assumed sufficient in Turkey, particularly in Western Europe and USA 

development plans are impotent to control urban space where utilization of different 

control tools with plans are applied (Ünlü, 2006). In this context, urban design 

policies are improved to direct urban space formation; expectations related to quality 

of urban built environment are designated in written or visual forms elaborately 

(Ünlü, 2006). “These policies and design tools of urban design have similarities in 

terms of characteristics where the whole process as ’design control in building’” 

(Punter,1999; Hall, 1996; Carmona, 1996a; Carmona, 1999b; Delafons, 1991 as cited 

in Ünlü, 2006).   

 

Ünlü (2006) lists the exemplary design control mechanism in England as 

supplementary planning guidance and design codes, design briefs, design guides and 

development briefs in England, and in USA as design review and urban design 

guideline, where plans (SchémaDirecteur [master plan]), Plan d’occupation des sols-

POS [land use plan]) are accepted adequate and tools such as Planning zone (ZAC-

Zone d’Aménagement Concerte), zoning plans (PAZ-Plan d’Aménagement de Zone) 

are utilized. 

 

However, the way design issues integrated as a control system differs according to 

mechanisms of planning practices. Role of each planning tool in written or graphic 
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format or any part of the process may vary according to different policies and 

mechanism of countries. Therefore, design control systems will be evaluated in 

general methods to examine the ability to define and design interfaces. 

 

Design control systems in development and building legislation are Coding System, 

Design Guidance or Design Guidelines, Design Review and Design Policies. There 

exist different implications and interpretation among different countries due to their 

legal and local context. There are brief regulations or set of systems including all 

applications in detail. Since detailed search exceeds the limits of the study, following 

paragraphs will include the summary of their methods and the way systemized to 

build a framework for the urban design practice. 

3.1.3.1. Design Guide/Guidance/Guidelines 

This document provides guidance generally on design issue which planning 

legislation and building regulation controls with the ultimate aim that this method 

sets standards. That method defines set of discretionary statements to guide land 

development to achieve a desired level of quality for the physical environment. They 

are more clear, specific, measurable in their objectives and content. Design 

Guidelines are usually referenced in the planning process as part of the direction for 

preparing development. They include both visual and written documents to present 

and explain the objectives and goals. Figure 3. 7 and Figure 3. 5, Figure 3. 6 are 

examples of drawings given in the ‘Coquitlam Regional Town Centre-Concept Plan 

and Urban Design Guidelines’ and ‘Nothingam City Center Urban Design Guide’ 

documents, which include detailed principles in written format and graphics. Also 

following example outlines the character of design guidelines and how they relate to 

urban built environment. 

 

The overall form of development in the Regional Town Centre should be that 

of a continuous low-rise base plane with towers spaced appropriately above 

this low-rise configuration or podium.The form of development of “towers in 

a park” is not seen as appropriate for the downtown core. Downtown streets 

should be defined by street wall development of a minimum of two storeys 
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and maximum of four storeys in height, which form a low-rise base plane. 

Where towers grow out of this base plane or podium, it is preferable that they 

step back a minimum of 6 metres (20 feet) from the edge of the street wall to 

reduce the impact of the tower on the street. Where appropriate, towers can 

extend down to the ground in an opening in the street wall to create an entry 

plaza. The opening in the street wall should be restricted to 25 metres (80 

feet) maximum width to create a plaza of appropriate pedestrian scale. 

(Coquitlam Guidelines). 

 

 
Multiple Building Lines 

 
Alleyways 

 

Freestanding Buildings 

 
Arcades-Galleria 

Figure 3. 5 Nothingam City Center Urban Design Guide- Building Line Design Strategy (retrieved from 

Nothingham Guidelines) 
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Tower/Base Plane Configuration     Public Access To Private Development 

Figure 3. 7 Drawing of the design guideline Coquitlam Regional Town Centre-Concept Plan and Urban Design 

Guidelines (retrieved from Coquitlam Guidelines) 

 

3.1.3.2. Design Review 

It is a ‘quality assurance process’ in which all aspects of a system are reviewed 

publicly prior to construction of code rather than spatial design or production 

process. It is a panel or forum, which is ‘a formal, documented, comprehensive, and 

systematic examination of a design to evaluate the design requirements and the 

capability of the design to meet the requirements, and to identify problems and 

propose solutions’. This process provides for citizens, developers and the city to 

review and guide the design of qualifying development projects. Although it is a 

worthwhile method in terms of its participative structure, it is a part of control 

mechanism process rather than it is framework. Figure 3. 8 depicts the way people 

participate and on which mediums ideas are represented and discussed.  

 

 

  

Figure 3. 8 Design Review Principles and Practice (CABE) (retrieved from Design Review: Principles and 

Practice, 2009) 
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3.1.3.3. Design Codes 

A design code is an illustrated document of the necessary and optional design 

components of a particular development with instructions and advice about 

how these relate together in order to deliver a master plan or other site-based 

vision (Carmona as cited in Serin, 2010, p.76).  

 

“Design codes are a distinct form of detailed design guidance that prescribes the 

three dimensional components of a development and how these relate to one another 

but do not prescribe the overall outcome” (Eckert, 2011; p.403). Today, in various 

types, codes can be said to exist in the Building Regulations, in design standards, and 

in the space around buildings and density standards used by many local planning 

authorities. Figure 3. 9 and Figure 3. 10 are examples of how a basic planning tool is 

generated as a detailed design-coding tool in ‘St. Lawrence Neighborhood Focused 

Area’ urban design documents. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 9 St. Lawrence Neighborhood Focused Area- Angular Plane and Step-Backs (retrieved from St. 

Lawrence Guidelines) Plan indicating the section lines for desired setbacks and building height 
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Figure 3. 10 Lawrence Neighborhood Focused Area- Angular Plane and Step-Backs (retrieved from St. 

Lawrence Guidelines) Sketches indicating desired setbacks and building heights. 
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3.1.3.4. Design Policies 

They are usually written documents, which sets the objectives of planning and urban 

design. They can relate to range of scale levels and accordingly in content such as 

‘regional spatial strategy’, ‘area action plan’, ‘site specific policies’. Policies include 

design objective and an explanation of how a solution might fulfill that objective. 

Table 3. 1. shows the status, purposes and contents of policy documents on each 

level of UK where urban design is integrated to system as a control mechanism. 

 

Table 3. 1 United Kingdom-Urban Design Compendium-Content of Planning Policy Documents 
www.urbandesigncompendium.co.uk 
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Another example of a clear and specific policy is the following: 

 

Development should incorporate the retention or provision of important 

routes and linkages which contribute to the permeability of an area. 

Development, which results in the unacceptable loss of existing links, will not 

be permitted. 

Design objective: permeability 

Explanation of criteria for solution: incorporate or retain and avoid loss of 

important routes and linkages (Design Compendium) 

 

 

3.1.4. Examples on Legislative Design Control of Urban Interface 

In this section examples of design control within legislative regulations related to 

development and building, which have diverse naming as development code, zoning 

ordinance, design standards, building by-law etc. will be examined. Examples are 

categorized in accordance to framework interface. 

 

3.1.4.1. Street  

Although features of street are stated within different parts, it is primarily evaluated 

with the regulations under the ‘street type’, which refers to its hierarchy within 

network and layout. There are two examples, which are ‘Zoning Ordinance of 

Oshtemo Charter Township, Michigan’, ‘Land Development Code of Lee County-

Southwest Florida’ and ‘Code of Ordinance of City of Ashville’. Although each 

example is addressing the street typology in a different manner, both include 

drawings depicting cross section, tables listing travel, parking lane and sidewalk 

widths, streetscape and areas of use. ( Figure 3. 11, Table 3. 2, Figure 3. 12, Table 3. 

3, Figure 3. 13) 
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Local Road Collector Arterials 

Figure 3. 11 Street Types in Zoning Ordinance of Oshtemo Charter Township, Michagan (retreieved on 

February, 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

 

Table 3. 2 Street Standards in Zoning Ordinance of Oshtemo Charter Township, Michagan (retreieved on 

February, 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

L
O

C
A

L
 R

O
A

D
 

Travel Area Parking Area Pedestrian Area 

Travel Lanes: 2 Parking Lane 

Width: 

8' Total Width: 14' 

Travel Lane Width: 11' Parking Lanes: 2 Edge Area Width1: 5' 

Center or Left Turn 

Lane1: 

As needed   Walkway/Furnishings Area 

Width: 

7' 

Median Width: —   Frontage Area Width: 2' 

C
O

L
L

E
C

T
O

R
 

Travel Lanes: 2 Parking Lane 

Width: 

8' Total Width: 14' 

Travel Lane Width: 11' Parking Lanes: 1 Edge Area Width: 5' 

Center or Left Turn 

Lane1: 

As needed. Bike Lane Width2: 4' Walkway/Furnishings Area 

Width: 

7' 

Median Width: —   Frontage Area Width: 2' 

A
R

T
E

R
IA

L
 

Travel Lane Width: 11' Parking Lanes2: 2 Edge Area Width1: 4.5' 

Center or Left Turn 

Lane1: 

Yes Bike Lane Width3: 4' Walkway / Furnishings 

Area Width: 

10' 

Median Width1: 11'   Frontage Area Width: 4' 

 

 

https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19981&fileName=34-730-C3.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19981&fileName=34-730-C4.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19981&fileName=34-730-C5.png
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Figure 3. 12 Street Types in Land Development Code of Lee County-Southwest Florida’ (retrieved on February 

2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

  

https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-a-1.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-a-3.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-b-3.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-c-1.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-c-3.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-d-1.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=12625&fileName=32-226-d-2.png
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Table 3. 3 Street Standards in Land Development Code of Lee County-Southwest Florida’ (retrieved on February 

2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

 

Streetscape Standards Core  Center  General  Edge  

Street edge:  

  Type raised curb raised curb raised curb raised curb or 

open swale 

  Corner radius1 10′ to 15′ 10′ to 15′ 10′ to 20′ 10′ to 25′ 

  Corner radius2 5′ max. 5′ max. 5′ max. 5′ max. 

Street trees:  

  Type tree wells tree wells tree wells or 

planting strip 

planting strip 

  Width 4′ to 8′ wells 4′ to 8′ wells 4′ min.wells; 

6′ to 12 ′ strips 

8′ min. strips 

  Tree spacing regular or 

clustered 

regular or 

clustered 

regular regular 

  Tree diversity single species per 

block 

single species per 

block 

single species per 

block 

alternating 

species allowed 

Sidewalk:  

  Type sidewalks 

required 

sidewalks 

required 

sidewalks 

required 

sidewalks 

required 

  Width 12′ min.; 16′ min. 

w/wells 

12′ min.; 16′ min. 

w/wells 

6′ min.; 10′ min. 

w/wells 

5′ min. 

Rear alley/lane: alley is required alley is required alley or lane is 

required 

lane is desirable 

1   These radius standards apply to:  

 • swales (measured to edge of pavement); 

 • raised curbs if both on-street parallel parking and curb bulbs (curb extension) are provided (measured to 

vertical face of curb); and  

 • raised curbs if on-street parallel parking is not provided (measured to vertical face of curb).  

 The standards for curbs bulbs may be adjusted by the Development Review Director based on a technical 

analysis using AutoTurn or turning templates.  

  

2   This radius standard applies to raised curbs if on-street parallel parking is provided without curb 

extensions (measured to vertical face of curb). 
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Figure 3. 13 Street Types according to functional zone in Code Of Ordinances City of Ashville, North Caroline 

(Retreived on February, 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 
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3.1.4.2. Block Pattern 

Regulations that are exemplified depend on block dimensions and standards due to 

pedestrian accessibility of the area. These two examples are ‘Zoning Codes-Village 

of Hempstead, NY- Nassau County’ and ‘Code of Ordinances-Tuscano- Alabama’ . 

Descriptions in relation to block are given, conditions and expectations are defined, 

then preferred and maximum dimensions for different conditions are provided 

(Figure 3. 14, Figure 3. 15). In Figure 3. 16 example of coding open space types with 

use conditions, facilities, location and size are given. 

 

 

 

 

Block standards : 

 

Mid-block pedestrian way connectivity. Site plans for sites shall promote a connected network linking the site to 

its surrounding block and neighborhood including building entrances, civic spaces, private open spaces, 

pedestrian ways, sidewalks, access lanes and streets. Where blocks facing A Streets or B Streets are 500 feet or 

longer, sites with more than 200 feet of site frontage on a block frontage may be required to provide mid-block 

pedestrian ways and/or civic spaces at least 16 feet in width from the front of the site facing the street to any 

pedestrian ways or planned pedestrian ways located at the rear of the site to reduce uninterrupted block frontages 

and provide a lighted and connected network of walkways through each block. 

Figure 3. 14 Block standards in Zoning Codes-Village of Hempstead, NY- Nassau County (Retrieved on 

February, 2016 from http://ecode360.com/16220301  ) 

  

http://ecode360.com/attachment/HE0909/HE0909-139 Figure 208-7.tif.png
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Applicability. The block perimeter, block length and dead end street standards apply to preliminary plans, 

final plats and site plans. No site plan or subdivision for new development after the effective date of this 

section can exceed the block perimeter, block length or dead end street standards below. 

Block standards. 

(1) Residential blocks must have sufficient width to provide for two (2) tiers of residential lots, except 

where single tier lots are required to accommodate single-loaded streets across from a public park or open 

space, to allow for unusual topographical conditions, or when adjacent to the outer perimeter of a 

subdivision. 

(2) The following table establishes the preferred and maximum block perimeter, preferred and maximum 

block lengths, and a maximum length for a dead end street by zoning district. In the event that a single 

block contains more than one zoning district, the most restrictive requirement applies. Blocks are 

encouraged to meet the preferred perimeter and length; however, they shall meet the maximum perimeter 

and length in all cases. 

 

Block 

Perimeter(preferred) 

Block 

Perimeter(max.) 

Block Length 

(preferred) 

Block 

Length 
(max.) 

Dead-End 

Street (max) 

RM-4, RM-3 1,750 feet 2,000 feet 500 feet 600 feet not allowed 

RA-2, RA-1 1,800 feet 2,400 feet 600 feet 750 feet 200 feet 

RD-2, RD-1 1,800 feet 2,400 feet 600 feet 750 feet 200 feet 

MX-8, MX-5, 

MX-3 

1,750 feet 2,000 feet 500 feet 600 feet not allowed 

 

Figure 3. 15 Block Standards in Code of Ordinances-Tuscano- Alabama (Retrieved on February, 2016 from 

https://www.municode. com) 
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3.1.4.3. Plot Layout 

Coding regulations related to plot includes defining typical plans such as plot 

dimensions, setback distance, corner plot, building position etc. On the other hand, 

relation of plot with street, entrance, building type and use of un-built area are 

described and definitions are given with graphics. Examples are ‘Land Development 

Code of Lee County-Southwest Florida’ and ‘Code of Ordinances Chapel Hill-North 

Carolina’ in Figure 3. 17 and Figure 3. 18. 

 

  

Primary entrances. The primary entrance of every 

building must directly face a street or a civic 

space, except on Courtyard Building Lots where 

primary entrances may face a central garden or 

courtyard or on Sideyard House Lots where 

primary entrances may face a side yard. 

Frontage percentages. Frontage percentage is the 

percentage of the width of a lot that is required to 

be occupied by the building's primary façade. 

Table 32-243 provides minimum and maximum 

frontage percentages for each lot type. 

(1)Up to 50 percent of the width of the primary 

façade may be counted as meeting the frontage 

percentage requirement even though it may be set 

back up to ten feet further from the street than the 

primary façade's principal plane. 

 

 (2)The location of the primary façade's principal plane 

is not changed by façade extensions such as bay 

windows, awnings, porches, balconies, stoops, 

colonnades, or arcades, or by upper stories that are 

closer to or further from the street. 

(3)The width of a porte cochere may be counted as part 

of the primary façade. 

Forecourts. For Pedestal Building, Lined Building, 

Mixed-Use Building, and Courtyard Building Lots only, 

a portion of the building's primary façade may be set 

back up to 20 feet further from the street than the 

primary façade's principal plane if this space is 

constructed as a forecourt or pedestrian entryway that is 

open to the sidewalk. This recessed portion may be up to 

40 percent of the total width of the primary façade and 

may not be used by vehicles.  

(b). On Courtyard Building Lots, this forecourt may 

extend beyond 20 feet into the central garden or 

courtyard. 

Figure 3. 17 Property Development Regulations in Land Development Code of Lee County-Southwest Florida’ 

(retrieved on February 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 
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 Lot area. Lot area is the area included within the 

rear, side and front lot lines. Lot area does not 

include existing or proposed right-of-way, whether 

dedicated or not dedicated to public use. 

Lot width. Lot width is the distance between the 

two side lot lines measured at the primary street 

property line along a straight line or along the 

chord of the property line on a curvilinear lot. 

Building setbacks. 

1 . There are three types of building setbacks—

front, side interior and rear. 

2. Front setbacks are measured from the edge of 

the right-of-way. 

3. Side interior setbacks are measured from the 

side property line or the edge of the right-of-way 

where applicable. 

4. Rear setbacks are measured from the rear 

property line or the edge of the right-of-way where 

applicable. 

5. When the side interior or rear setback is zero (0) 

or five (5) feet, the building or structure must be 

placed on the side or rear property line or be placed 

a minimum of five (5) feet from the side or rear 

property line. 

6. The town manager will determine the 

application of front, side and rear setbacks to any 

irregularly-shaped lot. 

 

Build-to zone (BTZ). 

1. The build-to zone is the area on the lot where a 

certain percentage of the front building façade 

must be located, measured as a minimum and 

maximum setback range from the edge of the right-

of-way. 

2. The required percentage specifies the amount of 

the front building façade that must be located in 

the build-to zone, measured based on the width of 

the building divided by the width of the lot. 

3. On a Type A Frontage on a corner lot, a building 

façade must be placed within the build-to zone for 

the first 30 feet along the street extending from the 

block corner, measured from the intersection of the 

two right-of-way lines. 

4. Outdoor seating and dining areas may qualify as 

building façade for the purpose of meeting the 

build-to requirement provided that the following 

standards are met: 

a. The front building façade is located no more 

than ten (10) feet behind the maximum street 

setback; b. The outdoor seating and dining area is 

no more than two-thirds (2/3) the width of the 

building. 

c. The outdoor seating and dining area is no more 

than sixteen (16) feet deep; and 

d. The seating area is separated from the sidewalk 

by a wall or fence no higher than four (4) feet 

above the sidewalk. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 18 General Lot Requirements in Code of Ordinances Chapel Hill-North Carolina (retrieved on 

February 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

 

https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-t.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-v.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-w.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-x.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-y.png
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3.1.4.4. Ground Floor 

Since arrangement and elements are also related to street, façade, building elements, 

plot-building and plot-street relations, regulations related to ground floor treatment 

are also stated in these relevant parts. Such as materials in façade transparency of 

ground floor, entrance and forecourt arrangement in plot layout, frontages in street 

are examples of this situation. In addition to these interrelated design control below 

is an example of frontage and edging elements of ground floor that is described in 

‘Zoning Codes of Village of Hempstead’. 

 

 

 

Store Frontage 

(a) Private frontage. 

Active edge required - door distance: 30 feet 

maximum. 

(b) Glazing requirement. 
A minimum of 65% of the street-level, street-facing 

building area located between two feet and eight feet 

above the sidewalk shall provide clear, non-reflective 

glass. 

Stoop Frontage is defining residential frontages with 

elevated entrance. First stair raiser can be placed at 

BTL, and the ground plane within the BTZ can be 

hardscape continuation of sidewalk or landscaped 

(e.g., rain gardens). 

 

Glazing requirement. 

A minimum of 30% of the street-level, street-facing 

building area located between four feet and 13 feet 

above the sidewalk shall provide clear, non-

reflective glass. 

 

 

Raised Edge Element-2: The intent is to separate areas 

with different intensity of use with up to 24 inches of 

difference in floor planes 

Stairs-Edging Elements3-: The intent is to separate 

areas with different intensity of use with up to 24 

inches of difference in floor planes. 

Figure 3. 19 Ground Floor Treatment :Frontage and Edge Elements in Zoning Codes-Village of Hempstead, NY- 

Nassau County (retrieved on February 2016 from http://ecode360.com/16220705) 
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3.1.4.5. Façade-Massing 

Related examples are given in Figure 3. 20, Figure 3. 21, Figure 3. 22, Figure 3. 23, 

which are similar arrangements of legislations of form based coding. Examples are 

‘Code Of Ordinances City of Ashville, North Caroline’, ‘Unified Development 

Code- San Antonio’ and ‘Land Development Code - Miramar;Florida’ which 

illustrate the façade treatment in different ways as transparency, openings, massing, 

building elements and materials. 

 

 
 

Blank wall area. 

1. Blank wall area means a portion of the exterior 

facade of the building that does not include: windows 

or doors; columns, pilasters or other articulation 

greater than 12 inches in depth; or a substantial 

material change (paint color is not considered a 

substantial change). The same material used in a 

different pattern does not constitute a substantial 

material change. 

2.Blank wall area applies in both a vertical and 

horizontal direction and to ground and upper story 

primary and side street-facing façades. 

Transparency. 

1. The minimum percentage of windows and doors that 

must cover a ground story facade… 2. The minimum 

transparency percentage of windows and doors that 

must cover an upper story … 

3. Transparency applies to primary and side street-

facing façades only. 

4. Glass is considered transparent where it has a 

transparency higher than 80 percent and external 

reflectance of less than 15 percent. 

5. An opening to a parking garage is not considered 

transparency. Any clear glass in a garage door for a 

restaurant or entertainment use (and not for loading 

purposes) is considered transparent. 

Figure 3. 20 Façade Treatment according to transparency in Code of Ordinances City of Ashville, North 

Caroline (Retreived on February 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

 

 

Proportion Of Windows, Bays, And 

Doorways.Windows, doorways, bays, and pediments 

meet the following criteria: (1) windows, doorways, 

bays, and pediments do not vary more than ten percent 

(10%) in area from windows, doorways, bays, and 

pediments in the facade of abutting buildings on 

abutting lots or if the subject property is the only lot on 

a block, the windows, doorways, bays, and pediments 

do not vary more than ten percent (10%) in area from 

windows, doorways, bays, and pediments of buildings 

on adjacent block faces, and (2) vertical or horizontal 

elements tied together in bands across facade lengths. 

vary more than ten percent (10%) in area from 

windows, doorways, bays, and pediments of buildings 

on adjacent block faces, and (2) vertical or horizontal 

elements tied together in bands across facade lengths. 

Figure 3. 21 Façade treatment; openings in Unified Development Code- San Antonio ((retrieved on February 

2016 from https://www.municode.com) 
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Stoop. A small raised platform that serves as an 

entrance to a building. 

1. A stoop may be no more than six (6) feet deep 

(not including the steps) and six (6) feet wide. 

2. A stoop may be covered but cannot be fully 

enclosed. 

3. A stoop, including the steps, may extend into a 

front setback, provided that such extension at least 

two (2) feet from the vertical plane of any lot line. 

4. A stoop may not encroach into the public right-of-

way. 

Front porch. A raised structure attached to a building, 

forming a covered entrance to a doorway. 

1. A front porch must be at least six (6) feet deep (not 

including the steps). 

2. A front porch must be continuous, with a width not 

less than thirty-three (33) percent of the building 

façade from which it projects. 

3. A front porch must be roofed and may be screened, 

but cannot be fully enclosed. 

4. A front porch, including the steps, may extend into 

a front setback, provided that such extension is at least 

two (2) feet from the vertical plane of any lot line. 

5. A front porch may not encroach into the public 

right-of-way. 

 

 

Gallery. A covered passage extending along the 

outside wall of a building supported by arches or 

columns that is open on three (3) sides. 

1. A gallery must have a clear depth from the 

support columns to the building's façade of at least 

eight (8) feet and a clear height above the sidewalk 

of at least ten (10) feet. 

2. A gallery must be contiguous and extend over at 

least seventy-five (75) percent of the width of the 

building façade from which it projects. 

3. A gallery may extend into a required front 

setback. 

4. A gallery may encroach up [to] eight (8) feet into 

the public right-of-way but must be at least two (2) 

feet inside the curb line or edge of pavement, 

whichever is greater. 

Arcade. A covered passage extending along the 

outside wall of a building supported by arches or 

columns that is open on three (3) sides. 

1. An arcade must have a clear depth from the support 

columns to the building's façade of at least eight (8) 

feet and a clear height above the sidewalk of at least 

ten (10) feet. 

2. An arcade must be continuous and extend over at 

least seventy-five (75) percent of the width of the 

building façade. 

3. An arcade may extend into a required front setback. 

4. An arcade may not encroach into the public right-

of-way. 

Figure 3. 22 Building Elements in Code of Ordinances City of Ashville, North Caroline (Retrieved on February, 

2016 from https://www.municode.com) 

 

 

https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-n.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-m.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-p.png
https://www.municode.com/Api/CD/StaticCodeContent?productId=19952&fileName=3-11-q.png
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Building Projections  

Building massing. 

Vary massing of large buildings. A single, 

dominant building mass shall be avoided. 

Substantial variations in massing shall include 

changes in height and horizontal plane. 

Horizontal masses shall not exceed a height to 

width ratio of one to three without a substantial 

architectural element that either projects up or 

away from the building, such as a tower, bay, 

lattice, or other architectural feature. False 

fronts or parapets create an insubstantial 

appearance and shall be avoided. Stepping the 

building can also reduce the apparent scale of 

the building and establish a "base" and a "top." 

Changes in mass shall relate to structural 

system(s) and the organization of interior space. 

Figure 3. 23 Building Massing In Land Development Code - Miramar;Florida ((retrieved on February, 2016 

from https://www.municode.com) 

 

3.1.4.6. Roof 

Since roofline creates the edge of façade its articulation become a part of massing 

and façade treatment. Although roofline is considered (generally in high-rise 

buildings) as edge of the façade, regulations related to roof refer roof form, treatment 

and materials. Example of roof regulations in a development code are given inFigure 

3. 24. 

 

 

 

  
 

Roof form. 

Roof types shall be front or side-gable, hipped, and 

flat with parapet or a combination thereof. The 

principal roof pitch shall be a minimum of 3:12. 

Mansard roofs are prohibited. 

 

 

Roof treatments. Variations in rooflines shall be used 

to add interest to, and reduce the mass of buildings. 

Roof features shall be in scale with the building's 

mass and complement the character of adjoining and 

or adjacent buildings and neighborhoods. Roofing 

material shall be constructed of durable high quality 

material in order to enhance the appearance and 

attractiveness of the community 

Figure 3. 24 Example of coding roof form and treatment in legislation Miramar; Florida Land Development 

Code (retrieved on February 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 
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 3.2. The Turkey Case 

3.2.1. Pre Republican Period 

Although effects of industrialization have not yet influenced the Ottoman cities, 

similar approaches utilized as a modernity project. Where legislation depends on city 

planning were imitations of European healthy physical city environments reacting to 

industrialization, there were attempts for practical solution such as “enlargement of 

road for inner-city transportation development, arrangement of new settlement areas, 

prevention of fire endanger" (Tekeli, 2011). 

 

Traditional Anatolian cities were generated in organic form with narrow streets and 

cul-de sac (çıkmaz sokak) (Aru, 1998; Aktüre, 1978; Sterwing, 1966, Kubat et.al, 

2011 as cited in Alkan Bala, 2012). This form was supporting the customs and daily 

life conventions related to spatial uses such as private property, privacy and 

neighborhood (Alkan Bala, 2012). Alkan Bala states cul-de sac was considered and 

treated as part of properties sharing the street, which also define a semi-private 

territory for residents (Alkan Bala, 2012).  However, series of regulations depending 

on ‘modernization movement’ of Ottoman State regenerated the organic and 

conventional form of cities into geometric and unfamiliar form. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 25 Plan of Aksaray-Following the Aksaray Fire in 1856, a new urban pattern with regular form, wide 

and straight streets was implemented (Çelik, Z. 1993) 
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First legislation act of urban space regularization dates back to 1848, Ottoman 

Empire era and initiated with Ebniye Nizamnamesi (Building Regulations) which 

includes the expropriation, building permits, inspection of buildings, road and street 

dimensions and building height control decision in İstanbul later followed by the first 

development law of Ottoman Empire; Ebniye Kanunu (Building Law or Ebniye Law) 

enacted in 1882 with more comprehensive sentences for all imperial land, which both 

regulations were adaptations of western examples. 

 

These initial attempts of regularizations were based to building and road, which 

emphasizes the built form as the spatial intervention object. In addition, planning 

actions were basically reforming street fabric to an orthogonal system (Ekin Erkan, 

2012). Figure 3. 25 and Figure 3. 26 shows former organic and new regular pattern 

of streets after implementation of new plans. 

 

It is essential to add developments and changes in the field of building and 

architecture to connect a link between urban space and built form. Economic and 

social transformation due to modernism approach affected the architectural typology 

and production. Housing typology started to change from “individual, private low-

rise dwelling in large plot areas” to “apartments, row houses adapted from western” 

(Alkan Bala, 2012), (Sey, 1998:25). As a necessity for new economic and 

technological developments public uses and government buildings such as train 

stations, pier building, modern commercial areas, public parks, government palaces, 

hospitals, banks, and post offices were introduced to cities where “public architecture 

was defined by mosques and bedesten (commercial area) in common” (Sey, 1998:25; 

Tekeli, 1998;2), (Alkan, Bala ,2012).  

 

Building production was heavily depending on traditional materials, however in 

İstanbul and few big cities with utilization of kagir structural system some new 

imported materials was introduced (Sey, 1998:26). In this period, modernization, 

which marks the development and changes of built environment, represented itself in 

public buildings as modernism icons of the state. Public buildings were built as a 

figure of modern and universal, but not in the context of local routine and traditional, 
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to the transitions of organizational structure of state in a ‘built’, ‘concrete way’ 

(Bilgin, 1998:258). 

 

 
Figure 3. 26 Image from Aksaray-Following the Aksaray Fire in 1856, a new urban pattern with regular form, 

wide and straight streets was implemented (Çelik, Z. 1993) 

 

 

Initial legislations were modest attempts limited to regularization of structural 

materials and elements, dead end streets, size of roads and building heights, where 

planning practices were mainly local plans for fire disaster areas and enlargement of 

roads (Ersoy, 2015). Tekeli claims that these attempts were not systematic and were 

merely based on cartographic practices (Tekeli, 2011). Briefly although lack of 

system, institutionalized spatial design control with legislative framework and tools 

dates back to end of 19th century, with distinct reasons and circumstances of western 

counterparts. Former relations of architecture and urban space that depends on 

locality, conventions started to effected and changed by legal regulations and modern 

techniques. 
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3.2.2. Early Republican Period 

“The first planning law of the Republic, named the Law on Municipal Roads and 

Housing, was enacted in 1933, that is, ten years after the foundation of the Republic” 

(Ersoy, 2015; p.10). Yapı Yollar Yasası: 2290 of 1933 (Building-Road Law), which 

was an extension of Ebniye Law of Ottoman period, was institutionalized obligating 

for all cities. Tekeli defines the law as a development instruction more than a 

development law, which includes detailed prescriptions (Tekeli, 2011; 83). The Law 

had introduced the basic process and tools of today’s planning system such as “the 

obligation of preparation of maps and plans for municipalities, tools to control width 

of roads and sidewalks, building heights, and many architectural elements” (Özcan 

and Bilgen, 1995 as cited in Baş, 2003; 54). 

 

 

In the 2009 report of ‘Kentleşme Şurası’ (Council of Urbanization) in the context of 

historical development of planning continuum of Turkey, Building-Road Law of 

1933 is declared as the root of today’s ‘imar’ (development) understanding. 

Accordingly, the main concept of Building-Road Law is stated as ‘building’ and plan 

is considered as a tool of building act, which intends physical environment control 

besides being a comprehensive planning. The report also states that development 

concept which is shaped in Development Law of 1956 (İmar Kanunu), composed the 

land adjustment and building process for physical environment formation, which 

initiated the process that contused the today’s urbanism fact. 

 

3.2.3. 1950-1980 

In the post war period the change of economic system to liberal politics with opening 

to foreign markets and mechanization of agriculture gave rise to rapid changes in 

urban space, which is resulted in migration from rural to urban (Baş, 2003:54). 

 

On the other hand, migration to cities had created high increase on housing demand 

which resulted in search for faster and cheaper ways to produce housing. That search 

caused production of “apartment buildings" on single plots as a dominant housing 
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supply system (Baş, 2003). Apartment buildings brought the Law of Flat Ownership 

in 1954 to provide the legal basis of small-scale development. Baş (2003) states that 

this new building type with monotonous images had spread all over Turkey that 

dominates the today's urban form, threaten the local architectural peculiarities of the 

cities 

 

As Baş (2003) states Building-Road Law had remained insufficient to satisfy the 

demands of rapid urbanization that resulted in enactment Development Law No:6785 

in 1956 as a control mechanism for comprehensive planning. In the Law  No: 6785 

only general sentences are defined where specific issues for construction as physical 

quality, health, social safety, local peculiarity, material are left to bylaws and 

development plan decisions (Baş, 2003). As he mentioned "one building on single 

plot" approach had negative influence on urban spatial formation as stereotyped and 

typical buildings (Baş, 2003). 

 

Bilgin (1998; p.266) states that in this time period almost just apartment housing was 

built. He summarizes the usual setting in the main street as alined apartment 

buildings with a small market or bank office at the ground level and with a road and 

infrastructure in minimum standards. 

 

3.2.4. 1980-today 

After 1980’s a period of transition from city of industrial society to information 

society has begun. Central business districts form new prestige areas, skyscrapers 

and malls by sprawl to specific direction depending on transportation network. Sey 

(1998) states the most important building action of the period as the raise of mass 

housing production with enacting of mass housing law. Although new settlements 

and satellite districts (suburbs) with thousands of housing, this building production 

was far away from responding the needs of lower income group. In fact these 

housing projects, which serves high income groups, started to compose new housing 

form that is not experienced before. (Sey, 1998; 37, 38) 
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Apartments that was built in plot scale and alined up, are replaced with settlements, 

which have bulky blocks built as groups at the perimeter of cities. This new form of 

building production was not able to develop building techniques and organizations 

proportional to scale-up, but produced by former, small-scale actors (Bilgin, 1998; 

267).  

 

These settlements are gated communities defined as “site” in colloquial language, 

which are built in larger areas in city centers and copse areas at first and in green 

fields at the perimeter afterwards. These settlements still preserve validity for their 

prestige and symbolic values with its own closed and private social facilities (Sey, 

1998; 37:38). 

 

After 1980’s building investment itself tend to become tools of capital and enterprise. 

Those new building enterprises such as large holiday villages, international hotels, 

recreational facilities, shopping malls and plazas, has been new public spaces 

(Bilgin, 1998; 267). 

 

Ceylan Kızıltaş (2010) defines the problems of apartment buildings depending on 

non-qualitative building rights of planning system with total control, where “site” 

settlements (condominium building complex) cause lack of control due to large plot 

areas in block even neighborhood scale. She adds that for block scale development 

areas, planning process neglects design control and determines minimum 

requirements, therefore “anything goes” approach become dominant. This situation 

cause building market to have more control on development process that results in 

heterogonous and fragmented urban fabric. (Ceylan Kızıltaş, 2010) 

 

There are examples of developments on urban design in this recent period, even if 

not prevalent. Aydemir (2004) categorizes plan and projects of urban design with 

varying scales and subjects, into three general groups as follows; 
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1. Projects of pedestrianisation/rearrgement of pedestrian spaces and 

improvement of visual standards in urban core. 

2. Urban conservation Plan, Urban regeneration and renewal projects 

3. Large-Scale Mass Housing Projects 

 

On the other hand for a decade urban design activities focused on recreational areas 

which have dominance in terms of number of projects. Most commonly, they are 

competition projects arranged by local authorities. In addition to recreational areas 

scope of “pedestrianisation/rearrgement of pedestrian spaces and improvement of 

visual standards in urban core” is broadened by “urban design department” of local 

authorities which are often deal with street scape, landscape, signage, urban furniture 

etc. There are also urban projects of metropolitan cities which covers variety of 

projects from large scale regeneration projects to large residential projects in squatter 

areas. In addition to these residential projects on large scale (neighborhood scale) 

blocks are considered within urban design projects by local authorities where site 

plans are expected to be prepared by planners. In addition to Aydemir’s 

categorization, in terms of changes in last decade, urban projects can be re-

categorized as follows; 

 

1. Projects of recreational areas and streetscape 

2. Urban projects of regenerations, development, conservations etc. 

3. Residential projects on large-scale blocks 

 

3.3. Evaluation 

Modernism movement that started with industrialization revolution had begun to 

effect the built environment of Ottoman Empire at the end of 19th century when 

planning profession and radical improvements in architectural field had emerged. 

These effects had started with plan, municipality organization and regulations in the 

capital of the empire than developments had spread to all imperial land. 

Modernization attempts were adaptations of built environment control mechanisms 

of European cities that depend on precautions for health, epidemics and fire. 
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However, existing city fabric (organic form and cul-de sac streets, property pattern, 

neighbourhood concept etc.) had not appraised, since primary concern was political 

goal to represent the modernism in concrete form with urban environment. 

Accordingly, these changes introduced new public buildings, building typologies and 

architectural interaction, which had appeared as the symbols of modernism, main 

goal of changes. 

 

Changes in built environment have continued during early years of Republican 

Period with similar but different goals on the basis of former developments and 

changes. City and built form was the representation of authority once again. 

Although first attempts of changes started in the capital, as seen in the Ottoman 

Empire period, “development project” of the new national state was an ongoing 

movement in countrywide. Focus of the development movements was a square or 

axis of public buildings like train stations, schools, government office as the symbol 

of the state in all settlements, rather than new development areas. Need for re-

building cities brought the need to strength the institutionalization of local and 

central governance, legislations and professions that define building control 

mechanism. 

 

After 1950s, 2nd World War, socio-economic changes; increase in population, 

migration and urbanization, cause sudden (legal and illegal) development of 

settlements. This rapid change and need results in uncontrollable and unpredictable 

restructuring of both in built environment and organizational structure, legislation. 

Changes in development strategies after 1980s, left urbanism in the orbit of ‘capital’. 

Especially since early 1990s, shopping malls, office plazas and five-star hotels 

occupied cities with unusual speed. Additionally new housing typologies that are 

constructed by the housing cooperation with loan provided by TOKİ, in peripheries 

of city, resulted in isolated areas (Figure 3. 28). 

 

Growth of city, decentralization of settlements and changes of consumption patterns 

formed plazas, business and shopping centers, gated communities in both urban 

center and fringe that are isolated and discounted to context of uban scale and 

character for the sake of being bigger, more different as the symbol of capital and 
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prestige (Figure 3. 27). However, adapted regulations support and encourage the 

ongoing sense of building and urban space rather than taking precautions and setting 

legislative and planning system for introverted and unbounded building typologies 

and districts. Moreover, urban design practice includes fragmented and partial 

projects instead of projects and regulations integrated to the system. 

 

 
Figure 3. 27 Large Scale Residential Commercial complex in Zincirlikuyu; Istanbul: Zorlu Center (retrieved on 

January, 2016 from http://www.zorlucenter.com.tr/kule-rezidans-galeri/) 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 28 İzmir Konak Urban Regeneration Project: TOKİ (retrieved on January, 2016 from 

http://www.toki.gov.tr/uygulama/kentsel-yenileme/kentsel-yenileme) 
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For the evaluation of urban built environment, for housing problems that is the most 

dominant feature of development movements in post 1950 period, Bilgin (1998) 

states that “most dramatic side of the process was impossibility of utilization the 

predecessor modernization experience of last century. Centenary long experience did 

not brought knowledge, ability and maturity to public authority to direct the energy 

of market actors, where neither brought the maturity to market actors to benefit the 

disciplinary power of authority. Furthermore, he declares that the reason of the gap 

during the development process was not the lack of knowledge or consciousness, but 

lack of experience and accustomedness. “Even though the centenary long experience 

of early-industrialized societies was observed and apperceived, they would not be 

functional since not adapted to mediate cultural conventions” (Bilgin, 1998). 

 

Developments and changes after 1950s cause unrestrained scale of urban growth, 

rupture and individualization of architectural form and loss of district, neighborhood, 

and street concepts in the sub units of the cities. Eke (2012) mentions that current 

legislation includes sentences only related to building and does not promise for 

future with insufficient implementation tools and with this structure dates back to 

early republican era with insignificant revisions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

BUILDING LEGISLATION AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

AS A PROCESS OF INTERFACE FORMATION IN TURKEY 

 

 

 

Significance of identifying the process of urban design to reach successful urban 

space is stated in previous chapter. Examples of urban design control mechanisms as 

a part of the development system in developed countries are examined to build up a 

framework. Emergence of these spatial design control mechanisms dates back to 

1960s when the concept of urban design was raised. However, in Turkey legislative 

process of urban space production is based on the conservative plan drawing system, 

which was formed in 1890s and institutionalized in 1950s. In other words, neither 

urban design concept nor recent design policies are introduced to planning and 

legislative framework.  

 

This study searches for the efficiency of legal context in terms of urban interface, 

which is defined as the spatial common boundary of urban space and architectural 

form. In the light of previous chapters where the interface and urban design 

framework are examined, role of legal aspects on interface will be explored. 

 

Formation, definition and organization of urban interfaces of architectural structure 

as a product of urban design should be included in the procedure of urban design 

which also should be integrated as a method to urban planning and building 

legislation in addition to design and control tools. 

 

This chapter will examine the way of addressing urban interface fact in control 

mechanism of urban spatial formation process in Turkey within the scope of 

legislation, plans and projects. Study will search for the means of organization in 

terms of interfaces within urban space control mechanism by exploring the principles 
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and tools of process and urban spaces as a product of these methods. Principles and 

methods will be analyzed to reach utilities and specify inadequacies.  

 

4.1. Process of Development System 

Planning as a general term refers to ways to follow for works to done, where project 

is an outcome to be achieved. Aim of planning process in a broad sense is to 

determine and foresee the necessities, define the effective and rational ways to use 

sources (capital, time, matter etc.), and set up standards for an effective control 

mechanism. In other words planning is a bridge among the present situation to 

projected situation. Accordingly, urban spatial planning is a technical and political 

process, which „determine and project the necessities of urban space, define the 

effective and rational use of urban land and design of the urban environment guides 

and ensures the orderly development of settlements‟. 

 

On the other hand, design is the form or idea envisaged and a pragmatic process of 

making these ideas tangible. Design is „a specification of an object or a system, 

manifested by an agent, intended to accomplish goals, in a particular environment, 

using a set of primitive components, satisfying a set of requirements, subject to 

constraints; to realize an idea or a concept‟. Briefly, design is a bridge between 

perception and comprehension (conception).  

 

In these terms urban design is realization of an urban space concept or idea into a 

medium (plan, drawing, pattern, specification, model, configuration etc.) on which 

the actual space or system is based, indicating how the urban space or system  is to 

be made and how it will work and look and setting parameters to achieve designated 

objectives and unique expectation and to define how and what to do within legal, 

political, social, environmental, safety and economic constraints in achieving that 

objective. 

 

In other words, both spatial planning and design deals with development and future 

situation of the settlements where planning controls and sets the standards while 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_settlement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agency_(philosophy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environment_(systems)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/realization.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/concept.html
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/work_1
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/look
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/achieve.html
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design controls and sets the concept and ideas. The medium used for these purposes 

are plan and design principles and drawings. Therefore, within development system 

elements, organizational and technical tools will be analyzed to find if the mediums 

are formed to control and set standards or concepts, or either. The study is generated 

with comparison and research of interface design tools and principles in the scope of 

development system. 

 

4.2.  Elements of Development System 

Legal control mechanism in Turkey is based on two main regulatory mechanisms;  

 

 Development Legislation including Development Law No: 3194, Preparation of 

Spatial Plans By-law and Standard Development By-law (which are written 

documents and administrative control mechanisms). 

 Development Plans and Projects, which are visual documents and technical 

control mechanisms. 

 

4.2.1. Development Legislation 

Although there are many laws and bylaws either generally or particularly related 

with development issues, Development Law (DL) and bylaws with development 

plans have priority with their direct and evident impacts on urban space. Aim of DL 

is to provide formation of settlements and structures according to essentials of plan, 

science, health and environment. However, Law does not determine specific 

conditions but assign bylaws for structuring cases. Most effective ones of them in 

respect to direct relationship are the Standard Development By-law (SDB), 

Preparation of Spatial Plans By-Law. 

 

Since the scope of this study covers the new urban development areas, other laws, 

bylaws related to building and urban space which have minor or superficial effects 

on new urban developments and upper scale plans which are not basically physical 
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plans will not be explored unless there are specific major effects (see Appendix for 

the list of development, planning and building related legislation). By-law related to 

Rudiments of Plot and Land Readjustment as per article 18 of Development Law 

(Land Readjustment By-law), Car Parking By-Law, By-Law related to Fire 

Protection of Buildings, By-law of Thermal Insulation in Buildings, By Law of 

Energy Performance of Buildings and Municipal Standard Development By-Laws 

(adaptations as per article 6 of SDB and article 2-3 of DL) are occasionally referred 

with related articles. 

 

There are basic notions/titles of legislation and plans to determine the control tools 

which are;  

1. to provide and control healthy physical conditions for buildings and environment 

(thermal insulation, day lighting, natural ventilation, weather protection, open space 

etc.) 

2.  to preserve ownership rights and control density (illegal housing, square meter 

control, building and residence permit etc), 

3. to control safety precautions (fire/shelter) and provide urban and public service 

(car parking, infrastructure etc.).  

 

Development Law No: 3194 is enacted in 1985 and had have minor revisions in 

specific articles. DL depending on its sections is structured as “General Provisions” 

in Section 1, “Provision Related to Development Plans” in Section 2, “Process of 

Subdivision & Unification of Land” in Section 3 and “Building and Provision 

Related to Building” in Section 4.  

 

Since the enactment of SDB in 1985, there had been several adaptations and 

revisions including its title since 2008. Content of SDB is consisted on “General 

Provisions” in Section 1, “Definitions” in Section 2, “Provision Related to Building 

and Land” in Section 3, and Building/Construction Permit Process in Section 4. 

 

PSPB, which is enacted in 2014, is a replacement of Bylaw related to Rudiments of 

Plan Preparation of 1985. PSPB includes 13 sections those from section 4 to 11 
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define the provisions of plans of different type and scale (Spatial Plans, Spatial 

Strategic Plans, Territorial Plans, Development Plans, Conservation Plans, Coastal 

Areas Plans, Urban Design Projects and Regional Plans), and define scope, aim and 

basis in Section 1, definitions and provisions of spatial plans in section 2, spatial 

planning hierarchy in section 3, publicity and review of plans in section 12. 

 

Basically DL generates the general outline of planning and spatial control, SDB 

defines construction and building provisions and PSPB determines the principles of 

plans. These legislations with recent revisions or adaptations, and similar contents 

related to interface design will be evaluated. 

 

4.2.2. Development Plans and Planning Hierarchy 

4.2.2.1. Development Plans   

Development plans varies due to scale and designated according to social and 

economic criteria besides architectural-spatial formation. Where upper scale plans 

form a background for architectural form of urban environment, lower scale plans 

and plan notes defines the main characteristic of built form. Upper scale plans focus 

on zoning, land use decisions, density control and main transportation arteries, which 

controls urban pattern in mechanical, technical, demographic, economical, statistical 

data, and regulate urban network. 

 

DL formulates planning system in two types as Regional Plans and Development 

Plans. Regional plans are prepared by DPT
1
 in case of requirement to determine 

socio-economic development trends, development potentials of settlements, sectorial 

targets, distribution of activities and infrastructure. According to DL, development 

plans are prepared by municipalities according to regional plan principles and 

composed of Master Plan and Implementation Plan.  

 

                                                 
1
 State‟s Planning Organization (Devlet Planlama Teşkilatı-DPT) re-institutionalized as Ministry of 

Development in 2011. Since the related article; Article 8 of the DL still has same definition, it is 

stated as it is in the Law. 
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Preparation of plans had been regulated by By-law related to rudiments of Plan 

Preparation since the enactment of PSPB in 2014. Although this recent revision 

contains radical changes, content of revisions are evaluated as insufficient and 

ineffective by Chamber of City Planners Center (Şehir Plancıları Odası Merkezi) 

(SPO Bulletin, 2014). Also PSPB has defined a different planning hierarchy (Table 

4. 1) and introduced new plan types as urban design projects, spatial plans, spatial 

strategic plans, action plans, prudence (sakınım) plans, transportation plans, long 

term development plan which are defined as special purpose plans and projects to 

provide data, tools and details to spatial plans with  schematic and graphic language, 

but not included in the hierarchy (Article 6/7 of PSPB). Since the PSPB is a recent 

regulation, examples and implementations of these new plan types are not just 

produced. Therefore, plan types will be evaluated according to DL.   

 

 

Table 4. 1 Hierarchy of Plans: Development Law and PSPB 

 
Development Law Planning Hierarchy 

(Section.2 - Article.6) 
 

PSPB Spatial Planing Hierarchy 

(Section.3 - Article 6.) 

L
o

w
er

 t
o


 u
p
p

er
 s

ca
le

  1.Regional Plans  1.Spatial Strategy Plan 

2. Development Plan 

2.a. Master Plan 

2.b. Implementation Plan 

 2.Territorial Plan 

  

3.Development Plan 

3.a. Master Plan 

3.b. Implementation Plan 

 

 

Due to scales of plan documents, level of detail, domain and intervention of control 

mechanism differs (Table 4. 2). Although there is no provision regional plans are 

upper scale plans of 1/100 000 which are strategic plans rather than spatial (Ersoy, 

2006; p.217). Development plans are composed of two phases; Master Plan and 

Implementation Plan. Master Plans are prepared in  1/2000 or 1/5000 scales which 

aims to determine the general land use decisions, main zone types, population 

densities of zones due to projected future and if necessary  building densities, 

development directions and capacity of settlement areas, transportation systems. 

Implementation Plans are prepared in 1/1000 scale in accordance to principles of 
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Master Plans. They determine the urban blocks with density and order decisions, 

roads and implementation stages that are fundamental to development program. Both 

includes plan reports and plan notes. 

 

 

Table 4. 2 Level of Planning and Corresponding Plan Documents. 

Regional-Urban 

Level 

District Level     Site Level      Plot (Parcel) Level Building Level 

Regional Plans Master Plan Implementation Plan     Allotment Plan Building By-law 

 

 

Table 4. 3 Relations of Plan Document, Plan Level and Content of Influence (Adopted and summarized from 

Development Law) 

Regional /Urban 

Level 

Regional Plans 

(Spatial Strategic 

Plans) 

(Territorial Plans) 

strategic control mechanism 

economic growth strategies, 

general land use  

protection issues major infrastructure investments 

indirect local design principles 

District Level Master Plan general land use decisions,  

main zone types,  

density of zones according to a projected future,  

development directions 

and proposed boundaries of settlements,  

transportation systems (circulation network) 

and if necessary 

construction conditions 

Site/Neighborhood 

Level 

Implementation Plan     roads and pedestrian ways,  

urban blocks, 

construction density (PCR-FAR) 

and order in urban blocks, location and size of 

common uses, 

and the application stages  

Block/Plot (Parcel) 

Level 

Allotment Plans Ownership rearrangement 

(obtain technic and social infrastructure area) 

Plot/Building Level Building By-law Building permit 

Development rights 

Building codes according to density 

Architectural codes 

 

 

In regional and urban level, concern is more politic and economic. Architectural 

relations become weak in scale and irrelevant in goals. Neighborhood and district 

level, which is more concerned to economic and physical structure and development 

control, have indirect interaction among architecture. However primary concern does 
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not include architectural and urban space interaction, results have impacts on its 

formation. Direct interaction among architecture and urban space occurs in plot, 

block and street level. This interaction is place bound that defines spatial, social and 

functional relation. Urban interface is more specific in this scale. Therefore, it can be 

formulated that interface formation depends on neighborhood and district level 

decisions and lot, block and street level regulations (Table 4. 3)  

 

Morphology, context, social and functional identity and aesthetic vales are highly 

determined with lower scale plan decisions and legislation. However lower scale 

plans are arranged in accordance with environmental health, ownership pattern and 

functional concerns, minimum and maximum numeric limits of building related 

decisions (building form, building order, plot) (Table 4. 4) 

 

Table 4. 4 Planning Process and Content 

Regional Plan Master Plan Implementation Plan Bylaw 

Socio-Economic 

Development 

Land Use Decisions Roads of Circulation 

System 

Lot Requirements 

Development 

Potentials 

Functional Zoning Property Adjustment 

Allotment plans 

Construction 

Requirements 

Sectorial Targets Density Zoning Building Rights Architectural 

Constraints 

Distribution of 

Activities and 

Infrastructure 

Main Arteries of 

Circulation System 

 Building and 

Occupancy Permit 

Conditions 

 

4.2.3. Evaluation 

According to contents and process, master plan determines district level decisions 

where implementation plan determines site level decisions. On the other hand, 

building legislation controls the built environment mainly in plot scale. SDB defines 

the outlines of plot and construction requirements, architectural constraints, building 

and occupancy permit conditions. Additionally, although legislations had have recent 

revisions or adaptations, where similar contents do not have coherency, also 

complementary contents have contradictions among documents. 
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4.3. Organizational Tools of Development System 

There is a strong link between space organization tools that formation, arrangement 

and principles of each tool are determinative factors of the former or follower step. 

Although these control tools are not abstract and separate categories, evaluation will 

follow to examine with distinct subjects. Eventually examination of each subject 

includes reference and examples of related tools. 

 

4.3.1. Building Site 

4.3.1.1. Zoning and Land Use Decisions (Master Plan) 

Functional zoning defines the allocation principles of different urban functions as 

residential, working, industrial and transportation in city. Basics of zoning in 

planning process depend on Athens charter of CIAM where 4 functions of city are 

defined as dwelling, recreation, work and transportation. Aim is to provide comfort, 

regular standards and control over environment protection, noise and security of life 

and property. In fact, the aim of functional zoning is to protect dwellings from 

building intensity, heavy traffic, pollution of working areas, especially industrial 

functions.  

 

Depending on this fact the residential zone and urban work zone has a more distinct 

and dominant categorization in the legislation. Social, cultural, recreational and 

public services that are considered as building functions or activity areas (rather than 

being zones) giving service both work and residential zones, are indefinite in terms 

of categorization and function determining.  

 

Isolation of functions in urban land causes lack of diversity in both social interaction 

and appearance, difficulties in daily life and formations against plans due to required 

but unavailable or undefined functions. Necessary or optional activities for daily life 

which are lack of proper definition or undefined particularly in residential districts, 
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result in spontaneous formations. These formations become problematic, as they are 

lack of precautions and design decisions in plan scale. 

There are radical improvements in legislation since 2013 with revision of SDB and 

recently supersedence of PSPB over By-law related to Rudiments of Plan 

Preparation.
2
 

 

In terms of land use, urban activities, zoning and building functions there are 

descriptions that are more elaborate and information in recent legislative revisions 

due to their controlling power over plans. For instance in residential buildings, re-

arrangement of ground floors for commercial use is very common in Turkey. 

However mix use of residential and commercial functions are not included in 

definitions of legislation before 2008. This necessity of daily commercial use was 

produced according to demands of landowner or contractor, which was not 

accessible according to plan decisions. However commercial additions to residential 

buildings became lack of commercial use requirements such as parking area, ground 

floor treatment, street setback, signage etc. therefore it is essential to include mixed-

use in plan decisions to provide accessibility of functions, prevent spontaneous 

formations and create diversity. With the recent revisions this 

„commercial+residential‟ which has already been used for a long time, is introduced 

to planning legislation.  

 

In addition to mix use of buildings, defining the function in its zone, in a detailed 

manner is vital in terms of providing correct services and comfortable spaces for 

                                                 
2 As per Article 14 of Standard Development By-law of Planned Areas “Urban Zones and Terms of Use” was arranged as;  

1) Working Zone 

a) Central Business District 
b) Industrial District 

2) Socio-Cultural Infrastructure Zones 

a) Green Zones 
  aa) Children’s park  

  ab) Parks 

  ac) Picnic Entertainment (Recreation) Areas 
b) Sports and Play Areas 

 

On the other hand, content revisions of By-law (including the title) expanded the scope of Article 14 and examined the urban 
zones in detail. (Revision: RG-1/6/2013-28664). See for previous 11/9/2008 dated and former 1/6/2013 dated versions of By-

law. 

 
As per Article 5 of PSPB “Spatial Functions Definitions and Principles” are arranged as; Municipal Service Area, Working 

Zone, Industrial Zone,  Industrial Development Zone, Train and Bus Station Area, Small Scale Industrial Area, Cultural 

Facilities Area, Logistics Zone, Bus Station, Government Institutional Area, Industrial Area, Social Infrastructure Area, 
Technical Infrastructure area, Collective (Mass) Commercial Area. 
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users. For instance, „commercial use‟ statement is valid both for a market and 

educational courses (cram school). In a commercial district, educational uses facing 

crowded main traffic arteries, which is noisy, polluted, unattractive and dangerous 

for circulation is not proper. Similarly, offices in a pedestrian street are problematic, 

where parking and visibility is an issue.  

 

Although scope of descriptions are widened and detailed in terms of land use, urban 

activities, zoning and building functions, there are still incoherency among bylaws 

and appendices. These descriptions are included in Article 14 of sdb and in its 

appendix of legend, and Article 4 of PSPB and in its appendix of legend. 

 

In addition to functions of buildings, by the way zoning regulations affects building 

mass since required plot area, building height, density, street relations changes 

accordingly. Depending on zoning approach urban land has two main distinct 

category; „urban work zone‟ and „residential zone‟. Within these main functions, 

there exist sub-categories, which determines the population and building density, 

road network and services of the specified area. For residential zones, population 

density is a determinative factor where in urban work zone, type of the activity 

indicates the conditions of accessibility, infrastructure, related services and impacts 

on human living conditions and quality. Two other factors are gradual transition and 

buffers among these zones/land uses and providing urban services and activities 

(cultural, recreational, educational etc.) to these zones that can be defined as „social 

infrastructure‟ as it is in the PSPB.  

 

In other words zoning regulation is not just a tool for identifying functions; it defines 

the main theme of several planning principles. Zoning takes place in the master plane 

phases and consists of density, socio-economic structure, technic and social 

infrastructure and transportation decisions which affects the both morphology and 

actually defines a planning concept of upper scale plan. 

 

To summarize, there exist two basic functions of urban zones, which are residential 

zone and urban work zone with urban social infrastructure. There is a gradual 
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transition among work and residential zone depending on features of activities. 

Beyond this point, additional definitions are more focusing on areas of activities or 

functions of buildings and their permit of use. However, this distinction of zoning, 

land use, activity area or building function and use of functions within areas/zones is 

unclear in legislation documents, which makes all definitions and indications „mass 

of terms‟. In addition to that all new introduced (or with former ones) definitions and 

indications among two documents and appendices (SDB and PSPB) are incoherent 

despite the very recent revisions in 2013 and 2014. Furthermore, its powerful effect 

of creating a planning concept, which can generate a background for design concept 

of the lower scale plan, is underestimated. 

 

4.3.1.2. Building Block (Development Insulae) 

Building block (yapı bloğu) is also mentioned as development island (imar adası) in 

Turkish planning terminology is defined in Development Law No: 3194 as below; 

 

Development block; insulae that is formed as per principles of development plans. 

 

In addition to that, with recent revision PSPB include another descriptions related to 

urban block.  

 

Development Plan Rudiments 

Article 21/14 

In development plans, in order to provide availability of standards related to social 

infrastructure, arrangement of roads of development areas without forming small 

and fragmented (development) blocks is fundamental. 

 

 

However, in the related section of SDB that is the definitions section, there is no 

definition of development block. On the other hand, Municipal SDB of Ankara 

Metropolitan Municipality, which is derived from standard legislation and revised 

according to requirements/ local necessities
3
, defines development block as below;  

 

                                                 
3 Municipal Standard Development By-laws are adaptations of SDB as per article 6 of SDB and article 2-3 of DL 
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Article 17/b Development Block:  

Tract of land that is enclosed by roads formed as per principles of development 

plans or edged partially by common/public use areas as park or forest. 

Length of development blocks which corresponds attached order in recent 

planning areas will be no more than (75.00) meters. 

 

 

As a matter of fact DL and of SDB are insufficient to define the block and determine 

its qualitative and quantitative features. This is a result of planning understanding, 

which focuses on plot due ownership criterion. Ünlü (2006) defines the plot as the 

basic unit of planning system depending on its high quantitative controllability. This 

situation makes „block‟ a land that is composed of plots.  

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2; factors configuring the organizational and spatial pattern 

of block layout, which are form (shape/geometry/type), size (scale, dimensions), plot 

and building system (orientation, density, function), determines the transitions of 

territories (open-ness, ownership domains) in terms of urban interface. 

 

Description related to these variables is not included in any feature of the legislation. 

In other words, there is no identification (neither qualitative nor quantitative) of 

building block including the factors that define the transition between urban space 

and built form, determine and characterize the outlines of activities, boundaries and 

interaction at the buffer zone. These factors are outcomes of basic development plan 

decisions and property/plot arrangement. Objective measures that links building 

block to composing plots, buildings and street pattern, public space determined in 

plans are neglected in regulations. Blocks are generated in plans depending on the 

initiative of the planner, usually results in cartographic arrangement. Briefly, not 

only planning understanding and legal framework already do not build up 

descriptions and measures for building block, but also there exist no features to 

define relationship between street-plot-building  (that compose building block) and 

order of block.  

 

Although there are both numerical and physical definitions for plots within 

development plan process, no features related to blocks are included. Block become 
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a group of plots that is formed by basic regulations as plot dimension limits, building 

order, frontline, ownership arrangement, Land Readjustment Share (LRS) through 

the process of transforming land to development area. Building blocks are not 

differentiated by form, type, scale and function (land use) or plans neglect these 

features, which generate the territories and variety in public-private space 

organization. The only distinction of block is the utilization of „block scale plot‟ (or 

individual plot) that also depends on property (ownership-plot) arrangement. This 

examination validates that formation of street framework and block pattern are 

outcomes of plot arrangement, rather than being an integral part of neither planning 

process nor regulations. 

 

4.3.1.3. Street Framework 

In Turkish planning terminology; DL, PSPB, SDB, there exists no definition, 

description about road or street. In the appendix 1d of PSPB under the title of 

highways, roads are categorized as access barred highways, divided vehicle road, 

vehicle road, bicycle road, pedestrian way and zone. In the appendix 2a (Legend of 

1/1000 scale plans) of SDB under the title of highways, roads are categorized as 

barred highways (between 50m-80m), 1
st
 degree highways (between 30m-50m), 2

nd
 

degree urban roads (between 7m-12m and 12m-17m), bicycle road, pedestrian way. 

Depending on the Article 20 and 21 of SDB, any plot should have at least one edge 

to the street. Additionally Article 24/7 of PSPB mentions that generating principles 

for pedestrian and bicycle use of streets is fundamental in Implementation Plans. 

Although outcomes of PSPB are not yet effective or implemented as it is a recent 

legislation, this article is superficial to define an objective where aim, principles and 

definitions are not given. 

 

Beyond direct sentences related to street, there exist various articles within SDB that 

link plot, building and construction conditions to the street. Article 14/3, 16/4, 26, 32 

identify the conditions for use of commercial functions in residential buildings 

according spatial relations to street. Also street is a dominant factor in terms of 

defining relations among plot and building where in article 15/1, 16/4, 16/33, 16/36, 
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16/38, 19/4, 28/2 36, 53, 55, including statements related to front yard and garden 

wall, street façade
4
, plot front line

5
, plot depths, corner plots, projections. Entrance 

and building and plot levels are tightly bounded to street and sidewalk levels with 

articles 26, 30 and 31.  

 

Furthermore in the article 29/1 permissible building heights related to street widths 

are listed, where consequently it reveals street width classification (Table 4. 5). 

Although this given information is related to building heights/width of in between 

space ratio that defines the degree of enclosure, there exist other variables in the 

legislation effecting the related dimensions such as building function-floor height 

relation, set back distance. Effects of these variables are given in Figure 4.1 and 

Figure 4.2. Therefore, degree of enclosure that has multiple variables within 

legislation should be considered not only with given dimensions but also with other 

variables in plans. 

 

 

Table 4. 5 Street width dimensions and allowed number of floors (Adopted according to SDB) 

Street Width Maximum number of floors 

(excluding basements) 

Up to 7.00 m 2 floors 

From 7.00m to 10.00 m 3 floors 

From 10.00m to 12.00 m 5 floors 

From 12.00m to 15.00 m 6 floors 

From 15.00m to 18.00 m 7 floors 

From 18.00m to 20.00 m 8 floors 

From 20.00m to 25.00 m 10 floors 

From 25.00m to 30.00 m 12 floors 

From 30.00m to 35.00 m 15 floors 

From 35.00m to 40.00 m 18 floors 

From 40.00m to 50.00 m 20 floors 

Wider than 50.00 m 25 floors 

                                                 
4
 Street Facade is the street side face of the plot. In the condition of more than one related streets, wider street face is accepted 

as the street facade. In case of equal street widths, narrower side of the plot is accepted as street facade. 
5
 Plot Front Line is a graphic display of a guideline perpendicular to building depth in plans to determine the street facade of 

a building in the plot, which also specifies the leveling reference point and essential to naming of elevations. This line 

determines the approach distance of the building to the street with a measurement or a guideline. This distance is accepted as 
the yard distance unless anything else is specified in plans. 
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In addition to development legislation, there exists definitions and criterion upon 

roads in the Highway Legislation (Karayolları Yönetmeliği) and TSE (Türk 

Standartları Enstitüsü-Turkish Standards Institute) standards that makes 

classification due to functions, user and dimensions. Due to function under two main 

category of urban roads and intercity highways, urban roads are divided as main 

arteries, secondary roads and plot roads. When we consider what to travel on the 

street there are three classifications; vehicle road, pedestrian way and bicycle routes. 

According to dimensions, roads are classified under functions due to topography and 

projected vehicle speed. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Building height/street width ratio for 6 floor buildings; example to represent the effect of variables: 

min. street width in the given range, commercial building max. floor height and 5.00 m setback distance 

(Ratio:1.2) 
 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Building height/street width ratio for 6 floor buildings, example to represent the effect of 

variables:max.. street width in the given range, residential building average floor height and 7.00 m setback 

distance. (Ratio:0.6) 
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Distinctly, dimensions that determines both the physical environmental conditions 

for buildings (clean air, sunlight penetration etc.) and hierarchy of motor vehicle 

network correspondingly sidewalk widths are defined for streets. With this 

dimensional definitions, factors that are considered for street network are limited to 

street widths (dimensions to differentiate street, main street, boulevard etc.) or street 

connections. However, those factors depend on motor vehicle traffic, where 

pedestrian and other transportation mediums are neglected in plans and regulations. 

In other words, streets and street networks are arranged in accordance to ease and 

regulate vehicle circulation, but not to improve spatial interaction.  

 

As Barlas (2006) cited from Rykwert; beyond both design criterion and planning 

decisions have no distinction of „road‟ and „street‟, utilization is more close to use of 

road. As mentioned in the Chapter 2, factors for definition of street that Barlas 

(2006) defines delimiting buildings (artifacts), forming 3-dimensional environment, 

as being the space of urban activity, circulation and communication, are not directly 

or indirectly mentioned within existing regulations related to streets. Furthermore no 

physical reflection of “attributions of streets” that Barlas defines as “start, end, 

linearity, nodality and mediation” concepts, are included as design principles or tools 

in the regulations. 

 

Organizational factors of urban interface explored in Chapter 2; street network, 

building as a delimiting surface with massing (arcade-stairs-ground level etc.), 

enclosure, linearity and continuity, street vistas,  and features related to street in 

urban design guides evaluated in chapter 3; street sections, streetscape, vehicle and 

parking organization, sidewalk and pedestrian way criterion has no influence on 

legislation. 

 

Through these factors we can make emphasis on that the physical features of the 

street will determine the interface in terms of transitional zone, where the street is a 

3-dimensional component including urban activity and communication with artifacts 

limiting it (that is buildings, plot or block borders ,open spaces etc.) 
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As it was discussed in the Chapter 2 previously, texture, dimensions, form and 

enclosure of the urban space will define and articulate the activity and social life 

around it. However, in legal context none of these tools are included even the street 

definition or term or any other feature is expressed.  

Although remarkable description exits related to urban interface on activity 

(commercial activities along street), enclosure (building height and street width) and 

ground floor treatment (levels and entrances), these tools of organization are 

standards of planning tools that are implicit and deficient to control urban interface 

and generate concept. Where planners are expected (not directly mentioned) to 

interpret these standards into space concepts through plan documents, it is seen that 

they prefer just to utilize standards of legislation as an easy way to produce plans. 

 

4.3.1.4. Property Adjustment and Plot Pattern 

Plot whether cadastral or development plot, is a land marked off and bordered 

according to development legislation. In legislation, plot is associated with property 

and consequently regulations are organized accordingly. As mentioned in the urban 

block section, planning understanding in Turkey focuses on ownership. Therefore, 

plot (parcel) became dominant due to its “high quantitative controllability” (Ünlü, 

2006). Briefly, in Turkey main regulator factor of development plans is plot where 

many of descriptions, dimensions, criterions are built and formed accordingly.  

 

There are three major issues related to plots (major for both plot organization and 

legislative organization) which are land readjustment tied to article 18
th

 of DL, plot 

dimensions and construction conditions regulated within SDB. property adjustment 

is determined in development plan phase and issued as allotment plans. Development 

Law Article 18 and bylaw related to this article
6
 defines the rearrangement of lands 

and plots according plan principles. Articles, instructions and descriptions related to 

plot and plot pattern (that is derived from land readjustment) will be explored. 

 

                                                 
6
 By-law related to Rudiments of Plot and Land Re-adjustment as per Article 19 of Development Law 
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To start with land readjustment, the aim is rearrangement of property pattern in terms 

of latter dimensions, form and location according to development plan after receiving 

the share for social infrastructure which is Land Readjustment Share-LRS 

(Düzenleme Ortaklık Payı-DOP). There are two objectives that are 1) providing land 

for urban public spaces and infrastructure from private property, 2) reorganize, and 

relocate cadastral land according to development plan. Yomralıoğlu (1996, as cited 

in Konursay, 2004) illustrated the process as shown in Figure 4.3 and explains the 

method of land readjustments as below; 

 

A typical land readjustment process begins with the preparation of a zoning 

plan by the municipality. On the zoning plan, within the building blocks 

which formed by the streets, plots are allocated for private development. The 

area for public use is then determined by measuring the area of the planned 

streets, parks, and so forth and comparing it to the total area of project. 

Afterwards, all plots in the total area are grouped together and then they are 

calculated to determine their shares for the public services. The percentage 

that will be assigned to public use depends on both the size of the project and 

the size of public use area. Remaining land is reallocated among the building 

blocks are defined in the zoning plan. In order to realize this, firstly, each 

building block is subdivided into suitable new plots, and then land re-

distribution is carried out. The basic principle in the distribution is to keep 

land in nearby its original location, at least in the same block. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Mechanism of Land Readjustment, (Yomralıoğlu et al. 1996 taken from Konursay, 2004) 

 

 

Ersoy (2000) defines this process as a „ministerial act‟ to provide urban services and 

prevent inequality among property owner. This process does not tend to organize 

land due to design principles. It is a process to distribute land due to previously 
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designed development plan. Therefore, it is important to know if development plans 

are devised according to property pattern, property dimensions etc. To summarize; 

following the determination of master plan principles that prepare outline for 

circulation and urban blocks, plots (private property pattern) on existing cadastral 

maps are rearranged. There are two phase of rearrangement which are method and 

evaluation. Unfortunately, none of two includes design principles as a tool. 

Evaluation of property adjustment in legislation are related to satisfying minimum 

standards in dimensions, distribution of land in equal conditions and readjusting the 

square meters of private land to provide public services. Method of arranging the 

land is considered as a cartographic process that cannot go beyond geometrical 

division. Neither form nor proportions are considered as an outcome of allotment 

plans. There exist no more than shared edge lines, nor shared space or common 

language. 

 

DL in Article 5 defines development plot and cadastral plot, where Article 18 as 

mentioned above, is related to land and plot arrangement. In this article, process is 

defined as unification, subdivision of land with or without building according to 

development plan principles under the control of public authority, with or without 

consent of property owners. The share to be received for urban service as street, 

square, park, car park, playground, green area, mosque and police station and related 

facilities, is defined as LRS with max % 35 of former area of land. If the land 

provided by LRS cannot provide sufficient area for planned urban services, 

remaining area will be provided by expropriation
7
 method. In addition to methods of 

LRS and expropriation, conditions of existing buildings are explained within article. 

(See appendix). Article 19 explains the preparation of allotment plans by the local 

authority and registration by land office. Another issue mentioned within this article 

is arrangement of allotment plans (without need of subdivision) in the condition of 

more than one building in a plot. 

Arrangement of plots is devised according to street façade, minimum plot 

dimensions, LRS and similar standards. In fact, its space defining and organizing 

potential considering such as proportions of plot dimensions, shared space 

                                                 
7
 “Expropriation is a compulsory method of purchase of private land by public authorities paying its market value for the sake 

of public interest” (Ceylan, 2010:79). 
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organization and unbuilt space use due to conditions can be applied as planning 

principle. Their geometrical shape could be broken in order to produce shared 

outdoor spaces, clusters, common or street parking lots, pedestrian streets etc. 

PSPB has no significant regulations related to plots where SDB includes variety of 

direct and indirect sentences. Article 15 defines plot front-line as the street side of the 

plot and plot depth. Where article 16/33-34-35 defines front, side and backyards as 

the part of the plot from the face of the structure to the edge of the plot and Article-

18 gives the dimensions of the yards. (Table 4. 6) 

 

There also exist standards defining minimum measurements for plots in the Article 

17 of SDB according to land use (Table 4. 6). Regulations related to allotment plan, 

unification and subdivision are explained in the articles of 19-20-21-22. Article 24 

explores in which conditions, construction in plot is unsanctionable (such as 

allotment plan preparation and registration, providing infrastructure and plot 

dimensions). In the Article 25, terms of construction of more than one building in a 

single plot are described, related to dimensions given in 18
th

 article, distances 

between buildings, under floored buildings. 

 

 

Table 4. 6 Yard dimensions related to building heights (Adopted according to SDB) 

 

Front Yards Side Yard Backyard 

m
in

im
u

m
 

d
im

en
si

o
n

 <4 storey 5.00 m 3m. (inc. occupied 

basement) 

3m. (inc. basement above 

natural or graded level) 

>4storey  3.00m + n* x 0.50 m  

(n for additional floor)* 

3.00 m + n* x 0.50 m  

(n for additional floor)* 

For 60.50 m 

building height 

 15.00 m 15.00 m 

+ n* x 0.50 m  

(n for additional floor)* 

15.00 m + n* x 0.50 m  

(n for additional floor)* 

15.00 m + n* x 1.00 m  

(n for additional floor)* 

T
o

w
er

+
p

o
d

iu
m

 Podium  

max 5 story 
10.00 m 

Tower  

(<60.50m) 
15.00 m 

Tower  

(>60.50m) 
15.00 m + n* x 0.50 m (n for additional floor)* 

  Yard between buildings 

More than one 

building in single plot 

Min. dimension 20.00 m 

H>60.50 m 20.00 m + 0.5m x additional height /3m 
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Setback distance designates the boundaries where built form is allowed. It provides 

transition zones between the boundary of plot and built form. However, neither 

definition nor usage of them related to idea of transition zones is clear in legislation. 

It is treated as being a barrier to obtain maximum meter squares; hence the term is 

connoted as building rights. In addition to that Set back distance of ground floor 

tends to increase both in lower and upper floors however, the reverse use is not used 

in common which can help to provide building sections vary from existing 

monotonous ones 

 

Setback distance is defined as minimum garden distance. It is used to provide proper 

distance between buildings to obtain lighting, airiness and comfort. Use of setback 

distances justly in plan projection level in development plans, hinder its productive 

results. There exists variety of ways to integrate setback distance in design control 

and spatial arrangement methods of development system. 

 

 

Table 4. 7 Plot width dimensions related to building order and land use (Adopted according to SDB) 

 

Residential and commercial use 

Commercial 

and small 

industrial  

Industrial 

Use 

Non-residential 

urban work use 

 Max 4 floor 5-9 floors 10+ floors 1 floor   

Attached 

order 
6 m 9 m 12 m 5 m 

30 m 
40 m  

(min. 2000 m2) 

Block 

corner 
6m+sideyard 9m+sideyard 12m+sideyard 5m+sideyard 

Detached 

order 

Side yard+ 

6m+sideyard 

Side yard+ 

9m+sideyard 

Side yard+ 

12m+sideyard 

Side yard+ 

5m+sideyard 

 

 

Table 4. 8 Plot depth dimensions related to land use and front setback (adopted according to SDB) 

 
Residential and 

commercial use 

Commercial and 

small industrial 
Industrial Use 

Non-residential 

urban work use 

Without front yard 13 m 5 m 

30 m 
40 m  

(min area 2000 m2)  
With front yard 13 m+frontyard 5 m+frontyard 
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In addition to direct regulations of plot dimensions and form, building order will be 

analyzed as a land use control tool that determines the built and unbuilt space, 

building disposition in the plot. Article 16 of SDB defines three types of building 

order at item 17-18-19, which are detached, block and attached order. Where semi-

detached order is not included in SDB, MSDB of Metropolitan Municipality 

(Büyükşehir Belediyesi) of Ankara, İstanbul and İzmir added this building order 

definition within regulations. 

 

Detached order: building order where building is not attached to 

neighborhood building at any side. 

Block order: building order with yard where single building mass that has 

defined facade width, depth and height in development plan and legislation, 

sitting in one or more plot. 

Attached order: building order where building is attached to buildings in the 

neighborhood plots at one or more sides. 

Semidetached order: building order with yard where one side of the building 

is attached to adjacent building and other side is separated and that has 

defined facade width, depth and height in development plan and legislation. 

 

In development plans, typical and common building order types are attached order, 

block order and detached. Tendency in defining building order is controlling density 

by determining land use ratio. None of the building order determination techniques in 

development plans offer transitional space formation such as courtyard order or 

clustering. Application of these types are not introduced to plans, but rarely used in 

architectural and urban design projects. Item 55 of article 16 of SDB describes 

detached order is valid to be built where block order is not indicated in development 

plan and in case of more than one building in a single plot, order is unconstrained in 

development plan, two of three or all three can be used in combination. 

In the article 55 of SDB articulation of plot boundaries as garden walls prescribed. In 

general, there is no restriction for garden walls except heights where at the front line 

of plot maximum (0.50 m), at the back line of the plot maximum (2.00 m) height for 

wall and above (1.00 m) railing allowed. Public buildings such as school, hospital, 

prison, religious buildings, embassy buildings, open-air cinema and similar building 

and facilities, and industrial districts are excluded and for inclined areas, 

municipalities are separately authorized. On the contrary MSDB of Metropolitan 
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Municipality of Ankara give more particular sentences on garden wall which 

separates conditions of front yard from back and side yards, also imposes restrictions 

for construction of garden wall related to pedestrian and commercial use. 

 

Arrangement of gardens in terms of ground level especially according to street level 

is regulated under the article 31 of SDB. For front yards facing the street with less 

than %15 slope, area between the building façade and plot boundary is leveled 

gradually with street slope at sidewalk level, where for streets more than %15 slope, 

leveling is stepped with max (0.15 m) for each and matching sidewalk grade level. 

Front yard area from building line to street have max %2 slope.  

 

For backyards with natural ground level above (±0.00), level is re-graded to (±0.00) 

level. On the other hand in case of for rocky soil or average ground level above 

+2.00 m at the back boundary of plot, re-grading of only 3.00 m strip starting from 

building back façade is allowed. In case of natural ground level below (±0.00) level 

at any corner of plot back boundary or building back facade, re-grading to lowest 

level is allowed. Besides, under the condition that not exceeding (±0.00) level and 

not more than 2.00 m, filling for re-grading is allowed. 

 

For side yards with natural ground level above (±0.00) level is re-graded to (±0.00) 

level, where below (±0.00) level it is regarded down but not below than backyard 

level. In case of side yards with natural ground level above backyard level, it is 

regarded by filling to the level of backyard. If there exits level difference between 

front and side yards, connecting with stairs or ramps is required. Backyards and side 

yards of corner plots are re-graded not exceeding the lowest level of the plot. 

Reason of further quantitative examination of leveling, garden distances and garden 

walls is to demonstrate the detailed numerical prescriptions of the legislation, where 

spatial and qualitative features are totally neglected in this transitional zone. Even 

though, basis of these quantitative data is unclear. Logic behind the given 

centimeters or percentages are not described in order to make it more deductive. 

Yards are considered as the depth of the non-built space. Restriction of building 

permissions to preserve healthy physical conditions is defined which is setback 
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distance and detailed in the plot dimensions section and yard dimensions section. 

Other factor is the wall of yard that is included within legislation.  

The function of the yard, unbuilt space is recondite whether it is a car park area, 

green area, sport facility area, paved ground or an extension of a commercial 

function. Although the garden wall is frequently used as a privacy protection and 

isolation of plot from street, its role is ambiguous in terms of territoriality.  

 

Within related legislation; DL, SDB, PSPB, there are two direct regulations, 

1)sentences on plot and yard dimension, and 2)preparation of allotment plans, 

and indirect regulation related to use of plot area explored in building order. 

Related to use of plot area, there exist no further description or instruction within 

legislation. Therefore need for more elaborate search arises, depending on existing 

uses of plot area such as car park, green area, playground, courtyard etc., on related 

legislations such as Car Parking Bylaw, MSDB of Metropolitan Municipalities of 

Ankara, İstanbul, İzmir. 

 

Article 4/b of Car Parking Bylaw restricts the use of front and side yards as car 

parking areas. And article 96 of MSDB of Ankara imposes the obligation of 

landscape arrangement and planting trees for occupancy permit and attaches the 

obligation to a calculation (one tree per 15m
2
 open area) and a list of trees including 

type and age where district municipalities should provide according to convenience. 

However, landscape regulation is also associated to numerical standards rather than 

spatial arrangements that define the territorial or characteristics features of landscape 

area. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2; similar to block street mutual dependence, plot and block 

are defined as complementary elements in terms of both morphological design and 

legal regulations. Where sum of plots is block, it can also be defined subdivision of 

block is plots. Design approach that defines the plot as a part of the building block is 

not process of existing planning system. Existing approach is to define block as the 

sum of individual plots that have individual regulations. As Baş (2003, p.70) 
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mentions control of plot are generally arranged in a monotonous order to avoid the 

inequalities between property owners. 

 

Legal regulations in terms of plot arrangement, do not utilize the information related 

to features of built form and unbuilt space for plot land use. However dimensioning 

of plots designates the general framework due to plot width and depth defined in 

relation with land use. Besides the notion of „attached and detached‟ order of 

buildings, there is no further description related to relationship among plots. No 

mention related to in which conditions differentiation of building order should occur 

is provided and further measures of built form are left out which directs the plans to 

standard form limited in third dimension. Open/unbuilt space within plots is utilized 

as left out areas in setback distance that surrounds building considering the situation 

of „one building in plot‟ or irregular voids in block-scale plots. Organization 

principles of unbuilt space in the plot are formed with setback distance and leveling, 

but without designating the measures of function, character, and relations between 

building, adjacent plots or street. 

 

Organization of building and open space relations within a plot is insufficient in 

terms of definitions and measures in the legislative regulations that cause a restrictive 

framework and result in unproductive process due to its guiding effect on plans. 

Consequently, urban fabric, which is the result of this planning process, becomes a 

composition of alined buildings. Building order effects the formation of built/unbuilt 

area that designates the pattern, transitional zone, open/close relation. The existing 

situation of planning process directs one form of transitional zone, which is usually 

left over space. 

 

4.3.2. Building  

What have been discussed so far related to regulations of setting of built form as 

unbuilt space, are also indirect control tools of built form. Not only plot dimensions 

and geometry affects the building form, but also setback distances or use of unbuilt 
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space designates the building disposition, zoning control also defines building 

functions. In the following part, direct control tools of built form will be evaluated. 

 

Control tools of development system related to built form as the boundary of unbuilt 

space which designates the physical and functional features as form, order, 

dimensions, scale, use and activities, can be evaluated in two titles as „Building 

Rights‟ that controls density, ownership and salubrity (hygiene) conditions and 

„Architectural Constraints‟ that defines restrictions related to use or dimensions of 

building elements. 

 

4.3.2.1. Building Rights 

Main categories designating built form are building mass, building surfaces, building 

height and its borders with building use. In correspondence to definitions and titles 

within legislation, these can be observed with control tools of density control, 

maximum height, building facades and building disposition with building function. 

These control tools of development are linked to plot as building rights where 

documented in plot plan or zoning status of plot. (Figure 4.4) 

 

Unfortunately, definitions of building area, height and boundaries that determine 

urban space are named as building rights due to interpretation of regulations related 

to interaction of architectural structure and urban space, to obtain maximum profit. 

Building rights are determined mostly by zoning both functional, density and height 

affects the building form by sitting area and limits, mass and height. There are four 

main tools of determination of building rights by the way building mass; PCAR (Plot 

Coverage Area Ratio), FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and Setback Distance and maximum 

height (Hmax). 
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Figure 4.4 Example of a plot plan – Çankaya Municipality-Ankara (Retrieved from Çankaya Belediyesi) 
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4.3.2.2. Building Volume and Density Control Tools (FAR- PCAR) 

Article 16/1 and 16/2 of SDB defines Plot coverage area as the footprint floor area of 

buildings including outbuildings in the yard and excluding technical rooms and 

voids, above natural or regraded ground level. PCAR is the ratio of the plot coverage 

area to the plot area. This value is given in development plans or in plot plan with all 

building rights. If it is not given in plans, maximum PCAR is %40 for detached and 

block building order and %50 for attached order.  

 

FAR is the ratio of all total floor area to the plot area. This is value determines the 

maximum building area for the plot, in other words maximum capital for owner and 

contractor. Therefore, there is a very detailed description on included and excluded 

areas for floor ratio in the article 16/4 of SDB. 

 

PCAR and FAR are tools of density control via building volumes. Use of PCAR 

cannot provide formation of ground floor treatment, gardens, parks etc. FAR and 

maximum height limits are determined to give same results. It means with a given 

plot coverage ratio, use of floor area ratio respond to maximum height with no choice 

of following plot coverage limits. Tendency of property owner is to use maximum 

area. When FAR is a multiply of PCAR to reach the given maximum height building 

sections became flat surfaces and monotonous boxes. However the change of this 

situation in larger plots results in disorder due to lack of additional control mediums. 

Gradual upraise of floors, inclined facades, recession of building volumes should be 

provided and arranged by existing tools of PCAR, FAR, Hmax, Setback Distance 

with and additional new ones in need. 

 

4.3.2.3. Building Dimensions 

Building dimensions are regulated under sections of building depth, building height 

and street façade. Article 16 of SDB gives the definitions of all building depth, 

building height and building façades. Building depth is defined as the maximum 

value between the front façade line and back façade line of the building.  
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4.3.2.3.1. Building Depth 

Building depth dimensions are regulated under the article 28 and formulated as  

            

under the condition of minimum 3.00m back yard distance and maximum 40.00m 

building depth. 

 

I = Building Depth 

L = Plot Depth 

K = Front Yard distance (front line setback distance) 

H = Building Height 

 

 

If formula gives less than 10.00 m, due to request, building depth condition can be 

re-dimensioned to 10.00 m, under the condition of minimum 3.00 m back yard 

distance. Municipality is authorized to increase building depth to 40.00 m under the 

condition of protecting H/2 back yard (back setback) distance. 

 

For commercial areas where block and attached order are designated, basement and 

ground floors used for only commercial purposes can be built to plot depth (to the 

back boundary of plot) not exceeding front and side yard distances. If the height 

exceeded 6.50 m above the natural ground level of back adjacent plot, then this 

exceeding section of building must be 3.00 m distant from back line of plot. Where 

there is mixed use of commercial and residential use this sentence is not valid. 

 

For corner plots, building depth depends on the adjacent plots on the facing street. 

Also for detached order, on plots having two more street facade except corner, 

maximum 40.00 m condition is not imperative, under the condition of maximum 

%40 floor area ratio. 

 

To summarize, for building depth, dimensioning is formulized with max 40.00 m 

limit with no minimum limit, where exceptions of formula is defined. Minimum 

3.00m of backyard distance is given as an imperative criterion where exceptions of 

commercial use are regulated. Dimensional conditions for corner plots depending to 
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facing street are also given. There is no statement related to function, architectural 

characteristics or interaction among urban space.  

 

4.3.2.3.2. Building Façade Length 

Article 16/38 of SDB gives the definition of building front façade length as total 

length of façade on the street side of plot, including projections. Maximum length for 

façades is given 40.00 m for detached building order or block order in the same plot, 

in the Article 27 of SDB. Furthermore, architectural aesthetic committees are 

authorized to give permission for more than 40.00 m façade length due to coherency 

among building character, existing fabric and effect of mass, unless otherwise 

provided in the development plan. Local administration is authorized to organize 

total building length as 75.00 m if only coherency with building character designated 

for the subjected place is provided, by examining multiple narrow plots together for 

double, triple and quartet blocks to find more proper solution. 

 

Although definition of front façade length is given, there exists neither implication 

nor differentiation about front façade in the Article 27, which determine the façade 

length. Furthermore, definitions related to other facades (back, side) are not given in 

the legislation.  

 

In brief for the length of building façade 40.00 m maximum limit is determined, and 

an essential criteria that is building character, building fabric, is given to reorganize 

building length. 

 

4.3.2.3.3. Building Height 

Building height is determined as the dimension from the grading level to eave level 

that is the ceiling slab level of the last floor. As it is given under the title in the 

Article 29/1 permissible building heights are related to street widths (see Table 4. 5). 

Number of floors is designated according to grading ground level. 
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Postulated dimensions for floor height that is defined as the dimension from slab top 

of the subjected floor to the slab top of the upper floor, varies according to building 

use (zoning status) and ground floor. For commercial areas floor heights are regarded 

as 4.50 m for ground floors and 3.80 m for the rest, where for residential areas floor 

heights are regarded as 4.00 m for ground level and 3.20 m for the rest of the floors. 

 

Additionally article 39 of SDB give sentences for dimensions for heights of interior 

where minimum distance is 2.40 m from slab top to ceiling plaster of the subjected 

floor, and 2.20 m for service spaces (bathroom, toilet, cellar, office, corridor, 

hallway, below stairs…) with un-residential basements and outbuildings. For car 

parks, heating center, cellar etc. heights are not subjected within this sentence and 

can be organized according to technical necessities. Moreover, for educational, 

medical, industrial buildings with cinema, theatre, congress hall and sport halls, 

which are characterized buildings, interior heights are organized according to 

technical and architectural necessities. 

 

Article 39/2 of SDB determines that exceeding floor number or building height is 

strictly forbidden where decreasing is allowed only if yard distances due to building 

height and floor numbers designated in plan or legislation is provided. Additionally 

Municipality is authorized to decrease the heights determined in the SDB due to 

excuse of defacing a monument or historical and architectural artifact.  

 

Mezzanine floors are defined as floors completing and directly connected to 

subjected main area with minimum 5.50 m interior height. Minimum mezzanine 

floor height is given as 2.40 m where interior setback form street facade is given as 

an imperative sentence. 

 

Additionally there exist two height regulations that are related to plot dimensions and 

setback distance. In the Article 6/25 of SDB „High Rise Building‟ is defined as the 

building having 10 or more floors. For SDB there are three floor numbers that are up 

to 4 floors, between 4 and 9 floors and higher than 10 floors, determine the 

conditions of setback (yard) distance and plot dimensions. Additionally 60.50 m and 
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higher that can be determined as 20 floors and higher, is another height defined for 

yard distance in SDB. Buildings higher than 60.50 m are defined as high-rise 

buildings in the article 3.04 of Development Bylaw of Istanbul Metropolitan 

Municipality, which determines the conditions of concept projects for high-rise 

buildings. These conditions are mostly related to setback distances where functional 

and architectural conditions are also stated as consideration of; 

 

 Effects on historical and natural environment, urban scale and 

cityscape 

 Geological structure risk 

 General vehicle circulation and access and fire vehicle access 

 Capacity of urban infrastructure 

 

 

Moreover, İzmir Metropolitan Municipality has Bylaw of High-rise Buildings that 

has regulations about technical issues (fire precautions, elevators, and structural 

system, mechanical and electrical system) and settlement relations. High-rise is 

defined as building that has more than 13 floor and/or over 30.80 m including 

basement floors. In the article 3.02 of Bylaw of High-rise Buildings states the 

consideration of; 

 Effects on natural environment and cityscape 

 Geological structure 

 Air traffic 

 General vehicle circulation and access and fire vehicle access 

 Capacity of urban infrastructure 

 Setback distances according to sunlight angles and wind 

 

 

To summarize, street width and setback distances are primary quantitative factors for 

determination of building heights, which stands for ratio of building height to width 

of void between buildings to provide daylight penetration. Interior heights are 

regulated as minimum comfort dimensions where floor heights are designated for 

maximum dimensions for building right. Except dimensional regulations, there are 

two issues given as general principles but yet not detailed and defined. First 

regulation is about decreasing building heights due to architectural and historical 

characteristics of site that is regulated in SDB. In addition, the second one is declared 
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in MSDB of İstanbul and İzmir, which states the necessity of consideration natural 

and built environment interaction for high-rise (over 60.50 m height) buildings. 

 

4.3.2.4. Mass, Façade and Elements 

10
th 

article of SDB enables the local authorities to enact additional obligations related 

to aesthetic, color, and roof and façade material of buildings, use of local material 

and local architectural characteristics.  

 

4.3.2.4.1. Projections 

Regulations related to building mass aside from dimensions are sentences related to 

projections. In the 36
th

 article of SDB dimensions of open and close projections are 

given. Closed projections in the side and back yard are not allowed unless there is 

preexisting building with side and back yard projections in the building block. For 

this condition, maximum projection length is 1.50 m and maximum distance to plot 

boundary is 3.00 m. For front yards up to 5.00 m distance, maximum distance of 

projections to plot boundary is limited to 3.50 m. For front yards larger than 5.00 m, 

municipality is authorized to specify the dimensions due to architectural and building 

conditions of the site.  

 

Closed projections are allowed along the façade. Open projections in the side and 

back yard can extend 1.00 m beyond yard distance where maximum distance to plot 

boundary is limited to 3.00 m. Moreover, for front yards maximum distance of 

projections to plot boundary is limited to 3.50 m. In case of attached building order, 

distance between projection and plot boundary is limited to minimum 2.00 m. Both 

for open and closed projections minimum slab height above ground are limited to 

2.40 m., additionally for any floor decorative façade elements up to 0.20 m and for 

ground floor open terrace is allowed. 
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4.3.2.4.2. Building Entrance 

In the Article 26 of SDB, regulations related to entrances are given. For plots with 

10.00 m of more front yard distance, building entrance level is limited to 2.00 m 

above or below sidewalk level both for front and side façade. If building entrance is 

directly connected to street, entrance level cannot be organized below sidewalk level. 

However, for plots graded according to natural ground level, entrance must be 

provided with stairs and ramps that are concurrent to natural ground level. If ground 

levels are used for commercial purposes, entrances for these spaces are allowed only 

from street façade. In addition, for mixed –use buildings, separation of entrance of 

residential and commercial use is obliged in the article 14/3 where definitions are 

given. Furthermore for building entrance obligation to accessibility standards (TS 

911) and related issues are declared. 

 

In addition to article 26
th

 , 36
th

 article of SDB, which actually defines projection 

regulations, determines that maximum 2.50 m projection length and 2.50 m height 

for entrance canopies, are allowed and not considered as projection.  

 

Issues included in legislation related to entrances are leveling of lot and street and 

building functions. The case within this determination is to prevent illegal gains of 

floor or square meters, and to separate entrances of commercial activity. Once more, 

there is no consideration of design issues such as allocation of entrance, its 

dimensions or visual features are not included.  

 

4.3.2.4.3. Building Mass and Elements 

Courtyard is defined as the garden arrangement sitting on the natural or graded 

ground level of basement or ground floor and continuing void along the building, 

organized in the building with in connection to common spaces, not connected to 

exterior face and with demountable and transparent roof covering if necessary, in the 

article 4/51. Minimum 4.00 m width on narrower edge including projections for 4 

floor height (+0.50 m per additional floor) is given. 
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Floor Garden (Vertical Garden/ Landscape Terrace) is defined as the garden 

arrangements on floors to provide green spaces in buildings, which are minimum 

10m
2
 and 3 m length on façade in the article 4/52. 

 

Canopy is defined as the light material top coverage connected to building inside 

setback distances to provide weather protection where open at one side at least and 

without separating walls in the article 4/54. 

 

For Portico/Porch there is no definition, however, dimensional values are given in 

the article 48. Although 3.50 m for height and 4.00 m depth is given as general 

dimensions, municipalities are authorized to designate the dimensions due to 

formation of settlement and features of locality. 

 

Similarly where definition is not given for Covered Passage (shopping gallery, 

shopping arcade), Article 49 determines criterions which are minimum 30.00 m 

length and 3.50 m height, requirement of entrance with at least two doors of 

minimum 1.50 m width and stairs ,permit of use only for commercial areas and 

providing proper staircases for multi floor passages. Additionally separate 

organization of entrance, staircase, hallway and lifts of other functions in mixed-use 

buildings is required. 

 

4.3.2.5. Roofs (and building envelope) 

Coherency of roofs with architectural characteristic of streets in the neighborhood 

and demand and qualification of the building is given as a must in the Article 35 of 

SDB. Roof slope, material is designated due to local architectural properties and 

climate conditions by related authority. Municipalities are authorized to determine 

the material and color of roof and façade both for new and existing buildings to 

provide coherency among buildings due to local and environmental properties. 

Additionally as stated before 10
th 

article of SDB enables the local authorities to enact 

obligations related to aesthetic, color, roof and façade material of buildings, use of 

local material and local architectural characteristics. For roof covering, registered 
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buildings, monuments, public buildings and religious buildings are left out of these 

regulations stated in the article 35
th

 of SDB. 

 

Roof space is not allowed for use of private single section where use of roof space as 

water tank, lift shaft, technical room or spaces connected to last floor private single 

section is allowed. In addition, common uses as exhibition hall, meeting room, 

cafeteria, sports hall is allowed in roof space except residential buildings. For special 

buildings of special functions, other uses for roof space are put to consent of Ministry 

of Environment and Urbanism (Çevre ve Şehircilik Bakanlığı). 

 

In addition to architectural and functional sentences, there are quantitative 

regulations in the article 35. For staircase well and lighting, maximum height above 

roof clearance height is given as 0.50 m. Excepts lift shafts, chimneys and dormer 

windows for lofts, no excess of height is allowed above roof covering. Eave is given 

as the reference point for calculation of roof slope and up to 1.20 m parapet is 

allowed where roof slab can sit on. For terrace roof, masonry guard wall up to 0.90 m 

is not included to building height. Also use of terrace roofs as green roofs (rooftop 

garden) is allowed in case of providing 0.50 m earth fill for planting and service 

spaces for common use roofs. For building uses as residence and accommodation 

open pools are allowed. For more than one property, minimum 3.00 m distance 

between terrace roofs of each single section is given as a must.  

Interior minimum height limits are not imperative for roofs if loft space is within 

roof slope and provides its function where additional floor slab in the roof space is 

restricted. For alternative roof solutions in buildings not exceeding two floors 

including basements, related institution is authorized. 

 

In contrast to other tools of control regulated in legislation, roofs are highly 

emphasized with characteristics rather than quantitative properties. Besides 

characteristics, different types of functions for roofs are defined which provides 

enrichment to the use and appearance of roofs. 
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4.4. Technical Tools of Development System 

Development plans are considered as a whole with plan notes and plan report, which 

is stated in Article 4- Definitions, Article 7 - General Planning Principals, Article 9 - 

Plan Report, and Article 31 - Plan Representation sections of PSPB and Article 5- 

Definitions section of DL.
8
 

 

Although in most of the cases plan notes are listed as repetition of building rights 

(FAR, PCAR, Hmax etc.) or additional certain legislative sentences such as disaster 

legislation, military height restrictions, plan notes have potential to state non-

technical principals. Although this potential is utilized in urban design related 

planning or project works, for standard development plans, plan notes are rarely 

define place related issues. In the Article 9 which defines the plan report, ascribes 

planning principles as vision, aim, goals, strategies, conservation and land use, 

density and building conditions, open and green space system, circulation, 

accessibility, effective use of space, regeneration, redevelopment, infrastructure, 

social facilities to be detailed in planning report. Plan report and plan notes are 

assigned to be plan principles guides by legislation, general tendency is to repeat 

density control, related legislation dependence, relevant calculations etc. 

The word „plan‟ implies two terms in urbanism, which are a drawing type and a set 

of actions and decisions. Although plan concept in urbanism corresponds the 

composition of actions, decisions and methods for projected spatial, in legislation it 

had been reduced to plan drawing as representation medium that is two-dimensional 

orthogonal top view drawing. Plan drawing itself has become the actions, decisions 

and methods. Furthermore, plan-drawing features have cartographic techniques that 

express the numerical regulations with symbols and diagrams rather than spatial 

dynamics. Although earlier examples of city planning action had produced drawings 

related to how to visualize the outcome with elevations, facades, street sections or 

perspective renderings, qualitative features or mediums disappeared as the process 

had become quantitative. 

 

                                                 
8
  In annulled By-Law related to Rudiments of Plan Preparation of 1985, plan reports were stated in 

the Article 3-Definitions. 
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In addition to plan drawings, its additions „plan notes‟ are described in legislation to 

explain undrawn features of plans. Ünlü (2006a) claims that plan notes provide 

opportunities to override the stability of development plans and to generate the 

design character and context of urban of built environment. He states the example of 

Bodrum as a well-known result of plan notes that code building heights, colors and 

architectural characteristics. Moreover, he states that plan notes have qualitative 

nature versus strict and quantitative control mechanism of plans and regulations 

(Ünlü, 2006a). Unfortunately, dynamics and potential of plan notes are remained in 

abeyance, that plan notes has been utilized as the written description of plan graphics 

and symbols or repetitions of related provisions of the regulations. 

 

As mentioned previously, subject of this study covers new development areas. 

Therefore, evaluation concerns related plans, regulations and legislation. However, 

there is significant point that is worthy of notice in conservation development plan 

notes. They include detailed architectural, material, color, form and dimensional 

features related to buildings that covers projections, openings, roofs. Furthermore, 

these notes describe the related features with drawings and graphics. This significant 

difference between development plan notes of conservation sites and new settlement 

areas depends on legislation content. Article 10 of the Conservation Plan By-law 

(CPB) related to presentation of plan emphasize that plan notes and reports include 

the details of design decisions, implementation guides, architectural, engineering, 

landscape projects and related fields in written and visual expression. This article 

shares same descriptions of Article 9 of  PSPB. Consequently, before this recent law 

amendment neither SDB nor By-Law related to Rudiments of Plan Preparation had 

generated the outlines of plan notes, which resulted in poor interpretations of 

planners. 

 

For conservation plans; Section-4 of the CPB defines the expertise and qualifications 

of designers where in Article 19 experts of different professional fields as architect 

(with Master degree in restoration and conservation), landscape architect, art 

historian, sociologist, archeologist etc. (depending on site as urban conservation area, 

archeological area, natural protected area, historical areas) are mentioned as required 

http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/provisions%20of%20the%20regulations
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members of design and planning team. Similarly, Section-5 defines the design team 

members of different professions for archeological park plans. However, BCPPC
9
 

does not refer different professional fields in plan production that neglects the 

interdisciplinary process.  

 

Plan drawings and plan notes are representation mediums of projected spatial and 

development conditions. Therefore, the way these medium present the data provides 

guidance for built environment. Desired effects of planning should be presented in 

more wealthy methods to visualize urban environment. Urban planning procedure 

takes plans as the only presentation technique of urban space. However two 

dimensional and one-way articulation of plan as a drawing technique cannot be 

sufficient in determining urban space qualities. Elevations, sections also three-

dimensional views, models and animation should be used in defining urban space. 

 

4.5. Urban Interface Design in the Development System 

Building legislation and development plans cover definitions, limitations and 

restrictions related to interfaces. Although their level of impacts on interface 

formation changes according to scale, there are five main common tools of 

organization, which are as follows; land use decisions, block and street framework, 

property adjustment, building rights, architectural constraints. Formation of 

interfaces depends on these phases as they have direct impacts on building form and 

plot as the basis of building formation. As it is mentioned in the previous section, 

although macro-scale plan decisions formalize micro scale planning, direct effects on 

interface formation occur in site, plot and building level arrangements and plans. 

 

General land use decisions, main zone types, density of zones, transportation systems 

and main circulation arteries, construction conditions decisions of master plan have 

                                                 

9
 By Law related to Competence of Plan Preperation Contractor  (Plân Yapımını Yükümlenecek 

Müelliflerin Yeterliliği Hakkında Yönetmelik No:26046/07.01.2006) 
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indirect intervention on urban interface. Roads and pedestrian ways, urban blocks, 

construction rights and density (PCAR-FAR-Hmax), building order in urban blocks, 

location and size of common uses,  application stages and plan notes of 

implementation plan, ownership rearrangement and plot pattern in allotment plans 

and building and architectural rights of SDB have direct control on urban interface 

(Table 4. 9, Table 4. 10, Table 4.11) 

 

In terms of formation of urban interface, bylaws define what cannot be done rather 

than what should be done. Constraints have negative impacts on both designer and 

developer, which make constraints additional rights to be gained, or seized. In fact, 

plans and attachments can be treated as promoting mediums, which serve to 

developer as gained additional rights and design criterion for architects. 

 

 

Table 4. 9 Intervention factors and competence level of legislation, plan document and architectural project on 

interface. 

 Physical intervention 

(Dimension Limits) 
Functional intervention 

(Conditions of Use) 
Contextual intervention 

(Characteristics) 

Street Legislation  

Plan 

Legislation  

Plan 

Legislation  

Plan 

Building Block Legislation  

Plan 

Legislation  

Plan 

Plan 

Plot Legislation 

Plan 

Plan 

Project 

Plan  

Project 

    

Ground Floor Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Legislation  

Plan  

Project 

Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Building Mass Legislation 

Plan 

Project 

Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Roof Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

Legislation  

Plan 

Project 

 Extensive Competence 

Partial Competence  
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Table 4. 10. Degree of intervention to interface formation with development and planning tools 

Direct Intervention Indirect Intervention 

Property rearrangement Zoning-land use 

Development rights (PCAR-FAR-Hmax) Density  

Roads-pedestrian ways urban blocks Transportation and main arteries 

Building codes  

Architectural codes  

 

 

There are two stages of interface formation in development system. Former is 

property adjustment and circulation framework afterwards planning decisions and 

structure of city. Latter is designating building rights according to land use decisions 

with density and functional zoning and conditions of arranged properties. 

 

Although planning criteria provide a background for formation of interfaces, they do 

not consider activity values and architectural characteristics, rather concentrate on 

controlled and restricted development. In fact, interface formation should not be 

considered in a process following planning stage; however, it should be considered 

within planning.  Building legislation and development planning principles tend to 

provide conscious construction through standards and rules. However, these 

regulations cannot vary according to conditions and sites. Therefore a repetitive 

environment appears, lacking variety demands of each specific site and activity. 

 

4.6. Evaluation 

Building and urban space related legislation that is basically DL, SDB and PSPB and 

development plans are examined in detail. Articles of legislation in consequence of 

tools and principles of interface explored in Chapter 2 are described one by one and 

in a detailed manner. All definitions, quantitative data and qualitative descriptions 

are given and evaluated in order to demonstrate the logic of legislative documents. 

Furthermore content, scale, hierarchy, preparation and presentation of plans are 

examined within different parts of the chapter. 
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Table 4.11 Plan and project stages in relation to effects of legislation tools on interface 

 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS 

 DEVELOPMENT CONTROL - ZONING CODE - PROPERTY ADJUSTMENT 

(Functional -Density Zoning) 

BUILDING CODE 

STREET 

Circulation Network (Roads- Streets-Pedestrian Ways) 

Functional Zoning (Conditions for Commercial Use) 

Plot Arrangement  

**(Block Scale-Street Length) 
 

Density Control (Street Width x Building Height) 

BUILDING BLOCK  

Plot Arrangement ** (Block Scale -Street Length) 

Block Dimension (max. limit) 

Building Order (Land Use-Building Disposition) 

 

 

PLOT 

Functional Zoning (Conditions for Plot Dimensions)  

Leveling 

Garden Wall 

 *Plot Arrangement  

(Plot Form-Dimensions and Frontality) 

Building Order (Plot Dimensions) 

 

 Building Order (Land Use-Building Disposition) 

Setback *(Land Use-Building Disposition) 

GROUND FLOOR 

 
Setback (Conditions of Ground Floor Use)  

*(Land Use-Building Disposition) 

Street Façade-Frontality 

(Conditions for Commercial Use) 

 

Entrance 

Leveling 

Section (Canopy, Portico, Covered Passage) 

Functional Zoning (Conditions for Commercial Use)  

Density Control (High Buildings) 

BUILDING MASS-

FACADE 

Density Control (Street Width x Building Height) + (Building Mass) 

Projections 

Section (Courtyard, Floor Garden) 
 *Plot Arrangement  

(Plot/Building Form-Dimensions and Frontality) 
 

Building Order (Building Mass) 

Façade Dimensions (Depth-Length) 

 Characteristics*** 

ROOF   
Characteristics*** 

Condition of Use 
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As a result of this analysis it is obvious that legislative documents have quantitative 

approach to control and provide orderly settlements, ownership rights and density. 

Within the boundaries of legislation standards and tools, all spatial qualitative and 

conceptual decisions are left to plan documents. Planners are expected to interpret 

these standards and tools into space concepts through plan documents; however it is 

seen that it is preferred just to utilize standards of legislation as an easy way to 

produce plans. On the other hand existing content and mediums of legislation does 

not provide communicative and guiding features. First reason for this is the verbal 

description of spatial elements or formations instead of visuals, which makes it hard 

to comprehend the expectation or to match the given description with spatial design 

language. Another reason is the lack of explaining reasons beneath the regulations, 

which makes it as meaningless limitations for the designer. Intentions, expectations 

and reasons of the regulations would provide better understanding and interpretation 

for planner and architect to utilize the regulation properly 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

“It is not the answer that enlightens, but the question.” 

Eugène Ionesco 

 

In this study urban design is analyzed with the concept of interface of urban space-

architectural form, and legal aspects of urban design is discussed in accordance with 

urban-architecture relation where existing legal frame of planning is reviewed within 

this framework. Central message of this research is not to generate a key but to 

prompt both newcomers and stakeholders of field of study to think more, act more on 

building development/legislative framework by studying urban interface. 

 

The starting point of this study is based on the problem of interaction between built 

form and unbuilt space in urban scale/environment of cities in Turkey. Although this 

case is considered (globally) as a general issue on urban environment, this study 

focuses on the Turkish development system. 

 

5.1. Problem of Interaction between Built Form and Urban Space 

Conditions of this problem is shaped with 19
th

 century industrial, consequently social 

and economic change and its impacts when inventions of variety of technologies 

and developments in science with modern movement lead the beginning of a new 

era. Following industrial revolution, intense migration of labor force in cities 

resulted with unhealthier living conditions and transportation services like inner city 

transportation and private automobile brought out change in city structure. Besides, 

innovations of production and structural technologies with building materials lead 

the change of architectural form.  

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/7689.Eug_ne_Ionesco
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Furthermore 20
th

 century socio-economic conditions where rapid technological 

improvements, rise of capital, uncontrollable extent of development and building 

in cities caused the individualization of architecture, breakaway from urban space, 

and loss of district, neighborhood and street notions in the subunits of city.  

 

In this regard, this thesis addresses this individualization and breakaway of built 

form. Focus of the study is the interaction of the architectural structure among urban 

context as it determines and identifies the urban space with its scale, form and 

boundaries. Within the context of this study this interaction is identified at the 

interface that become a dominant factor in urban spatial organization since it 

represents the common physical boundary, spatial interconnection and social 

communication between architectural structure and urban space. 

 

5.2. Urban Space Control Mechanism: Planning, Regulations, Urban Design 

As well as urban spatial and architectural changes encountered; process and methods 

gain importance, which emerged as a solution for results of changes and its ongoing 

effects. Where there exist many positive developments of all these industrial, socio-

economic changes, negative impacts on living environment are inevitable. Basis of 

19
th

 century planning depends on search for solutions for these negative impacts. 

The basis of today’s development legislation depends on the need of regulations to 

manage and improve living conditions in the cities of rapidly changing new world 

as the center of chaos. Following the constitution of urban planning as an 

organized profession, it has had a transformation of its organizational structure 

and approach to urban space. Although political bases of design control depend on 

19
th

 century principals, during last century design control evolved according to 

changing and developing conditions of both urban environment and socio-political 

conditions.   

 

Urban design as a recent professional field of urban space that emerged as a response 

to breakaway of built form and urban space, generated its own design control tools. 
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Most of pre industrialized countries developed urban design as a control mechanism 

or adapted within existing system of planning and building.  

 

Regardless the method or process of control mechanism, legislative regulations 

and process are the objective determinative factors of formations, organization and 

production of urban space, in today’s independent, multi-vocal, undetermined and 

individually interpreted environment of architecture and urban design. 

 

Proficiency, ability, experience and professional knowledge of professionals who 

shape spatial environment; and economic interests, individual needs and prefers or 

prestige concern of property developers and owners are critical factors to be 

considered when the subject is the formation of spatial environment. At that 

situation, varying levels of profession of designers and types of manners of 

developers/owners are highly subjective to be independent to shape the spatial urban 

environment. Therefore, formation process of urban space should be best 

coordinated in the form of an abstract, descriptive, explanatory and guiding theory 

of urban form and with the forces that shape it.  

 

In this case, urban spatial control mechanism as regulations, guidance, planning are 

crucial to be abstract and directive characteristics. Considering architecture/urban 

interface, to ensure coherence and interaction among built form and unbuilt space, 

role of control tools become substantial. Consequently, general aim of the study is to 

determine the role of legislative tools and process as regulations, plans and plan 

notes; on the formation of interface of architectural structure and urban space, which 

confirm interaction and diversity among isolated urban built and unbuilt form.  

 

5.3. Framework of Interface 

Within the context of this aim, basic framework of interface is built upon both design 

and legislative language through literature review to match reflection of interface 

within the definitions, tools and methods of planning process. In Chapter 2 meaning, 

context and principles of interface is analyzed. As a result, interfaces are determined 

http://www.tureng.com/search/determinative
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with two main components as boundary and zone (setting) where there are subtitles 

due to organizing factors, examined to define interface in design vocabulary. These 

organizing factors of interfaces with tools and principles are derived from literature 

review.  Boundary is described as the plane between form and space where it is 

considered in three parts as ground, wall and top of the plane due to spatial 

perception and human interaction as visual and physical. These parts are described 

with ground floor treatment, facade and roof profile organizational tools. On the 

other hand setting is defined as the zone that either belongs to or extension/part of 

form built form and space (constitutes a transition between form and space) where it 

is considered in three divisions as plot, block and street.  

 

 

Table 5. 1Interface and tools of organization 

 BOUNDARY SETTING 

 Visual  physical interaction Public  private territory 

Tools of 

Organization  

Ground 

Floor 
Facade Roof Plot Block Street 

 

 

5.3.1. Principles of Organization 

As well as defining and designating interface within building vocabulary, identifying 

the principles of its organizing factors is essential in terms of examining if existing 

legislation refers or includes those principles. Boundary as a mediating surface is 

more concrete and tangible where as a transition zone; setting can be described more 

abstract and perceptual relatively. Physical organization as form-layout and measure, 

and functional organization as use and meaning are examined.  

 

 

Table 5. 2 Principles of Organization 

Physical Functional 

Form-Layout Measure Use Meaning 
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5.3.1.1. Boundary: Surface of interaction 

Ground floor where physical interaction is vital, human body is a measure of scale 

in terms of both action and vision. Physical accessibility and visual contact of ground 

floor provides different levels of interaction. Additional factor is use of ground floor 

in an active or passive way. Ground floor that contribute to an engaging safe and 

active environment for activity spaces as public seating (stoops, sidewalk cafes…), 

accessible and defined entrance, interior and exterior permeability through physical 

access (spatial extension) or visual connecting, sheltered space definition (arcades, 

canopies, alcoves), according to human scale and perception, will provide factors for 

proper spatial interaction. As well as promoting activity, pedestrian use, physical 

accessibility and visual contact at ground level, to encapsulate interrupting areas and 

screen private use is also a requirement to enhance above stated objectives. 

-Physical and visual connection, Scale, Activity setting- 

 

Façade with treatment and scale defines the limits and character of “urban living 

room”. It constitutes visual interaction with treatment of openings, material 

characteristics and mass articulation. Existence or absence of openings provides 

linkage or separation between built form and space. On the other hand, organization 

of openings gives both functional and visual messages associated with use, privacy, 

socio-cultural conditions, climate and geography. Massing and scale of façade 

represent the primary information as an image of a building. Scale as dimensions of 

height and depth are key of defining enclosure, linearity, positive space to create a 

sense of place for urban environment. Massing is related to create visual breaks 

(Projection, stepback, wall inset, awning, balcony, window projection) that provide a 

measure of motion, distinction, alternation, continuity. Additional concern is material 

characteristics (color, texture, source, pattern, transparency, and reflectivity) where 

their functional and symbolic meanings on human perception is essential on 

contributing visual interaction.  

Opening Treatment- Mass articulation –Scale- Material 
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Roof refers to the fifth elevation of the built form as it forms a roofscape when 

visible from street level by adjacent pattern of roofs or city skyline even if it is not 

visible from street level. If we consider roofs as the fifth elevation similar principles 

that are mass articulation, scale and materials are valid in terms of interface 

organization.  

-Mass articulation-scale- material- 

 

5.3.1.2. Setting: Zone of Interaction 

Plot represents private territory due to its defined boundary and legal ownership.  

It is (legal) boundary, even if it is not physically separated, is assumed as 

impenetrable without permission. Therefore, its abstract physical but visually 

accessible boundary creates semi-private zone. Where plot is a total of built form and 

unbuilt space on it, what we intend to define as plot is as the area with its form and 

territoriality that is defined by correlation of built form and unbuilt form. Form of 

plot in terms of geometrical shape and dimensions due to block composition and 

built form; building disposition/footprint within plot and due to street, adjacent plots 

(frontality); characteristics of yards due to its function and location, are principles of 

plot organization as an interface. 

-Form- Building Disposition- Yard Characteristics- 

 

Block indicates common territory as includes shared boundaries and spaces of plots 

also streets. Besides physical and functional organization of block, arrangement of 

individual plots and street defines characteristics of block due to their symbiotic 

relation. Principles of block organization depends on its accessibility as walkability 

or connection to network, degree of openness as density of mass, hierarchy of 

territories and context as function, identity of exterior space. Form as geometry and 

dimension; land use pattern as number of plots, density of mass, solid-void 

composition; context as  land use category and functions of spaces are the control 

tools of interface principles of block. 

-Form- Land Use Pattern- Context- 
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Street is regarded as the public domain of the urban space, which is not merely a 

surface but a three-dimensional environment defined by surrounding built form. 

Since primary objective of street is to provide movement to connect places, its 

linking and movement factors are explicit. Linking places reveals start/end points 

and continuity, where movement indicates activity, linearity and surface. Another 

factor of street, which separates it being solely a route, is surrounding built 

environment, flanking buildings. Surrounding buildings creates the boundaries of the 

street and provides a degree of enclosure. In other words, street is a place as well as 

link and represent movement as well as linger due its relation with built environment. 

The interface context of the street contributes context of activity and linearity due to 

pedestrian and vehicle movement; start/end points and continuity due to surrounding 

land use; and delimiting buildings provides integration, definition, closure and 

cluster for street interaction. 

Linking-Movement-Built form  

 

To set proper interaction both inclusion and exclusion of mentioned organization and 

objectives is valid. This study does not aim to determine the measures (accurate 

dimension, order, location etc.) but to confirm and clarify the principles. Since the 

measure will vary according to each different case, location, function, geography 

etc., determination of the accurate organization or measures is a separate subject of 

study. The goal of this study is to determine and understand the awareness in 

legislation in terms of spatial interaction principles. 

 

5.4. Building Legislation, Development Plans and relevant Regulations 

Following the structuring of interface in Chapter 2; within planning and legislative 

process, background of issues of urban space and architectural form, and solution 

methods as physical planning, design control, legislation etc are examined. 

 

Emergence of planning as a profession and related legislations in turkey due to 

modern era and its evolution during social, political, economic and spatial changes 
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are briefly overview to construct the vision of planning understanding, is examined 

in Chapter 3. 

 

In this sense, Turkish planning background dates back to 19th century Ottoman 

Empire period when initial developments took place. However, these developments 

were tools of modernization movement rather than urban spatial rearrangements for 

unhealthier and negative impacts of industrial developments as it was in European 

industrialized cities. In early years of Turkish Republic, planning institution referred 

to attempts of Ottoman period, where this time aim is to generate a representation of 

the new state through renewal and rearrangement of urban built environment. The 

period till 1950's, where institutional basis of planning was settled, urbanism was 

inactive due to durable building industry and demography. However after 1950's 

urban space has had sudden, fast and uncontrollable transformation in accordance 

with socio economic changes depended to industry-migration relations. Furthermore, 

this transformation resulted in high increase in building stock and variation in 

building typology. After 1980's ongoing changes and influence of capital in building 

field, resulted in rise of private interest and shifted coherency in built environment to 

arising divergent bigger buildings. 

 

After planning acquired legal and professional status, planning system developed 

control tools for built environment regulations that is different from usual design 

tools. In Turkey, these control tools have “numeric” and “quantitative” features, 

which are more suitable/explicit for objective determination as they are generated 

within the scope of legislative regulations. When the scale of building stock was 

controllable and accessible, tools of legal planning and design had been utilized in 

coherency. But following the increase in building stock, design principles, which 

have no obligation/compulsion had been excluded to reach quick, cheaper, standard 

mass production, and instead designless buildings and space with minimum 

legislative standards had aroused. Other disengagement of form and space in urban 

context occurred in opposite direction. Capital based architecture that came into 
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prominence after economic changes of eighties, had been a prestige tool (bigger, 

higher, distinct forms) that serves private interest.  

 

Although economic and technological changes results in new legislative 

arrangements for built environment control, these approaches are partial and 

instant/adhoc interventions rather than forward thinking, integrated system of rules 

and regulations. Consequently main problematic is not based on content revisions or 

additional regulations, but the lack of improvements or reform understanding in the 

legislative and planning goals and vision. Pre-industrialized and developed countries 

utilize recent, different and alternate spatial control mechanism with a collaborating 

system of spreading urban design scope and city planning field. Contemporary and 

recent cases of different countries that are examined suggests supplementary 

principles, guides, techniques, presentations, participation system, decision 

mechanism integrated to existing process or as a supporting system.  

 

Turkish planning system, from the first attempts of legislative spatial control till 

today, focus on basic tools formed with land use, road widths, building heights, 

plot&building depths and widths, setback distance, projection dimensions, leveling, 

DRS (DOP)/plot rearrangement and density. Although most of these tools have 

design function and capacity, this basic feature is forgotten and their measure became 

standard, ossified, unquestioned utilization. Examined practices of spatial control 

systems includes both qualitative and quantitative values as objectives of urban 

design practice, within the framework of character, function, quality and interaction. 

  

In this context, Chapter 4 discussed the tools, methods, definitions, process of design 

and implementation of legislative and planning system in terms of „guiding, defining, 

coding, level of flexibility, adequacy and contribution‟. 

 

Development plans and projects and Development Legislation including 

Development Law No: 3194, Standard Development By-law and Preparation of 

Spatial Plans Bylaw since the scope of this study covers the new urban development 

areas. Development plans varies due to scale and designated according to social and 
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economic criteria besides architectural-spatial formation. Where upper scale plans 

forms a background for architectural form of urban environment, lower scale plans 

and plan notes defines the main characteristic of built form. Building legislation 

provides the prescriptive information and values to be included and coded in plans. 

Therefore, examination of evaluation of components cover both plans and legislation 

simultaneously.  

 

Land Use-Zoning principles in city planning is an outcome of industrial effects 

where crowd and pollution in living environment cause disorder. Therefore basic 

distinction among industrial (production), commercial (working) and residential 

(living) environments within urban areas is accepted as a principle in planning. 

However sharp isolation of functions causes lack of diversity. Therefore, mix-use of 

activities is essential to provide certain services, as well as defining what to mix. 

Although scope of urban zoning is broadened by latest revisions of legislation in 

2013 in terms of mix-use, correlation or cross match of functions are not defined 

clearly due to required urban services. For example; defining commercial building 

function as „both for commercial activities, accommodation and lodging facilities, 

cultural and entertainment facilities, financial institutions, private educational and 

health centers’ is a vague urban design measure to create coherence between built 

form and urban space. Unless it is stated as a rule, ignorance of what functions to 

cross match is obvious, even though it is a well-known design criterion. As a result; 

zoning, land use and building function definitions and correlations are vague in terms 

of obligations within legislation. Therefore designating and grouping functions 

should be the concern of planning decisions. Differentiation of the terms due to 

functions, activities and services as „zone‟, „area‟, „district‟, „site‟ and „facility‟, 

„building complex‟, „building use‟ should be clearly made within legislation. 

Additionally to provide effective use, correlation of functions and placing similar or 

supplementary functions together within zone, area or site is another issue to be 

defined in the legislation. Besides coherence of definitions and descriptions among 

legislative documents their appendices, legends should be provided. 
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Street is basically a movement channel that has edges of buildings. One of the two 

concerns issued in legislation related to the street is its width. Regulation of street 

width controls both hierarchy of movement (main access, secondary access, service) 

and indirectly building heights and front yard depths. Second concern is its 

determinative role on organization of building. There is a strong emphasis on 

frontality of plot, yard and building related to street in legislation. Although 

legislation includes basic organization of street that set interface principles, 

underlying tools are not determined. Linking feature and movement activity of street 

is limited with connecting streets and vehicular transfer. Sidewalk dimensions and 

characteristics, pedestrian access, connection of „the front‟, ends and walking 

distance are not mentioned. In typical plan drawings, streets are defined with two 

limiting lines and width that is interpreted as vehicular movement. In Figure 5.1 is an 

example that depicts street in a residential area where pedestrian use is active and 

traffic calming is needed.  

 

 

 

a. typical street 

in plan  

b. mini-park one 

way cul-de sac  

c. mini-park two-

way cul-de sac  

d. public amenities 

on sidewalk 

e. shared space: pedestrian 

and vehicular use 

 Figure 5.1 Alternative Street Designs (personal drawing adopted from Appleyard et.al, 1981; pp. 280,281) 

 

 

Street typology depending on the vehicular traffic in the legislation especially in the 

appendices, should be broadened, classified, and made consistence among all related 

legislations and appendices. Space and activity bounded typology such as  
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a. for street layout (hierarchical degree): arterial road, boulevard, collector, local 

streets, laneway, pedestrian corridor, cul-de sac, service road etc. 

b. for street structure (functional):  public alley, pedestrian activity streets, shared 

spaces, mixed-use streets, commercial route, residential street etc. 

 

should be replaced by existing definitions of „roads‟ (highway, 1
st
 degree roads-

divided vehicular road, 2
nd

 degree intercity roads-vehicular roads, bicycle road and 

pedestrian path). Explaining design consideration, use conditions, operable 

dimensions in this typology of streets is essential in terms of defining the relation of 

street with site (setting) and flanking buildings (boundary). In addition, 

representation of street types with drawings as street sections will provide further 

information for plans (Fig.5.3).  

 

Other elements of street as sidewalk, sidewalk parks, bicycle lane, public 

transportation lane, curbs, on-street parking (linear, pocket) etc. (see Figure 5.2) are 

also essential tools to be used in street design for which definitions, dimensions and 

principles should also be introduced to legislation.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Elements of streets; sidewalk, sidewalk parks, bicycle lane, public transportation lane, curbs etc. 

(Personal drawing) 
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Boulevard 

 
Residential Boulevard 

 
Transit Corridor 

 
Neighborhood Street 

 
Commercial Alley 

 
Green Alley 

Figure 5.3 Examples of Street Types according to layout, structure etc. (NACTO) 

 

 

Building Block is considered as a module of urban pattern that groups units of 

properties, and is bounded by network. Therefore, it stands as a mediating territory 

between private property and public space. In the planning legislation building block 

is not issued as a distinct planning tool, but it is bonded to surrounding street 

framework and plots included. In terms of accessibility; geometry and dimensions of 

block is not mentioned but designated by arrangement of plots. 

 

Density and building order are planning tools that are defined for building block, 

however not associated to block as a design principle. Density of building area that is 

described with FAR and PCAR is usually an outcome of district population 

projection, rather than building block composition. However building order is 

included with “detached-row-perimeter-semi-detached” terms. 
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Default of definition of common spaces in building block within legislation, cause 

absence of shared spaces in planning, plans. Besides public spaces such as plazas, 

parks, courts are designed as attachments, as a separate plot in the block, not 

integrated to block composition. Additionally, block pattern of built and unbuilt form 

is neither considered nor described. Unbuilt areas are the yards in the property that is 

left out in the setback distance. 

 

Briefly block as a mediating space between private-plot and public-street has no 

definition and design of territorial organization in terms of geometry and use of 

space. Therefore, at first definition of building block, that indicates its spatial 

relations with street, plot and building should be introduced into legislation. 

Furthermore; 

 

a. block pattern in terms of typology and order of buildings as clusters, perimeter 

blocks, courtyard blocks, terrace housing, row housing etc. 

b. open and common/public spaces of block as plazas, squares, courtyards, gardens, 

coves, forecourts, parks etc. 

 

should be defined and explained in relation to block definition since blocks are 

generated in accordance to land-use and activity of district, and formed by buildings. 

Below are examples of (Figure 5.5and Figure 5.4) how block pattern and open and 

common/public spaces of block vary in accordance to land use, building order and 

building typology etc 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Example of block patterns with different building typology in a same size block (Retreived on 

February, 2016 from http://www.dpz.com/Initiatives/AgrarianUrbanism?from=Thought.AgrarianUrbanism) 
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Housing 

 
Mixed-use 

 
Downtown 

 
Mixed-use 

 
Mixed-use 

 
Downtown 

Figure 5.5 Examples of urban block in different districts and with different building order (Retrieved on 

February, 2016 from http://granarydistrict.org/) 

 

 

Plot has become the dominative tool of planning control system regarding its 

controllability due to ownership. Plot organization controls both built form and 

unbuilt space. Besides plot dimensions, density and building disposition is 

described within legislation. Nevertheless, how it is considered within plans is a 

matter of property adjustment (distribution of land and property) rather than a 

design issue. Dimensions of plots determined as street/façade width and depth are 

utilized to come up with a minimum building area, and relatively similar plot scales 

are results depending on ownership. Where minimum limits are determined, relative 

scaling/dimensioning are ignored in written form, and left to planners‟ initiative.  

 

Another concern is building disposition, where possible outcomes on small-scale 

plots are highly determined with setback dimensions and building order, its control 

on individual or block scale plots are mainly left to design‟s initiative. Furthermore, 

characteristics of unbuilt space in the plot are vague in legislation. All unbuilt space 

is defines as yards; however its function, arrangement and purpose is not issued. 
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However, plans follow legislation and do not define yards, which are left to choice of 

architect, landowner or contractor. 

As discussed previously plot has bilateral and mutual dependence relation with 

private-common-public space (block-street) and building. Thus principles that affect; 

 

a. composition of space and form in the plot area as building footprint, setback, 

building order etc.  

b. open-unbuilt space features as gardens, yards, frontages etc. regarding its purpose 

of use and arrangement as softscape, hardscape, carpark etc. 

 

should be defined in relation to generated spatial characteristics. Below is an 

example (Figure 5.6) representing front yards of different characteristics that define 

soft and hard landscape, relation to sidewalk, distance of setback and ground floor 

building elements. 

 

Ground Floor is stated in different sections of bylaw under different subjects, which 

are levelling the building, building functions, entrance, building and floor area. In 

terms of activity setting at the ground level; building function descriptions include 

the conditions of ground floor use for commercial activity. As it is stated previously 

within zoning regulations; despite a long list of functions and recent revisions, 

correlation of mix use of functions are not defined clearly. Leveling and entrance of 

building are subjects that determine the visual and physical connection of ground 

floor related to street. Linking elements such as canopy, arcade, passages, portics, 

atriums, stoops, ground terrace and courtyards are named within various different 

titles, where their definition, use, content and context are undetermined issues. In 

addition, organization of visibility, transparency or screening is not included from the 

point of visual connection at ground level. Scale of ground level is designated as 

floor height for commercial and residential use and floor number for high-rise 

buildings. Additionally heights and depth of porticos and passages are separately 

stated. 
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Porch & Fence: a planted frontage wherein the facade is set back from the Frontage Line with an attached porch 

permitted A fence at the frontage line maintains street spatial definition. 

 

Terrace Facade is set back from the frontage line by an elevated terrace. This type buffers residential use from 

urban sidewalks and removes the private yard from public. Terraces are suitable for conversion to outdoor cafes. 

 

Shopfront: Facade is aligned close to the frontage line with the building entrance at sidewalk grade. This type is 

conventional for retail use.  

Figure 5.6 Examples of front yards (area between the building facades and the plot lines) (Adapted from Smart 

Code v.9.2) 

 

 

Although legislation includes subjects related to tools of ground floor treatment, their 

description are not linked to contextual framework. Since ground floor is where both 

visual and physical interaction occurs, definitions, principles of arrangement and 

utilization of; 

 

a. section of the ground floor as arcade, stoops, entrance portal, public stairs etc. in 

relation to frontages, building line, entrances etc. 

b. degree of activeness as closure, transparency, privacy, access etc. 
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should be included in relation to activities that took place. In Figure 5.7 illustrations 

of ground floor elements and arrangements are showing how to give messages of 

activity and territory.  

 

 

 
a. Stoops 

 
b. Forecourt 

 
c. Store Front 

 
d. Arcade 

Figure 5.7 Ground floor arrangements-Frontages (Retreived on February, 2016 from 

http://bettercities.net/images/9653/form-based-code-frontages) 

 

Façade is the key element of visual interaction with opening treatment, mass 

articulation-scale and material characteristics. Where building scale is mainly 

controlled by density regulations, building dimensions of depth, façade length and 

height is separately designed subjects of legislation. Although dimensions are given 

according to quantitative criterion depending to plot dimensions, function and street 

width, there is an exception that allows local authority to reorganize façade length 

due to existing character of fabric and to decrease height to provide coherence with 

defacing historical building and/or artifact.  
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Additionally, mass articulation and materials except projection dimensions, bylaw 

enables local authority to enact regulations related to architectural characteristics 

including materials where there is no specific regulation related to opening 

treatment. This situation related to characteristic of setting and architecture is just 

issued for façade in legislation. Although it is a positive point of view to consider in 

terms of interaction between urban space and architecture, results are vulnerable to 

„subjective interpretations‟ as principles are uncertain. 

 

Dimensional regulations that are linked to minimum buildable area and density 

zoning should be broadened to a place bounded issues, and contextual arrangement 

right of local authority, which has no objective basis, should have descriptive and 

guiding grounds within legislation for „characteristics of setting‟. Therefore, 

principles of façade as an interface, in terms of 

a. mass articulation with façade segmentation (expression lines of horizontal, vertical 

entrance elements etc.), projections/encroachments, stepback, turns, recessions etc.  

b. façade composition with material rendering as dominant colors, change in 

materials, compatibility of textures etc. and opening treatment as shape, proportion, 

balance and alignment of windows 

 

should be described and arranged in legislation. Related examples are given in Figure 

5.8, which are similar arrangements of legislations of form based coding. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Façade treatment; material, openings, massing in San Antonio Development Code-Design Standards. 

Retrieved on February, 2016 from https://www.municode.com) 
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Roof is considered as the fifth façade of building, as mentioned earlier which also 

affects the regulations in a similar way. Besides quantitative subjects and use of roof 

area (to control gain of additional floor area), slope, material and character of roof is 

issued in legislation. Coherency in the setting and consideration of climate for roof 

materials and slope is under the control of local authority due to legislation. 

Therefore, same positive effects and possibility of negative outcomes is valid for 

roofs as it is in facades. Thus, similar to façade, principles of roofs as; 

 

a. roof articulation with form and elements as pitched roof, flat roof, roof terrace, 

roof parapets etc. 

b. roof materials as colors, texture etc. 

 

should be arranged within legislation to generate a descriptive and guiding basis for 

„coherency of setting‟. Examples of roof regulations in a development code are given 

in Figure 5.9. 

 

 

 

Roof form. 

Roof types shall be front or side-gable, hipped, and flat 

with parapet or a combination thereof. The principal 

roof pitch shall be a minimum of 3:12. Mansard roofs 

are prohibited. 

 

Roof treatments 

Variations in rooflines shall be used to add interest to, 

and reduce the mass of buildings. Roof features shall 

be in scale with the building's mass… Roofing material 

shall be constructed of durable high quality material in 

order to enhance the appearance and attractiveness of 

the community 

Figure 5.9 Example of coding roof form and treatment in Miramar;Florida Land Development Code (retrieved on 

February, 2016 from https://www.municode.com/library/fl/miramar/codes/land_development_code? 
nodeId=CH7USRE_S705COZODI) 

 

 

Technical Presentation 

Plan drawings and plan notes are representation mediums of projected spatial and 

development conditions. Therefore, the way these medium present the data provides 

guidance for built environment. Although high degree of variability in drawing and 

presenting the design such as street sections, facades, perspective drawings etc. and 
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also possibility to include characteristic and qualitative features with plan 

notes/reports, existing conditions is a reflection of a cartographic approach that 

express the numerical regulations with symbols and diagrams rather than spatial 

dynamics. 

 

Depiction of distinctive features such as ground floor and street sections, roofscape 

silhouette, façade elevations, rendering of drawings not only for functional zoning 

but also for spatial definitions etc. should be introduced as a necessity in the 

legislation and defined in its appendices as legends. 

 

In addition to plan and project representation, legislations should include graphic 

based descriptions. As discussed previously, definitions of architectural elements are 

not clear or do not match design vocabulary. Therefore, visuals and graphics that 

explain the related features would provide clarification to the point explained and 

expected outcome. 

 

5.5 Possible Planning 

This section examines the typical planning tools, plan drawings, and plan notes and 

the some alternative ways to reproduce them in order to achieve designed interface. 

In the light of the analysis, typical plans are reevaluated with design control to 

demonstrate how plans will change if legislation includes proposed suggestions.  

 

First example depicts a mixed-use district with small-scale plots. In the typical plan 

(Figure 5.10) information related to space and building is street widths, building 

order and building density. In the possible alternative projected spatial environment 

(Figure 5.11) is defined with existing and alternative planning tools. 

 

Setback distance is defined as „structural setback‟ and „street (façade) setback‟ in 

order to generate an arcaded building, hence an arcaded commercial street. At street 

corners setback is filleted at ground level as a mini corner plaza. Building volume 

and street use are determined to define the interface of urban space and architectural 
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structure. Additionally, use of frond yards and arcaded strip is designated by defining 

pavement and planting, and sidewalks and left over space are made defined to 

strengthen the spatial definition. Further descriptions and meanings are given in the 

plan notes to demonstrate the principles.  

 

In the second example plan is a typical residential area with a recreational park. The 

plan generates plots with detached order buildings with 5.00 m typical yard distance 

however without any use information. The recreational park is designated as three 

plot wide area at the corner of the block (Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14) 

 

Proposed example is based on relocating park as a part of two separate blocks to 

integrate the space into plot arrangement and circulation network as a pedestrian 

path. New recreational area provides both neighborhood open space, integrated to 

buildings and provides pedestrian access between streets. Building dispositions are 

redefined as „edge-leaned order‟ in which plot has single side yard. Although that 

arrangement is not valid within existing legislation, it has potential to increase the 

use potential of apartment block yards in the city-core. Two separate 5.00 m typical 

yard distance is unified in single 10.00 m yard. 

 

Third example (Figure 5.15) is an urban-block arranged with typical detached order 

plots. In order to express the territorial relation among semipublic block and semi-

private plots a shared space within the block is reorganized (Figure 5.16). Where 

building density is preserved, building order is changed to block order. 

Characteristics of the shared space can be designated by defining landscape and 

garden walls in plan notes. 

 

In Figure 5.17 alternative building sections are given which can be deprived by FAR 

and PCAR . Typical approach is to define FAR as the multiply of floor number to 

PCAR which produce prismatic geometries. By redefining the ratios of FAR/ PCAR 

possibility to generate varied sections and building volumes. 
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Figure 5.10 Typical Plan Document (Example 1) 

 

  

Figure 5.11Possible Plan Drawing and Plan Notes (Example 1) (Personal drawing) 
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Objective: 
1. Neighborhood areas should be pedestrian-oriented and contain a mix of uses 
2. Buildings and landscaping should contribute to the physical definition of streets as public spaces. 

3. Development should adequately accommodate automobiles while respecting the pedestrian and the spatial 
form of public areas. 
 
This section of the neighborhood is planned and designed to serve as a commercial axis of a mixed-used 
(residential+commercial) district. Therefore, ground floors are determined for commercial use as given in Article 
3 of SDB. In order to provide active and pedestrian friendly use of the commercial spaces, ground floors are 
enforced to create arcaded street fronts with pavement. Furthermore, a typical distance for front yards is provided 
to screen car traffic with mid-sized plants.  
 
At ground floor level, to provide the attractiveness of commercial spaces, at least %60 of façade should be glazed 
and transparent. 
 
At ground floor level, in the arcaded strip only structural load bearing elements are allowed. Any permanent or 
temporary building elements are strictly forbidden. However, movable furniture for landscape or refreshment 
purposes are allowed. 
Any other furniture and movable display items should be placed to provide pedestrian movement in both arcaded 
strip and front yard. Occupied area should stay in the limits of property lines of each unit. 
 
Due to Article 29 of SDB, floor height of commercial ground floor is 4.50 m. 
 
Description of legend: 
Street setback depicts the mandatory façade line of the ground floor. At ground floor level, in the arcaded strip 
only structural load bearing elements are allowed lined at the structural setback line. Any permanent or temporary 
building elements are strictly forbidden. 
 
Structural setback line is the line for load bearing elements and normal floor façade.  
 
Soft+hard landscape depicts the area where plants are allowed but lawn is not allowed. The area should be paved 
with outdoor tiling and plants should be lined to edges of the sidewalk and/or setback line. Allowed area for 
planting per plant is 0.5m2 

Hard landscape depicts pavement area with outdoor tiling is allowed. Arcaded strip is a mandatory hardscape area 
to ease pedestrian movement.  
Soft landscape defines the green area with lawn (min. %80 of rendered area) and plants. Pavement (max. %20 of 
plot area) is allowed to provide walk paths. 
 

 

Figure 5.12 Example 1-Plan Notes 
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Figure 5.13 Typical Plan Document (Example 2) 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Possible Plan Document (Example 2) (Personal drawing) 
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 Figure 5.15 Typical Plan Document (Example 3)    
 

Figure 5.16 Possible Plan Document (Example 3) 

(Personal drawing) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Alternative Building Sections with density PCAR/FAR (Personal drawing) 
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5.5. Conclusion 

Architecture urban interface is an essential component of urban design that can be 

defined and controlled within planning and legislation. Process and content of 

building legislation and development planning are not sufficient to reach quality, 

coherence and variety in urban space due to its role on formation of interface. 

However, it is possible to retrieve the monotony, chaos and disunity of urban space 

by interpenetrating the definition and formation of interface in planning process and 

legislation as a place relative issue. Although system has its potential tools, 

techniques and principles of control, existing situation left the design of interface out 

of context. However, both development legislation and planning processes should 

include descriptive and explanatory base for coordinating built form in terms of 

qualified urban space. Control over context of built form should be integrated to 

planning process to satisfy the requirements of qualified urban space. 

 

Today reason for the problems of spatial interaction in urban environment, do not 

result by lack of applying/providing quick and correct solution to effects of 

urbanization, industrialization, capitalization. Even if collective memory of planning 

practice, economic and social conditions of state might not be capable of producing 

its own solutions, basically problems are caused by abstention from developing 

vision and generating policy. Source of the problem, as a late industrialized society, 

depends on inability to follow the solutions and precautions of early industrialized 

societies generated for urban space, and incapacity to blend these experience with 

social and spatial conventions in order to make them operable. Still, instead of 

developing original legal regulations and fresh planning system (if necessary, which 

is inspired by successful urban design policies utilized in developed countries) 

tendency is to deliver rearrangements that support ongoing formation of building and 

urban space. Urban design practices that took place directed to spatial 

renewal/regeneration (even if they are successful designs) are partial and limited 

projects, but not system and process oriented processes. 

 

Regulations and legislation that define framework rules of plans, function as 

administrative act by definition. Therefore, the primary concern is to provide “urban 
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services, prevent inequality among property owners” and “healthier /sanitary living 

conditions” (Ersoy, 2000), (Aydemir, 2004). Although these purposes effect design 

decisions, regulations does not aim to set urban design tools in particular. Interface 

design decisions are left to designer, in different levels of process city planner, urban 

designer or architect that do not demarcate design (coding), generate principles 

(policy) or provide instructions (guidance). Even though in most of the cases there 

might be no obstacle or restriction to produce plans and projects in accordance 

to interface principles, high degree of flexibility results in normlessness in built 

environment due to both conditions of designers and demands of stakeholders.  

 

As mentioned earlier, varying levels of profession of designers and types of manners 

of stakeholders are highly subjective to be independent to shape the spatial urban 

environment. However, interaction of built form and unbuilt space of urban 

environment are in need of more than that in terms of social and physical interaction. 

These needs are design principles and goals, which should be primarily determined, 

latter introduced and integrated to existing system/process in the form of regulation, 

coding guideline, legislation (due to purpose of principles). Herein mentioned is not 

limited and inflexible design conditions, rather guided design solutions and 

opportunities, which will result in higher standards not only for building comfort but 

also for social spatial environment. 

 

Interface design, which is a priority area of urban design due to spatial definition 

have both necessity and possibility to be generated in legislative control mechanism. 

Starting point is to form examined principles and tools within the system, then to 

specify to adopting them in coding plans, plan notes indigenous to cities, places. In 

other words, legislation should define and specify the implementation of principles 

and tools of interface control as it does for zoning control. Besides giving solely 

descriptions and instructions, legislation should include aim of the regulation, 

underlying effects and expected outcomes. In other words, intention of regulation 

should be clear to make connection to designer; planner or architect. Otherwise, it 

became an unaccountable, incoherent document to deal with. Both verbal and 

graphic language of legislation should be descriptive and provide communicative 

role between the document and the designer to generate plans or projects. 
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In conclusion; 

 Interface principles are basic spatial regulations that should be designed for 

entire city not only for site-specific urban projects. 

 Therefore, its control mechanism should be integrated to development 

planning and legislation system. 

 Although existing condition is not generated in this way, structure of the 

system has potential tools to be adopted as defining distinct architectural 

features, possibility to use zoning tools such as setback distance, qualitative 

control form of plan notes, special statement on roof and façade treatment etc. 

 Introducing the definitions, objectives and principles of interface tools (such 

as land use-building use matrix, typology of street, block pattern, use and 

features of plot areas, form and activeness of ground floor, articulation and 

material of façade and roof, alternative drawings etc.) into the system with a 

spatial design consideration point of view will provide guiding features to 

legislation. 
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APPENDIX-A- 

LIST of RELATED LEGISLATION 

 

 

 

TABLE A.1. BY-LAWS 

Mevzuat  Tarihi Sayısı 

Planlı Alanlar Tip İmar 

Yönetmeliği 
02.11.1985 18916 

Mekânsal Planlar Yapım 

Yönetmeliği 

14.06.2014  

Planlı Alanlar Tip İmar 

Yönetmeliğinde Değişiklik 

Yapılmasına Dair Yönetmelik 

22.05.2014  

İmar Kanununun 18 İnci Maddesi 

Uyarınca Yapılacak Arazi Ve Arsa 

Düzenlenmesi İle İlgili Esaslar 

Hakkında Yönetmelik 

02.11.1985 18916 

Plan Yapımına Ait Esaslara Dair 

Yönetmelik 
02.11.1985 18916 

Otopark Yönetmeliği 01.07.1993 21624 

Yapılarda Özürlülerin Kullanımına 

Yönelik Proje Tadili Komisyonları 

Teşkili, Çalışma Usul Ve Esasları 

Hakkında Yönetmelik 

22.04.2006 26147 

Binaların Yangından Korunması 

Hakkında Yönetmelik 
19.12.2007 26735 

Binalarda Enerji Performansı 

Yönetmeliği 
05.12.2008 27075 

Çevre Denetimi Yönetmeliği 21.11.2008 27061 

Çevresel Etki Değerlendirmesi 

Yönetmeliği 
03.10.2013 28784 

Yapı Malzemelerinin Tabi Olacağı 

Kriterler Hakkında Yönetmelik 
26.06.2009 27270 

Yapım İşleri Muayene Ve Kabul 

Yönetmeliği 
04.03.2009 27159 

Korunan Alanlarda Yapılacak 

Planlara Dair Yönetmelik 
23.03.2012 28242 

Afet Riski Altındaki Alanların 

dönüştürülmesi Hakkında Kanun 

Uygulama Yönetmeliği 

15.12.2012 28498 

Yapı Malzemeleri Yönetmeliği 

(3005/2011/AB) 
10.07.2013 28703 
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Yapı Malzemeleri Yönetmeliği 10.07.2013 28703 

Sürdürülebilir Yeşil Binalar ile 

Sürdürülebilir Yerleşmelerin 

Belgelendirilmesine Dair 

Yönetmelik 

08.12.2014  

 

 

TABLE A.2. LAWS 

Enerji Verimliliği Kanunu 02.05.2007 26510 5627 

İskan Kanunu 26.09.2006 26301 5543 

Belediye Kanunu 13.07.2005 25874 5393 

Büyükşehir Belediyesi Kanunu 23.07.2004 25531 5216 

Kuzey Ankara Girişi Kentsel 

Dönüşüm Projesi Kanunu 
12.03.2004 25400 5104 

İmar Kanunu 09.05.1985 18749 3194 

Toplu Konut Kanunu 17.03.1984 18344 2985 

Kooperatifler Kanunu 10.05.1969 13195 1163 

Arsa Üretimi ve 

Değerlendirilmesi Hakkında 

Kanun 

10.05.1969 13195 1164 

Gecekondu Kanunu 30.07.1966 12362 775 

Afet Riski Altındaki Alanların 

Dönüştürülmesi Hakkında 

Kanun 

31.05.2012 28309 6306 

Kat Mülkiyeti Kanunu 02.07.1965 12038 634 

Yapı Denetimi Kanunu 13.07.2001 24461 4708 

Türk Mühendis ve Mimar 

Odaları Birliği Kanunu 
04.02.1954 8625 6235 

Mühendislik Ve Mimarlık 

Hakkında Kanun 
28.06.1938 3945 3458 
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